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Lewis, P. A. W., and Shedler , G. S., “Simula-
tion of Non-Homogeneous Poisson Processes by
Thinning” , Technical Report , NPS-55-77-15,
August 1977.
Jacobs, P. A. and Lewis, P. A. W., “Discrete
Time Series Generated by Mixtures II. Asymp-
totic Properties” , to appear in J. ~~~~~~~~~~ Stat.Soc. B, June 1978.
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Title : Optimal Carrier Landing Patterns
Investigator: K. T. Marshall , Professor of Operations
Research
Sponsor : None.
Objective : When an aircraft fails to arrest or is
“waived off” on an approach to a carrier ,
it is said to bolter , and enter a bolter
queue at 1200’ to await a second landing
attempt. Aircraft who have not yet at-
tempted to land are stocked in a holding
pattern at higher altitudes. Since fuel
consumption increases significantly at low
altitudes , bolter holes are often left in
the approach landinq pattern to allow air-
craft which bolter a further landing at—
tempt without waiting for the entire squa-
dron to be recovered. The optima l spacing
of these bolter holes as a function of the
probability of a successful landing needs
to be determined , and could lead to signi-
fican t savings in fuel.
Summary : Work is underway on this project. Simula-
tion was used by a thesis student , whose
results are to appear. Progress has been
made on an analytic solution , and these
results should appear early in 1978.
I Publications: None .
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Title : Manpower Planning and Budgeting Models
Investigator: K. T. Marshall , Professor of Operations
Research
Sponsor : Headquarters Marine Corps , via Navy Person-
nel Research and Development Center
~bjective : This project was a continuation of earlierwork in both enlisted and officer planning
models. An earlier enlisted endstrength
forecasting model was to be modified with
the implementation of more interactive fea-
tures. These features would allow the us-
er to determine the effects of changing at-
trition on both the total endstrength and
on the racial and educational mix of the
enlisted force. Enhancements were also
planned for an interactive model which cal-
culates the Officer Manpower Plan.
Summary : The enhancements were made as planned and
are in current use by the staff in HQMC .
In addition , research was carried out to
I
I find more efficient ways to compute results
with 2-dimensional state spaces. Such mo-
dels occur frequently i n  manpower planninq .
Efficient inversion techniques were found
t~~r special—structured matrices. Thesetechniques are well suited for use in inter-
active APL programs .
Conference K. T. Marshall , “Efficient Computation and
Presentations: 1e n q Range Optimization Applications Usin g
~1 Two-Characteristic Markov-Type ManpowerFlow Model”~ presented at the NATO Confer-ence on Manpower Planning , Stresa , July
1977.
Publications: K. T. Marshall , W. 3. Hayne , “Two-Charac-
t~eristic Markov-Type Manpower Flow Models” ,Naval Research Logistics Quarter~~ 24 (June1977), 235—255. -
K. T. Marshall , “Efficient Computation and
ionq Range Optimization )\pplications Usinq
a Twe-Characteristic Markov-Type Manpower
1’low Modelq Technical Report , NPS55-77-23 ,
March , 1977.
_________ ______ ____ _____________ ~~~~~~~
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K. T. Marshall , “Forecasting the Number and
Types of Enlisted Per~.onne1 in the UnitedStates Marine Corps: An Interactive Cohart
Model” , Technical Report, NPS55-77-24, May,
1977.
K. T. Marshall , “An Interactive Model to
Compute the Officer Manpower Plan for the
United States Marine Corps” , Technical Re-
port, NPS55-77-37, August 1977.
?~esis Directed: B. T. Babin , R. Patrow , “Determination ofStudent Quotas for the Marine Corps Special
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Tit ’e : Navy Enlisted Personnel Modelling Project
Investitjator: P. H. Mu ch , Associate Professor of cl~erationsResearch
Sponsor: Bureau of Naval Personnel
Objective : To develop parametric distributions for the length
of service (LOS) distribution of advancees in the
Navy Enlisted Force .
Summary : A previously developed regression model was u~ vdas a starting point to build an anal ytic model for
estimating the LOS distribution of advancements
to a pay grade of a rating of the Enlisted Navy .
This distribution is linked throuqh fifteen para-
meters to the net inventory distribution in the
pay grade below (resource population for advancees)
and the total “volume” of advancements to be made
to the pay grade in questicn .
Publications : P. R. Milch , “Estimation of Parametric Length of
Service Distributions of Advancees of the Navy
Enlisted Force” , Technical Report , NPS
55Mh76121 , December 1976.
P. R. Milch , “Models for the Estimation of Parametric
Length of Service Distributions of Advancees ci the
Navy Enlisted Force” , Submitted to Nava l_Research
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Title: Balancing , Manpower Requirements and Per-
sonnel Resources
Investigator: P. R. MUch, Associate Professor of Opera-
tions Research
Sponsor: Naval Personnel Research and Development
Center, San Diego, CA
Objective: To validate procedures currently used by
BUPERS’ personnel planning mode , FAST, to
estimate various gain and loss variables for
all ratings in the Enlisted Navy . To com-
pare estimating procedures of the FAST mo-
del and the previously developed parametric
model for the length of service (LOS) dis-
tribution of advancement to each of the six
upper pay grades of every rating of the Navy
Enlisted Force.
Suimnary: Three measures of error were developed and
evaluated for six gain and loss variables
to evaluate the accuracy of currently used
estimating procedures by FAST. The parame-
tric LOS distribution model for estimating
advancement in the Enlisted Navy was extend-
ed to all ratings. This method was then
compar~~7 in terms of three error measures ,to the currently used FAST method. The re-
sults were sufficiently encouraging to pro-
ceed with plans for implementation, i.e.,
incorporation of the new method in the FAST
model.
Publications: None.
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Title: East—European Event/Interaction as Seen
Through the New York Times
Investigator: P. R. M i l ch , Associate Professor of Opera-
tions Research
Sponsor: None
Objective : To provide a summary of Event/Interaction
data about ti’e six Warsaw Pact Allhc of
the Soviet Union available t h r ouq h  the
WEIS P r o j e c t .
Summary : Tabularized and graphical summaries have
been developed by APL manipul at ion of the
data  r eqa rd ing  e v e n t/ i n t e r a c t i o n s  i n v o l v i n g
the  s ix  Warsaw Pact A l l i e s  of the  S o v iet
Union  e i t he r  as “Actor ” or as “Ta rget ”
count r ies  d u r i n g  the 19 6 7 — 1 9 7 7  peri od .
These s u m m a r ie s  show how these s i x  c o u n t r i e s
have changed t h e i r  r e l a t i o n s h ips w i t h  each
other and the  rest of the  wor ld  during
above period . The r e s u l t s  are  st i c n ~~1ybiased because they are based on New York
Times repor t s  o n l y .
Publications: None.
‘~~ ‘w~~~~________  I s
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Title: Skill Deterioration and I t s  Management
InvestLyator: D. E. Neil , Assistant Professor of Opera-
tions Research
Sponsor: Program Planning Office , Department of the
Nav y
Objective : Analyze requirements for enlisted skill re-
training for personnel returning to skill
areas following period of nonutilization .
Recommendations as to a feasible research
and study program to develop the knowledge
and methods necessary to manage the skill
deterioration problem .
Summary : The project indicated that skill deteriora-
tion among Navy personnel due to nonutili-
zation of learned skills is a serious pro-
blem with no easy solution . Recommenda-
tions were made for a short-range program
utilizing expert opinion to determine skill
levels and retraining requirement. In ad-
dition , a long-range approach to the ques-
Lion was suggested which would result in a
valid skill assessment and retraining re-
quirement program . This latter effort would
require time to implement and relies on data
accumulated from the first phase for develop-
ment.
Publications : D. F. Neil , “Skill Deterioratico and Its
Management ,” Technical Report , NPS—55Ni77-’O6l ,
June 1977
‘ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Title : Conference on Occupational Safety and Health Anal yses
Investigator : D. E. Neil, Ass istant Professor of
Operations Research
Sponsor : Office of Naval Research
Objective : Project designed to examine the questions of
identification, evaluation, analysis and prediction
through convening of a conference on the general
subject of occupational safety and health .
Summary: As a result of conflict with elements within NAVSEA
actual convening of the conference could not proceed
as originally scheduled. However , meetings have
been held with various agencies involved with occu-
pational safety and health within the Navy and
several contractors currently examining the problem.
The conference has been delayed but will be held at
a later date .
Publications : None .
~~




Title: Model Development and Analysis in Support of
the Army Combat Vehicle Technology Program
Investigator: Sam H. Parry , Associate Professor of Opera-
tions Resedrch
Sponsor: U.S. Army Armor and Engineer Board
Objective : To coordinate the utilization of combat mo-
dels in support of the ACVT Program and to
develop simplified models for parametric
analysis of combat vehicles. In addition ,
the investigator is assisting in the design
and execution of the HIMAG Program and in
the analysis of apparent target motion para-
meters from experimental data . This is a
continuing project.
Summary : Several models have been developed and uti-
lized in the assessmen t of the contribution
of mobility and agility to battlefield sur.ri—
vability . Results to date indicate a payoff
for increased agility, but at thresholds of
apparent motion below that which was origi-
nally anticipated. In addition , a signifi-
cant quantification of crew variability has
been made , and specific recommendations for
improving crew performance suggested . Mile-
stone dates and tasks for the development
and employment of force-on-force models in
support of the ACVT Program have been esta-
blished . Additional experiments to be con-
ducted in 1978 and 1979 will be analyzed
and the results synthesized with those cur-
rently available.
Conference S. Parry , “A Quantification of Mobility and
Presentations: Agility ” , presented at the Fifteenth Army
Operations Research Symposium , Fort Lee, VA ,
26—29 October 1976 .
S. Parry , “The Effect of Target Vehicle Agi-
li ty on Tank Gunners ” , presented at the Fif-
teenth Army Opera t ions Research Symposium ,
Fort Lee, Va , 26-29 October 1976.
S. Parry , “The Effect of Target Vehicle Agi-
lity on Tank Gunners”,presented at the Six-teenth Army Operations Research Symposium ,
Ft. Lee , VA , October , 1977.
- W~~~ ~~~~~ 





S. 3rry , “The Generation and Use of Parame-
terized Terrain in Land Combat Simulation ’ ,
1977 Winter Simulation Conference, National
Bureau of Standards , Gaithersburg , MD , De-
cember , 1977.
Publications : S. Parry , “S-Tank Agility/Survivability Test ” ,
seven of eight chapters and the entire por-
tion of hit aviodance-St. Vith (5 Chapters).
S. Parry , “Contributions of Agility to Sur-
vivability ” , to appear in J. of Defense Re-
search, March 1978.
Thesis Directed : W. W. Cannon and 3. J. Sweeney , “Error Bud-
get Analysis of Automatic Cannons on Armored
Combat Vehicles ” , Master ’s Thesis, September ,
1977.
Kelleher , A. P., “Simulation of the Tactical
Employment of Field Artillery ” , Master ’s
Thesis, December 1977.
Kelley , J. R., “Simulation and Analysis of
Ammunition Transport Capability in Support















Title: Experimental Design and Analyses for ACCAT
Investigator : G. K. Poock , Professor of Operations Research
Sponsor: Naval Oceans Systems Command
Objective: To provide experimental designs and analyses
for experiments run in the ACCAT laboratory .
This lab is a testbed to evaluate new concepts
in software and hardware for their use in fleet
command and control activities.
Summary : Experiments were designed and provided NOSC on
time per their requirement . Current activities
are directed to design of experiments for FY78.
Publications: G. K. Poock , D. R. Barr , and F. F.. :Lchards ,
“Experimental Designs and Analyses for Initial
ACCAT Testbed Experimental Demonstrations ” ,
Technical Report, NPS55—77-21, 1977.
•1




Title: Study of Student Opinion Form Data
Investigator : R. R. Read , Professor of Operations
Research
Sponsor : Provost, Naval Postgraduate School
Objective : To explore the SOF data looking for impor-
tant sources of variability .
Summary : The SOF profiles of the various academic
departments are distinct. The most impor-
tant discriminating variab les are the over-
all rating of the instructor and the in-
structor ’s knowledge of his subject. The
overall rating (No. 12) summarizes much
but not all , of the information on the
form. The variability of this component
is highly dependent upon the course itself
and the group of students. The quality of
the data needs to be improved.
Publications : None.




Title: Sampling Methods for the Analysis of Large
Contracts Prior to Negotiation
Investigator: R. R. Read , Professor of Operations Research
Sponsor: Strategic Systems Project Office
Objective : To determine the usefulness of statisti-
cal sampling for compressing the time frame
of sole source contract negotiation .
Summary : The records of selected previously nego-
tiated large contracts were reviewed to
study the efficacy of sampling. Gene-
rally they lacked sufficient delay to
support a quantitative study . It was re-
commended that future large contracts be
flow-charted (i.e., a decision tree form-
-
- ed) in terms of the structure of the tasks
to be performed and that the relevant as-
sociated information be computerized .
This alone would help compress the negotia-
tion time and pave the way for additional
gains using sampling .
Publications: None.
_____ ______________ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~






Title : Balancing Manpower Requirements and Person-
nel Resources
Investigator: R. R. Read , Professor of Operations Research
Sponsor : Navy Personnel Research and Development Center ,
San Diego
Objective : To determine the usefulness of regression
methods in the forecasting of manpower chan-
ges.
Summary : Eleven years data are available broken out
by pay grade and length of service ; and also
according to the categories of eligible , sepa-
rations , re-enlistments , and total inventory .
The regression methods are competitive with
the currently used non-parametric time series
smoothing . These are indications that a deep-
er study might show them to be superior.
Publications: R. R. Read , “Study of the Prediction of Man-
power Change Behavior Using Regression Me-
thods ,” Technical Report NPS55-77-26 , June
1977.
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Title : Ef f i c i ency  of Estimators
Investigator: R. R. Read , Professor of Operations Research
Sponsor : None
Objective : Examine the asymptotic efficiencies of point
estimators other than maximum likelihood when
maximum l i k e l i h o o d  is too hard  to achieve .
Summary : The a symptot  ic  covar i ance  m a t r i c e s  have been
related to the information matrix when some
of the likelihood equations have bee n replaced .
Efficiencies have been computed in several
cases including the important Gamm a and
Negative Binomial cases. Some useful alter-
natives have been found .
Publications: R. R. Read , “Characterization of the Asymp-
totic Covariance Matrix of Some Altered Maxi-
mum Likelihood Estimators ,” Bulletin , Inst.
Math . Stat., June 1977.
IL R. Read , “Methodology for Efficiency and
Alteration of th e Likelihood System ,” Tech-
nical Report , NPSS5—77—9 , March 1977.
R. R. Read , “Asymptotic Efficit ’n ’y and Some
Quasi Method of Moments Estimators ,” T e c h n i c a l
Report , NPS55—77—7 , March 1977.
‘4’
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Title: Principal End-Item Equipment Management
Investigator : F. R. Richards, Associate Professor of
• Operations Research
Sponsor: Naval Electronics Systems Command
Objective : The purpose of this study is to analyze the
data for 2Z cog items and to estimate the
workload for each of the 2Z inventory mana-
gers. A second objective is to analyze the
procedures for transferring control of prin-
cipal end-item equipment from NAVELEX to
the Supply System.
Summary: Data was obtained and computer programs were
written to extract the required information
concerning the activity of each 2Z cog item .
The items were stratified by inventory mana-
ger and a workload measure of effectiveness
was determined for each inventory manager.
Historical data has been studied and exist-
ing procedures for controlling the migration
of items have been studied. Decision rules





Title : Computer Assisted Target Positional Analy-
sis for P3 Aircraft
Investigator: Rex H. Shudde , Associate Professor of Op-
erations Research
Sponsor : Commander , Third Fleet
Objective : The oblective is to optimize new and exist-
ing algorithms for in—flight use of fleet
tactical ASW aircraft. Major areas include
acoustic and nonacoustic search , tarqet
classification , and sensor data process-
ing .
Summary : Seven Hewlett-Packard HP-67/97 programmable
calculator programs for in-fli ght process-
ing of acoustic sensor data were designed
and written . The titles of these programs
that are in the Fleet Mission Program Li-
brary unit are listed as follows :
1. HYFIX - Hyperbolic Fixing with Three
Sonobuoys
2. HYLOP - Hyperbolic Lines-cf-Position
with Two Sonobuoys
3. DIFAR - Bearings Only Tracking with
Least Squares
4 .  DIACTIVE - Least Squares Tracking with
Time , Bearing and Range
5. Bea r ing , Speed , and Course given Range
and Doppler Data from Two Sonobuoys
6. Speed and Course Given Range-On ly Data
from Two Sonobuoys at Two or More Times
Publications: R. H. Shudde , “Tactical Analysis on the
Personal Programmable Calculator  - Six Al-
gorithms” , Technical Report , NPS55-7l-31 ,
July 1977.
R. H. Shudde , “On-Station Update of Oceano-
graphic Informat ion wi th  Programs for  the
HP—67 Calculator ” , Technical  Report , NPS55-







Title: Computer Assisted Target Positional Analysis
for P3 Aircraft
Investigator: Rex H. Shudde, Associate Professor of
Operations Research
Sponsor: Department of the Navy and COMPATWINGSPAC
Objective: This program is a continuation of the program
sponsored by Commander, Third Fleet.
Summary: An analysis of the Lloyd ’s Mirror Phenomena
under constant negative sound velocity condi-
tions has been performed . A Hewlett-Packard
HP-67 programmable calculator program has
been written using results of this research ;
this program has been submitted to the Fleet
Mission Program Library .
r Publications; R. H. Shudde , “Lloyd Mirror Phenomenon UnderConstant Velocity Gradient Conditions,” Te-
chnical Report1NPS55-77-36 , May 1977. 
~ 




Title: FBM Effectiveness Studies
Investigator: R. H. Shudde , Associate Prof essor of Operations
Research
Sponsor: Department of the Navy
Objective : The technical objective of this work is to
develop models for use in FBM effectiveness
studies.
Summary : An analysis has been completed on a phase of
FBM operations.
Publications: R. H. Shudde, “A Distribution Model of Re-Entry
Bodies from a Single MIRV System ” , Technical
Report, NPS55-77—14, March , 1977.
LI
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Title: Tactical ASW Programs for the Ilandheld Cal—
cu lr t t o r
Inves t iga tor : R.  H.  Shudde , A s s o c iat e  P rofessor  of Opera—
• tions Research
Sponsor : None .
Objective : Development of tactical ASW programs for the
handheld calculator.
Summary : A tact ical  a l g o r i t h m  for bea r ings—only  track-
ing from two moving sensor platforms has been
developed and a program for t he  Hewlett-Pack-
ard HP—67 Calculator has been written .
Publications : R. H. Shudde , “Estimation of a Contacts ’
• Course , Speed and Posi t ion Based on Bearings—
Only In fo rmat ion  from Two Moving Sensors
with a Program for an HP—67/97 Calculator ” ,
Technical Report , NPS55-77-43 , November 1977. 
- . . . . ___ _ ___~:.•_~ 
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Title: Maintenance System Development Program
(MDSP) Review
Investigator : Michael G. Sovereign , Associate Profes-
sor of Operations Research
Sponsor: Naval Sea Systems Command
Objective: Provide independent operations research
review of the progress of the Maintenance
System Development Program, a large study
relating to surface ship maintenance.
Summary : This project consists of monitoring weekly
contractor reports, attending quarterly re-
views and writing evaluations of the con-
tractors’ output. Several faculty members
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Investigators : M. C. Sovereign , Associate Professor of
Operations Research , J. K. Hartman , Asso-
ciate Professor of Operations Research
Sponsor: Naval Weapons Center
Objective : Objective of this research is to develop con-
cepts for the determination of the optimal
mix of air-to-ground munitions to be develop-
ed and procured by the Navy.
Summary : The approach is to first explore problem
formulation in the broadest sense including
training , maintenance and other life cycle
cost elements, as well as effectiveness and
computational frameworks have been reviewed
and a conceptual model stated . Formulation
of an optimization model has been completed.
Publications : None.





Title : Conceptual Analysis Project
Investigators : Michael G. Sovereign , Associate Professor
of Operations Research
Douglas Neil , Assistant Professor of
Operations Research
James Arima , Associate Prof essor of
Administrative Sciences
Sponsor: Office of the Chief of Naval Operations ,
Systems Analysis Division (OP-96)
Objective : Objective of this program is to utilize NPS
faculty in the development and evaluation of concepts
of analysis of Navy problems.
Summary : The approach of this program is to coordinate
faculty research with current problems faced
by OP—96 . Naval Postgraduate School faculty are
assigned as the independent review agent in CNO
~.tudy plans. This year the efforts have includeda study requested by OP-96 on the problem of skill
determination when Navy personnel leave their
occupations and a review of a major ASU force
mix analysis.
Publications : M. G. Sovereign , “Report on the Center for Naval
Analysis Force Mix Study, ” Volume I, II, III and
IV.
J. K.  Arima and D. E.  Neil , “Ski l l  Delineation
and its Management ,” Technical Report , NPS-54Aa-
7 7 ll lA , November 1977.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~11L~~~__. • —~~~~~
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Title: Lanchester—Type Models of Warfare (Monograph)
Investigator : J. G. Taylor, Associate Professor of
Operations Research
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective : To continue writing a monograph on Lanchester—
type (i.e. differential-equation) models of
warfare . The monograph will be a state-of-
the-art summary as well as an in t roduct ion to
analytical models of combat attrition and
will attempt to integrate and synthesize
widely scattered results and model l ing ideas .
• Summary : The wr i t ing  of the monograph was continued ,
wi th the outline of the book undergoing
major revision. Substantial portions of the
f i r s t  three chapters were wr i t ten , and the
the first chapter on background and intro-
duction (i.e. the general nature of combat
models) was revised . The initial portions
of the book have been largely tutorial in
nature , and consequently numerous examples
have been given to i l lus t ra te  many points
about various basic Lanchester—type models.
Additionally, some previously pending re-
lated research (to ultimately be incorporated
- into the monograph ) was completed , and also
an invited address entitled “State-of-the-
Art Summary of Lanchester Theory ” was deliv-
ered at the 15th Army Operations Research
Symposium .
Conference
Presentations: J. G. Taylor, “Concentration of Forces in
Some Lanchester—Type Combat Models ,” pre-
sented at the Western Section of ORSA 1976
Meeting, Los Angeles, CA , 16-17 September
1976.
J. G. Taylor , “State-of-the-Art Summary
(Lanchester Theory),” presented at the
• Annual U.S. Army Operations Research Sym-
posium , Fort Lee , VA , 27-29 October 1976.
(invited by program committee).
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _________.-
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J. G. Taylor and G. G. Brown , “ Fur ther
Canonical Method s in the Solution of
Variable-Coefficient Lanchester-Type Equa-
tions of Modern Warfare: A New Definition
of Power Lanchester Functions ” , presented
by J. C. Taylor at the Miami Joint ORSA/
TIMS National Meeting , Miami Beach , FL,
3—5 November 1976. Abstract  in ORSA
Bul le t in .
Publications : J. G. Taylor and G. Comstock , “Force-Anni-
hilation Conditions for Variable-Coefficient
Lanchester-Type Equations of Modern Warfare ” ,
Naval Research Logistics Quarterly 24, 349—
371 (1977)
J. G. Taylor ,”Predicting Battle Outcome with
Liouville ’s Normal Form for Lanchester-Type
Equations of Modern Warf are ” , Opsearch 14,
185—203 (1977).
J. G. Taylor, “Optimal Commitment of Forces
in Some Lanchester-Type Combat Models” ,
Technical Report, NP555-77-2, January 1977.
1
J. G. Taylor and G. G. Brown , “Numerical
Determination of the Pari ty-Condit ion Para-
meter for Lanchester—Type Equations of
Modern Warfare ” , Technical report, NPS55—
77—10 , March 1977.
J. G. Taylor, “Error Bounds for the Liouville-
Green Approximation to Initial-Value Problems” ,
Technical repor t, NPS55-77-29, June 1977.
Theses Directed : Herbert H. Mauerer (Captain , West German Army),
“Design Considerations for Lanchester-Type
Models of Warfare (LATMW) ” , Master ’s Thesis
September 1976.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Ti tle : Lanches tor-Type Models of W a r f a r e  (Monograp h )
Investigator: James D.  Taylor , Associate P rofessor  of
Opera t ions  Resea rch
Sponsor: O f f i c e  of Naval  Research
Obj ective : To wr i te  a monograph on Lanches ter - type  ( i . e . ,
d i f f e r e n t ia l - equa t ion )  models of w a r f a r e . The
monograp h w i l l  be a s t a t e — o f — t h e - a r t  summary
as we l l  as an in t rod u c t ion  t o  a n a l y t i c a l  mo-
dels of combat a t t r i t i o n  and w i l l  a t t emp t  to
integrate and synthesize widely scattered re—
sul ts  and modell ing ideas.
Summary : Some back g round resea rch was done , and wr i t-
ing of the monograph was i n i t i a t e d .  Dur ing
th is  report period , the e n t i re  monograph was
p la nned:  a qen era l  ou t l ine  and then a more
detai led one were developed. W r i t i n q  of the
monograph itself was then initiated and about
390 t y p e w r i t t e n  pages were w r i t t e n .  These
pages cons t i tu te  s u b s t a n t i a l  po r t i ons  of the
f i rst  six chapters  of the monograph (out  of
nine now planned) , with the fir st three chap-
ters being completely done. The initial por-
t ions of the book have been la rqe ly  t u t o r i a l
in na tu re , and consequen t l y  numerous  examp les
(i.e. evaluat i ons and qrap hical plots ; of analy-
t i ca l  sol u t ions  to p a r t i c u l a r  L an c h e s t e r — t y p e
models)  have been given to i l l u s t r a t e  model-
lin g points. Existing result.s Were extended
i n  several places . The mater ial completed is
as fol lows :
Chapter 1: Background and Tnt roduct ion
Chap ter 2 : Lanches ter ’s Classi c Combat Formu-
I ations
Appendi x A:  Back g round for  the M a t h e m a t i c s  of
. Lanchest e r ’ s Classic Combat Form u-
1 a t i ons
Chapt er 3: Some S imple Models of Bat t l e
Te rmina t ion
Appendi x B:  The P r o b a b i l i t y  t ha t  One Random
I s Less than  Anothe r
F u t u r e  p 1 ~i ns  ~i re t o revise compl Ct  ed p o r t  ion s
of I he n a n  n ~;c r i~ ft and  try to comp 1 e t e themonograph durIn g t h e  n ex t  FY
Thesis Directed : i c ]  i x  G B a n i x , “Modeling of t he  N o n — I n t e g r a l
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Title : The Packa ging Number s Problem wi th Appli-
cation to Missil e Submarin e Sys tems
Investigator: J. B. Tyaver, Asso ciate Prof essor of Opera-
tions Research
Sponsor: Department of the Navy
Objec tive : To develo p methodolo gy for combinin g pro-
bability of package survival and packaging
cos ts as fun ction s of the number of items
in a package so that appropriate package
sizes can be selected on a rational basis.
Special consideration should be given to
military applications and , in par ticular ,
to the number of missiles (the pack aged
items ) to be carried by a submarine (the
package).
Summary : The total cost of a system which provides
an acceptable specified proba bili ty for
survival of a given number of packa ged
items is proposed as an appropriate mea-
sure for comparing package sizes. Military
applica tions differ from most of the other
packaging applications in that packaging
costs can be substantially greater than the
cost of the items packaged.
Publications: None.
Li .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Title: Investigation of Gross Measures of Effecti-
veness for Naval Ships
Investigator: A. R. Washburn , Associa te Prof essor of
Operations Research
Sponsor : Naval Service Weapons Center
Objective : This research was in response to a request
from the technical director of NSWC for a
study showin g in gross terms how the f ire-
power of ships and/or navies has been chang-
ing over time, with emphasis on the United
States.
Summary : The firepower of any weapon system was de-
fined to be the equivalent rate of deliver-
ing 8” rounds to a target , as a func tion of
range to the target. With this scale , air-
craft carriers can be measured on the same
scale as destroyers , and the fir epower of a
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Ti tle : Sonobuoy Managemen t
Investigator : A. R. Washburn , Associate Professor of
Operations Research
Sponsor : Comman der , Third Fleet
Objective : In joint exercises such ~is the RIMPAC ser-ies conducted by COMTHIRDFLT , the same 31
so nobuoy rad io fr equency channels must suf-
f ice for carrier and land based pat rol air-
craf t, carrier and destroyer based helicop-
ters , and submarines. There is the possib-
ility that multiple sonobuoys on the same
channel will interf ere wi th each other. The
objective was to allocate channels so as to
minimize interference.
Summary : After examining reports of past exercises ,
talking to the various communities involved ,
and doing some probability modeling , a
“loose” frequency management plan was recom-
mended .
Publications: None.




Title: C o n v e x i t y  in an Inventory Model
Inves t iga tor :  P. W. Zehna , P ro tes so r  of Operat ions Bt’s~~aich
Sponsor : Foundation Research Program (6.2)
Obje ctive : The H a d l e y - W h i t i n  Q-r models in inventory t heory
have been widely used by practioncis for some
time now in spite of questions reqardinq their
validity. The purpose of this research was to
-
• extend the au tho r ’ s inves t iga t ions  in these matters
to hopefully characterize the proper solutions .
Summary : Beg i n n i n g  w i t h  some recently completed  research
in the backorders case , the author was able to
successfully complete the research and qive a
f u l l  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  of the so lu t ions . C o n t i n u in g
w i t h  the lost sale case , one that  had not been
previousl y st udied , the inves t iga tor  was ab le  to
show that , while the situation was not as had i n
this case , a similar anomaly existed and a g a i n ,
i t  was possible to comp le tely ch a r a c t er  i ~e t heso lu t ion in t h is  new cast’ a lso.
Publ ica t ions : P. W. Z e h na , “Sol u t ions  in H a d l e y — W h i t  in C— i Models ”
su b m i t t e d  t o  the Naval  Lo~ is tics  Quart erlv .
Lenna , Peter W . ,  “Sol u t ions  i n  H a d l e v - W h : t j u
Q— r Mode ls : , Naval  Postgraduate  School Techn i ca l
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DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL SECUR ITY AFFAIRS
NATIONAL SECURITY
The Research Program of the National Securi ty Affairs De-
partment is diverse and spans a wide range of work on vax ious
aspec ts of International Poli tics , military strategy and Na-
tional Security as well as detailed quantitative analysis of
Soviet Naval exercises and tank/anti-tank warfare in the Oc-
tober War. Notable recent published work includes a monograph
on Soviet decision processes leading up to the 1968 interven-
- : tion in Czechoslovakia , a review article on the relationship
between Eurocommunism and the Eastern European Communist Par-
ties , an analysis of the Sovie t and Cuban interven tion in
Angola , development of a machine retrievable data base for
Soviet Naval exercises , development of a methodology , now widely
used in the intelli gence community , for technolo gical threa t
forecasting , development of methods to analyze the impact of
arms transfers to the Third Worl d, managemen t of a worl dwide
arms transfer data base for the JCS, and managem ent of the
WEIS data base. All of this work is directly related to the













T i t  i t  L ~nadia n Armed ror~ t s  U n i t  :~ i t i o n  1h  r f t ~ .~~~tA f t e r Ten Years
invest i~i~i t  o r :  D. P. Burke , Assis t a n t  P rofessor  of Na t  lon al Seen: i v
A f f a i r s
~penser : Foundation Research Program ( (~. 1)
— 
OP ect i v t ,- :  To upda te , through research i n  Canada , a prev i Cu:;
st u d y by the p r inc ipa l  i n vc st i ~ : at o r  on t he  u nifi ~-ati cnof the  Canadian  Armed Forces .
Sun~~a iv : Ten years  have passed si nec t he abe lit ion e theCanadian Army , Na vy and A i r  1-’c’rce and the  cre ,O i on
of a s ingle  service in t h e i r  place. Most ot t h e
dire effects on morale and e f f i c i e n c y  wh ich  wer e
p redicted by opponents of t h e  st  ep h ave  not  o c c u r re d .
Severe budgetary St  r i n ’r en ~-\ ( w h i c h  was re Ii eyedsomewha t by u n i f ic a t i o n)  ha s  had  a much  more ser i en s
e f f e c t  , and pro ference in pr omo t i on  and ass i onmen
a iven  to French Canad I ~rns i s c ’t much  more immed i at econ c e r n , at least to Fila 1 ish soeakers . However ,
the expectations of t h e  au t ho rs  of un if i cat  i o n  h i v e
i i  so been p a r t l y  d i s a p p o i n t e d . ~‘ i th the 19 7~ c r e . r  t i en
• of A i r  Command , i n s t il  u t  i o n s  w h i c h  p a r a l l e l  each e~
t he o id services now ex i st i n t: h ‘ new , and the t e rn ~“ a rmy ” , “ navy ” and “ a i r  l e t  a re  t s l a l f l  in  d a i  1’
u se .  S i g n i f i c a n t  s av i ng s  i n  ev e r  h e i d  h a v e  been m a d e ,
but f lox  ibi . l i t  v i n p e rson n e  1 pci i cv i ~~- t i eas lv
ha mpe red by t h e  p e r s i st  en ce  of  rca i m e n t al  and  ce:
organ  t .~a t i on in t h e  new ~ e 1\  i cc.  T h e r e  is no set  t enssent iment  in the  Forces Or  t h e  ~~e v & ’ ~ nmen t f r a
ii ~ urn to a t .hree—sci-v i c e  e t s r  in  1 . 1 t i o n .
Pub  i i  ‘ i t  i o n  : N on e
-- .—
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Ti tle: The Sovie t Merc hant Marin e
Investigator: Donald C. Daniel, Assistan t Professor of
National Security Affairs
Sponsor: Soviet Armed Forces Review Annual
Objective: Review of major Soviet Merchant Marine de-
velopments of mid-1970s.
Summary : Same as objective .
Publications: Soviet Armed Forces Review Annual, Vol . II.
I
Ij — - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Title: Beyond the Rise of the Soviet Navy : TheVMF of the Mid-to-Late Seventies
Investigator: Donald C. Daniel , Assistant Prof essor of
National Securi ty Af fairs
Sponsor : Sovie t Armed Forc es Review Annual
Objective: Analysis of the development of the Soviet
Navy in the mid-to-late l970s.
Summary : Analysis of the present makeup, missionstructure and factors conditioning the fu-ture development of the Soviet Navy.
Publications: Soviet Armed Forces Review Annual , Vol. II.
IL
— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Title: Defense Nationale Perceptions of the US-
Sovie t Mili tary Balances
Investigator: Donald C. Daniel, Assistant Professor of
National Security Affairs
L Sponsor : Defense Advanced Research Project Agency
Objectives: (1) To ascertain trends and patterns in
perceptions of the US-Soviet military bal-
ances f rom 1955 through 1974 as these are
contained in a highly authoritative French
journal.
(2) To ascertain in addition trends and
patterns in stated reasons for views as to
perceptions , in sources relied upon for in-
formation about the balances, and in p01-
icy recommendations made in view of the
balances as perceived.
Summary : Trends and pat terns relative to the areas
outlined under “Objectives” were obtaine d
for ten balance areas over the twenty year
period and, on a comparative basis, for the
last two 5-year periods.
Publications: D. C. Daniel, “Defense Nationale: Percep-
tions of the US—Soviet Military Balance”,
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Title: Comparative Analysis of Major Soviet Fleet
Exercises
Investigator : Donald C. Daniel , Assistant Professor of
National  Secu r i ty  A f f a i r s
Sponsor: Naval Intelligence Command
Objective: Conduct analytic investigations of Soviet
Na val Exercise Activi ty with  emphasis on
trends displayed in major  exercises during
the past decade .
Summary : During FY 77,the research has taken th ree
major directions :
(a )  At the request of CO NF O1O an investiga-
tion was made of developing a systematic data
base of Soviet Naval Exercise activity from
archiva l in te l l igence sources. The result
was that the resources required for the de—
velopmerit of a reliable and replicable his-
torical data base from these sources was in-
commensurate wi th  the potential benefits of
such a data base .
(b) At the request of CO NF O1O an investiga-
tion was made of the problems of occurrence
and indica t ions  of majo r Soviet exercises.
As of the end of FY 77, this investigation was75% comp lete .
H
(c)  A detailed review of reports of major
Soviet Naval Exercises in the Norwegian Sea
area since 1970 is being conducted in order
to determine trends as to participants ,
areas of operations , and mission performance
features. As of the end of FY 77, 50% of
this  e f f o r t  (p r imar i ly  data-gathering) was
completed.
Publications : D. C. Daniel , “Trends and Patterns in Major
Soviet Naval Exercises ” , Naval War College
Review (Spring 1978). Also to be published
in Paul Murphy , ed. , Na val Power and Soviet
Policy (Washington : Government Printing Of-
fice , 1978) forthcoming. Vol II in Studies
in Communist Affairs Series.
D. C. Daniel , “Developing a Machine—Retrie-
vable Data Base of Soviet Nava l Exercises
from Archival Da ta ” , Technical Report , NPS-

















Title: Perceptions of the Superpower Military Balances:
Considerations and Evidence
Investigator: Donald C. Daniel, Assistant Professor of National
Security Affa irs
Sponsor: Chief of Naval Research
S Objectives: (1) Specifying the major  analytical  and policy
considerations associated with research in this
fi eld .
(2) Offering empirically—b ased conclusions as to
the comparative ranking of the superpowers In pe c—
ceived strength , the factors which condition those
views , and the policy consequences flowing from
them in the minds of perceivers .
Summary: This brought together a number of papers fulfil l ing
the above objectives . Three papers dealt with the
first objective and five (each a separate case study)
dealt with the second obj ective . The major finding s
of th e case studies were brought together in a con-
cluding paper .
Publications: D. C. Daniel (ed .) ,~~nternational Perceptions of theSuperpower Military Balances: Considerations and
~~idencS(New York: Praeger, Accepted for publica-tion). /
D. C. Daniel/~Perceptions of the S~ pçrpower Mllit aryBalance: Considerations and Evidence”iech nical
Report , N PS 56—78—001 , Janua ry 1978. ‘
_____________________________________I T Z ~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • ~ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Title : The Radfor d Memoirs
Investigator: Stephen Jurika , Jr., Assistant Professoi of
National Securi ty Affairs
Sponsor : The Hoove r Institution on War
• Objective: A biography of Admiral Ar thur  W . Radford ,
exponent of naval aviation , b r i l l i ant ana lys t
of inter-service conflicts , thoughtful stra-
tegist, advocate of national interests , and
Chairman , JCS, for four years under President
Eisenhower. His observations of Truman , Eisen-
howe r , Dulles , world leaders and his notes on
his participation in uni f ica t ion , post-war
forces and the cold war are a major contribu-
tion to history .
Summary : I have chosen material , photographs , checked
accuracy of all names , dates and places ; edit-
ed text and prepared glossary , index and fore-
ward.
Publications: The Radford Memoirs, The Hoover Institution on








Title: The Use of Data Analysis in National Secur-
ity Policymaking
Investigator: Edward J. Laurance , Assistance Professor of
National Securi ty Affairs
Sponsor: Office of the Joint Chief of Staff
Objective: To explore methods of improving policymak-
ing concerning the transfer of conventional
arms.
Summary : The substantive focus of this research was
conventional arms transfers. The first pro-
duc t of the research was ex tensive progress
toward the construction of a DOD data base
which can give a timely picture of conven-
tional arms being transferred internation-
ally by the U.S., its allies and the Sovie t
Union . Second , a long range estimate of
the impact of international conventional
arms transfers on U.S. defense policy was
submitted. Third , an impact statement was
written regarding the U.S. transfer of
side-winder missiles to Saudi Arabia.
Four th , a technique for assessing military
capabil ty applicable to arm s transfer de-
cision makin g was develope d termed the mul-
• tiple—attribute utility technique ; it was
used in a thorough analysis of world-wide
sea denial capability (missile boat-s and
diesel submarines).
Conference E. J. Laurance , “The International Transfer
Presentations: of Conventional A~iii:~~ Problems of Measure-ment and Concep tualiza tion ”, paper presented
to the Midwest Political Science Association ,
April 1977.
Publications: B. 3. Laurance , Ronald Sherwin, “Understand-
ing Arm s Transfers Through Data Analysis ”,
In Kemp , R’ anari and Pfaltzgraff (Eds.),
Arms Transfers to the Third World, (Denver
Weetview Press).
L •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • • •. . • • • • • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • . • • • • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • • • • • • ••~~ • •. • ••
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Title : The Use of Exper t  Opinion in Congressional
Roll Cal l  An a l y s i s
Investigator: E. J. Laurance , Ass i s t an t  Professor of
Nat ional  Securi ty  A f f a i r s
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objec tive : To experiment  w i th  quantified judgment tech-
niques in assessing Congressional behavior .
Summary : One of the methods commonly used to assess
Congressional  behavior  regarding defense pol-
• icy is the const ruct ion  of scales based on rol lcall votes on defense  issues. Typical ly ,  these
are constructed us ing  Guttman scal ing or fac-
tor analys is , both of which assume that  a l l
votes in the scale are of equal importance .
This research i~-nvo1ved experimenting withseveral types of we igh t ing  techniques which
rel ied on the j udgments of experts knowledge—
able of the defense issues involved . Tech-
ni ques such as paired compa rison and cons t ant
sum were used to construct weighted scales and
compared wi th scales constructed in a purely
st a t i s t i c a l  m a n n e r .
Publications : None
_ _ _  ~------~~ - : . . : . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Ti tle: The CENTO A l l i ance : S t a t us  and 1’rospects
Investigator: H. H. Magnus , Assistant Professor of National
Security Affairs
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective : To determine the cu r r en t  s t a t  us of the  a l l i ance
among i ts member and as s o c iat .ed st a t e s .  What should
be the policy ot the Un i t ed  States towards it?
Summary : Althoug h there are d i f f e rences  in the perceptions
of the member and associated states , th ere st i l l
remains a common core of agreement on the u t i l i t y
of the al l iance centered around a shared antagonism
towards Soviet activities in the area. Regional
members would , in general , like to see the alliance
~ •
~~ take a more active role in regional issues. The
United States has consistently resisted these pres-
sures. In view of the increasing importance of
the resources of the Persian Gulf  for the Uni ted
States, it is recommended that the alliance should
be, at least, maintained and , quite possibly,
strengthened.
Publications:  None
_ _ _ _ _ _  
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Ti tle : The Mili tary Balance in Southern A fri ca
Investigator: B. Schutz , Assistant Professor of Nation-
al Security Af fa i r s
Sponsor: Off ice  of Net Assessment , Department of
Defense
Objective : Analyze the dynamics of the politico-mili-
tary balance in Southern Africa including
the states of South Africa , Botswana , Nami-
bia , Rhodesia, Zimbabwe , Angola , Mozambique ,
and Zambia.
Summary : The capacity of both the internal and ex-
ternal factors in the area will be measured
in terms of arms transf ers , personnel build-
up and stra tegic/economic lin kages. Stra-
tegic and ideological coalitions will be
assessed through the use of coalition theory ,
game theory , and other models whi ch might be
- • useful in comprehendin g the dynam ics of con-flict and change in the area.
Publications : None.
_______  -• 
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Title: Data Analysis in National Security Policy
Making
Inves tigator: Ronald G. Sherwin, Assis tant Professor of
National Security Affairs
Sponsor : Office of Joint Chief of Staff and Defense
Advance Research Pro ject Agency
Objective : Develop computerized decision aids for mak-
ing security assistance policy .
Summary: For the past two years Professors Laurance
and Sherwin have refined some analytical con-
cepts for assessing the multifaceted tech-
nical and political impact of conventional
arise transfers to third world countries.
Currently , the concepts are being transform-
ed to data-based decision aids intended for
operational use. Also, under DARPA sponsor-
• ship , the project has been responsible forcollecting and dissemina ting international
political interaction data throughout the
academic and policy communities. These data
are being used in conjunction with attempts
to develop reliable indicators to warn of
developing crises and threats in the inter-
national political arena.
Publications : None. 
—-— — ——S-— —- -- 
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Title : A General Methodology for Forecasting the
Technological Threat from a Soviet Navy
1~vestigators : Russel H.  S. Stolfi , Associate Professor ofNational Security A f f a i r s , Pe ter C. C. Wan g ,
Associate Professor of Mathematics
Sponsor : Naval Intelligence Support Center
Objective: To develop a general, reproducible methodo-
logy for forecasting future generations of
Soviet weapon systems.
Summary : The principal investigators have developed a
reproducible general s t ructura l  model of the
Soviet weapons acquisition process which has
given effective forecasts of future Soviet
weapon systems in numerous cases.
Publications: H. H. S. Stolfi , P. C. Wang , “An_Anal yst’s
Guide to Technolog ical Threat Forecastinq ”, ~~~~t(MISC , Sui tland , Md , 1977) 346 pp. (This
publication is classif ied SECRET. )
_ _ _ _ _ _  ~~-
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H Title: The USSR , Eastern Europe and Eurocommunism
Investigator : ~3. Valenta , Assistant Professor of NationalSecuri ty Affair s
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective: To write a paper on Soviet and East European
perceptions of and responses to Eurocommunism
in Western Europe .
Summary : The research of this paper was conducted and
concluded. The paper drew extensively on
Soviet and European sources . A f t e r  the paper
was completed an invited address entitled
“Eurocommunism in Ea stern Europe ” was delivered
-• at the 1977 Annual Convention of the American
Association for the Advancement of Slavic
Studies, Washington , DC.
• Publications : J. Valenta , “The Impact of Eurocommunism on• Eastern Europe,” Problems of Communism ,
March-April 1978 (forthcoming) .
3. Valenta, “The USSR and Euroco mmunism ,”
The USSR and Eas tern Euro~e, T. Rakowskaand A. Gyorgy (eds.) (Indiana University
Press , forthcoming , 1979.)  
~ -— —-~~~~ —--- - -—- -~~~~~~~ ---—-—-- - - - -—- —~~~~~~~~ --
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Title : The Soviet Intervention in Czechoslovakia , 1968
Inves tigator : J. Valenta, Assis tant Professor of National
Securi ty Affairs
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective: To finish writing a revised manuscript on
the Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia
in 1968. The manuscript will be a comprehen-
sive study analyzing the Soviet management of
the Czechoslovak crisis of 1968. It will also
be a test of the bureaucratic politics paradigm
as a methodological tool to be used in explain-
ing Soviet foreign policy behavior.
Summary : The firs t chap ter on the bureaucra tic pol itic s
model was revi sed and substantial por tions of
the following three chapters were rewritten .
The monograph was comple ted and sent to the
publisher. Also, an invited address entitled
“Bureaucratic Politics and Soviet Foreign
Policy ” was delivered at the Annual Convention
of the American Association for the Advancement
of Slavic Studies, Washington , DC, October , 1977.
Publications: J. Valenta, Anatomy of a Decision: Soviet Inter-
vention in Czechoslovakia, 1968, manuscript in
which Johns Hopkins University Pres s has expr es sed
great interest and is now consi derin g for pub-
lication.
J. Valenta , “Soviet Intervention in Czechoslovakia , ”
in Ivan Volgyes ( e d . ) ,  Czechoslovak Political
Tradition (Festschrift  for Professor J. Korbel) ,
Columbia University Press , forthcoming , 1978.
- - -- —







Title: The Soviet-Cuban Intervention in Angola
Investigator : 3. Valenta, Assis tant Professor of National
Security A f f a i rs
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective : To continue writ ing a monograph on the Soviet
and Cuban intervention in Angola in 1975. The
monograph will be an analytical research summary
of th-s external and internal  fac tors which in-
fluenced the Soviet-Cuban management of the
Angolan crisis of 1975. It will likewise be a
useful  introduction to fur ther  research testing
the forma tion of a probable pattern for the pre-
dicj ion of future Soviet and Cuban mi l i ta ry
involvement in Afr ica .
Lj Summary : The writing of the monograph,~~ ich draws ex ten-j  sively on Sovie t, Cuban and African sources ,
has been compiled and subs tantial por tions of
F the manuscript will be published . Furthermore ,
some previously pending related research was
completed.
Publications: 3. Valenta, “The Soviet-Cuban Intervention ,
I - 1975 ,” in David Aibright (ed.) The Great Powers
in Africa (Wes tview Press , forthcoming, 1978).
• 
- 
J. Valenta, “The Angolan Intervention , 1975,”
Studies in Comparative Communism, forthcoming ,
winter 1979 (The editor-in-chief of the journal
requested the paper which is now being consi d-
ered for publication .)
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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DEPARTMENT OF P HYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
The research program in the Department of Ph ysics and Che-
mistry has continued along several main l ines:  (1) Unde rwa te r
Acoustics, (2) Atmospheric Optics , (3)  Laser and Plasma Phy sics ,
( 4 )  Atomic Physics , (5) Nuclear Physics , (6) Weapons Effects ,
• (7) Solid State and Surface Physics , ( 8 )  Geophysical  Phenomena ,and (9) Weapon System Analysis.
UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS
Inf luence of ocean surface f luc tua t ions  on the propaga-
tion of sound is the general theme of studies conducted by
H. Medwin. In particular, interfrequency corre la t ion  of spe-
cularly scattered underwater sound and relative contributions
of diffraction , facet reflections and interference to the
backscatter from randomly rough ocean surfaces have been in-
vestigated together with J. Novarini . Recently spectral source
levels of marine mammals are studied by H. Medwin.
Underwater acoustic range studies for the Naval Torpedo
Station have continued involv ing 0. B. Wilson , A. Coppens , H.
Dahl , and 3. V. Sanders . Properties of acoustic absorbers
for torpedo test facility and low frequency acoustic rever-
beration in DeBob Bay are studied by 0. B. Wilson and Sanders;
H. Dahl has developed an improved ray tracing algorithm for
underwater acoustic ranges. Effects of fluid loading on flex-
ural waves in thick plates are studied by 0. B. Wilson . Acous-
tic variability and air sea exchange is studied by 3. V. San-
ders together with members of the Oceanography Department. J.
V. Sanders and A. Coppens recently engaged in theoretical and
experimental studies of transmission of sound from a water  l ay-
er of decreasing depth into the underlying fast bottom.
ATMOSPH ERIC OPTICS
This activity still remains one of the strongest in the
department and is done in cooperation with the Meteoroiociy
Department : Study of the optical propa gation in the mar ine
boundary layer as a function of turbulence and aerosols/foq
at militarily important atmospheric win dow wavelen gths , by
B. C. Crittenden , A. W. Cooper, E. Milne, W. Rodeback , S. H.
Kaim bach , and R. Arinstead. Recently emphasis has been on the
development of a portable compact measurement system for on-
site measuring modulation t ransfer  functions in connection
with optical experiments at other locations.
Scaling laws for vertical distributions of marine aerosols ,
relation of small scale turbulence and aerosol properties in
the marine boundary layer to stability and wave conditions ,
• ii~f luence of oc ean surface near atmospheric turbu l ence on ra-dar and radio wave propagation , turbulent transfers and ele-
-- - - -- --- 5-
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vated layers in marine fog and at sea studies of air pollu-
tion in the marine boundary layer are pursued by G. Schacher
and C. Fairall in cooperation with members of the Meteoro-
logy and Mechanical Engineering Departments.
LASER AND PLASMA PHYSICS
In the Laser and Plasm a Labora tory the dynami cs of p lasma
production by impact of pulsed laser radiation on solid tar-
gets is investigated by F. Schwirzke and A. Cooper, usin g
neodymium glass and carbon dioxide lasers. Generation of
spontaneous magnetic field, emission of x-rays and momentum
transfer to the target are studied in detail. Laser develop-
ment is carried out in conjunction with this program. A DF
laser and iodine laser have recently been developed and put
into operation by A. Cooper and F. Schwirzke. F. Schwirzke
also engaged in a study on Plasma Surface Interac tion in con-
nection with impurity studies in TOKOMAK Systems funded by
ERDA. Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) as an analytical
probe is under study by W. Tolles. A compilation of mostly
classified data on effects of high energy laser irradiation
of materials was completed by 3. R. Neighbours. Atmospheric
Scattering of LW-light is studied by Tolles.
ATOMIC PHYSICS
Our spectroscopic data center ’s compila tion of vacuum
ultra—violet spectral lines is continuing , emphasizin g at pre-
sent rocket borne stellar spectroscopy , R. L. Kelly.
NUCLEAR PHYSICS
F. R. Buskirk , J. N. Dyer and R. Pitthan are continuing
the-i c investigations of giant multipole resonances in various
nuclei by inelastic electron scattering at the LINAC.
WEAPONS EFFECTS
Study of the thermodynamics of internal explosions is con-
tinued by G. E. Kinney , R. A. Reinhardt, and K. Graham.
SOLID STATE AND SURFACE INTERACTION PHYSICS
Investigation by means of computer simulation of ion-sur-
face interactions is carried out by D. E. Harrison , Jr.
GEOPHYS ICAL PHENOMENA
A new activity in the department is the study of geomag-
netic phenomena with emphasis on the analysis of geomagnetic
noise above and in the ocean. This effort is carried out in
cooperation with the VLF Laboratory at Stanford University.
_ _  -- - --• - -—- -  - - ~•--—- -~~~ •--~~ ———-••--
D. C. Daniel , “Developing a Machine—Retrie-
vable Data Bd~~~ of Soviet Naval Exercisesfrom Archival Data ’ , Technical Report , NPS—
56DL76O81 ,AuquF t 1976.
_ _  
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WEAPON SYSTEM ANALYSIS
In this category a number of efforts are summarized which
are cross disciplinary and not actually physics or chemistry
activities. D. E. Harrison has conducted simulations of
tactical situations of va rious kinds , and investigated Soviet
ASW strategies. W. Reese and P. Cunningham are engaged in a
net assessment study of Soviet ASW exercises. 
• ~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-
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Title : Investi gation of Nuclei Giant Multipole Re-
sonances by Inelast ic  Electron Scattering
Investigators: F. R.  Buskirk , Professor of Phys ics , 3. N.
Dyer , Professor of Physics , R. Pi tthan , Ad-
junct  Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Foundat ion Research Program ( 6 . 1 )  and Na-
t ional  Science Foundation Grant
Objective : The inelast ic  electron scattering experiments
with  58 Ni , 6ON i and 238u were undertaken with
• exc i ta t ion energies up to 40 MeV . The pre-
sent measurements combined with earlier work
H ~~ 2 0 8p~~, ]-97A u , 165Ho and 89Y form part ofa survey of the systernatics of the giant re—
sonances in medium and heavy nuclei.
Summary : The Nickel experiments (58Ni and 50Ni) were
performed at 102 MeV and scattering angles
H of 45 , 60 , 75 and 90 degrees. One s tr iking
resul t  concerns the giant  dipole resonance ,
which in ( y , n) experiments is much smaller
for 58Ni compared to 60Ni. Our experiments,
which measure the total El strençth , not
jus t  the (‘y , n )  channel , show precisely the
opposite results , namely that  58Ni has the
larger El s trength . If (e ,e’) and (‘y- ,n) re-
sults are to he reconciled , either the (y,p)
experiments are wrong or some other channel ,
possibly (‘y ,D) must be present and large in
~8Ni , but small in 6ONi .
The Uranium experiments 87.5 MeV at angels
• of 45 , 60 , 75 and 90 degrees were undertaken
• to extend our sruvey to an extremely heavy
nucleus , which is rot only deformed , as is
• l6SHo , but f issionable . The established re-
sonances were seen including the split di-
pole resonance. Unexpected results for both
the isoscalar ard isovector quadrupole modes
were the small strengths corresponding to
about half the sum rule in both cases. Also
these states were not as broad as one would
expect for a deformed nucleus.
The resonance highest in energy , at 28 .4  MeV
or 176 A l/3 MeV , fits and E3 angular  dis-• tribution and corresponds to 90% of the sum
L - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~- -~~~~~— •  -
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rule.  Possibly this state corresponds to
the ones seen in 197 Au , 2O8 Pb and 165110 , whi ch
were not ident i f ied  at the t ime . If these
are the same state , it may be noted that  the
energy expressed in A l/3 un i t s  s h i f t s  from
175 A 1/3 fo r the deformed f is s ionab le  to
195 A l/3 MeV fo r spherical nuc le i .
Publications: R. P it than , R.  R.  Busk i rk , E. B. Dale y ,  J. 0.
• Shannon and W. H.  Smith , “Giant  Resonances
• and Bound Collective States Observed in the
Scattering of 9 2 . 5  MeV electrons from the
Closed-Neutron-Shell Nucleus 89 Y Between Ex-
citation Energies from 2.0 to 55 Me’!” , !fl ~-sical Review C16, 970 (1977)
R. Pitthan and F. R. Buskirk , “Isospin of the
- 
•. Fine Structure Between 8 and 12 MeV in 208 Pb
and its Implication for the Multipole Assign-
ment of the 8.9 MeV Resonance ” , Physical  Re-
view C16, 983 ( 1 9 7 7 ) .
R.  P i t than , 3. S. Beach y ,  F. R .  Busk i rk  and
(3 S. J. Kowalick 1 “Resonant Octupole Strength
at 13 MeV in 5~ Ni and 6ONi and the Characterof the 53 A l/3 State in Heavy Nucle i” , (Sub-
mitted) .
J. S. Beachy , S. J. Kowalick , F. R.  Bu s k i r k
and R. Pi t than , “ D i f f e rence in El Strength
of 58Ni (T=l) and 60 Ni (T =2 )  a t Deuteron
Threshold” , (submit ted) .
W. A. Houk , R.  W. Moore , F. R . Busk i rk  and
R.  Pi t than , “Evidence for an Isovector Octu-
pole Resonance at 2 8 . 4  MeV and Other Giant
Resonances in 23 8U” , (submitted)




Ti t le: Laser Prod uced Pl asmas
Investigators: A. W. Cooper , Professor Phy sics
F. Schwirzke , Associate Professor of Ph ysics
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program ( 6 . 1 )
Objective : In the cont inuing project , the in te rac t ion  is
investigated between intense laser pulses and
targets . The dynamics of the laser produced
plasma and self-generated magnet ic  f ie lds  are
studied .
Summary : Experimental  evidence has been found that
magnetic f ie lds  are generated in the steepened
f ron t  of a fast  moving plasma plume which
is interact ing with a background plasma . A
laser produced plasma expands in z-direction
norma l to the target surface with a velocity
of about l0~ cm/sec . If the laser producedplasma flows into a photo—ionized background
-. plasma of su f f i c i ent  density , shock h eat ing
-
- at the f ront  wil l  produce a temperature gra-
dient in z-direct ion.  Magnetic f ie lds  in
azimuthal  direction are then generated lona
af ter  laser shutof f  by the cross product of
the radial  density gradient and the electron
temperature gradient in z-direction . The lo-
cation of the peak magnetic field coincides
with  the steepest gradient in the shock f ron t .
Very basical ly ,  spontaneous magnetic  f ie lds
should be generated whenever a shock is pro-
duced by a plasma streamer.
Conference
• Presentations: F. Schwirzke , “Spontaneous Magnetic Fields
in Laser-Impact Craters ” , presented at the
Eighteenth Annual Meeting of the Divison of
Plasma , American Physical Society , 15-19
November 1976 , San Francisco , CA. (abstract
published in Bulletin American Physical
Society 21, 1029 ( 1 9 7 6 ) ,  paper co—authored
with A. W. Cooper).
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F. Schwirzke , “Spontaneous Magnetic Field
Generation in Shock Waves ” , presented at
the Nineteenth Annual  Meeting of the Divi-
sion of Plasma Physics of the American
Physical Society , 7—11 November 1977 ,
Atlanta Georgia (Abstract published in Bull-
etin of the American Physical Society , 22
1160 ( 1 9 7 7 ) ,  co-authored wi th  A. W. Cooper.
32 
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Title: Transmission of Sound From a Water Layer of
Decreasing Depth into the Under ly ing  Fast
Bottom
Investigators: A. B. Coppens, Associate Professor of Phys ics• and Chemistry,  3. V. Sanders, Associate Pro-
fessor of Physics and Chemistry
-
• Sponsor: Naval Ocean Systems Center
Objective : To determine the acoustical properties of the
highly—collimated beam of sound which is trans-
mitted into a bottom whose speed of sound ex—
ceeds that of the overlying water layer when
the depth of the water layer decreases below
that necessary to maintain norma l mode propa—
gation in the water layer. Specifically, this
• deals with the detection of low frequency sound
transmitted up the continental shelf and then
into the bottom when it encounters sufficiently
shallow water depths.
Summary : Theoretical: A combination of normal mode
theory and ray theory has resulted in the des-
cription of the pressure distri bution at the
bottom of the water layer over the region
wherein sound is transmitted into the bottom.
Using the pressure distribution as a distribu-
ted source , a Green ’s function approach yields
an integral expression for the transmitted
field in the bottom. This integral is being
investigated usin g the method of stationary
phase. Results are being compared with experi-
ment.
Experimental: Subsequent to the first set of
experiments, a more refined scale mode l of a
fluid layer overlying a fast f lu id bottom has
been constructed. The inclined interface be-
tween the two fluids is a stretched sheet of
Mylar , so that the f luids are prevented from
mixing or reacting. A wide-frequency capaci-
tive dielectric acoustical source has been
constructed for the generation of tone bursts
with negligible rise-and fall-times. The
spatial distribution of the transmitted beam
in the bottom is being studied for comparison
with theoretical predictions.
Publications: None. 
•=-~~~~~~~ - - • - --- .-~~~~~~~~ - •  ~~~~~- -- --  -~~~ ~~~~~-
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Thesis Directed : 3. Edwards, “A Preliminary Investigations
of Acoustical Energy Transmission from a -
Tapered Fluid Layer into a Fast Bottom ”. -
Masters Thesis, December 1976. 
-~~~ • • •~~~~~~~~~
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Title: Optical Propagation in the Marine Boundary
Layer (Optics)
Investigators: E. C. Crittenden , Jr., Professor of Physics
and Chemistry , A. W. Cooper , Professor of
Physics and Chemistry, S. H. Kalmbach , Pro-
fessor of Physics and Chemistry, E. A. Mim e,
Professor of Physics and Chemistry, C. W.
Rodeback , Professor of Phys ics and Chemistry,
R. L. Armstead , Professor of Physics and Chem-
istry
Sponsor : Naval Sea Systems Command
Objective: This is a continuing program to develop me-
thods for predicting the optical propagation
properties in the marine boundary layer on
the basis of the bulk properties of the at-
mosphere , and to determine the dependence
of the optical properties on the micrometeor-
ology in the marine boundary layer.
Summary : Knowledge of the optical properties of the
atmosphere over land has been sketchy , and
• over the ocean has been almost non-existent.
Such knowledge is vital for the design , and
prediction of performance in the marine en-
vironment, of a wide range of military appli-
cations of electro-optics—specifically for
target detection , ranging , pointing , track—
ing, homing, imaging and communications.
The ma jor properties of interest are the
“seeing” or resolution through the atmosphere ,
as it is degraded by turbulence and aerosols ,
the “scintillation ” or intensity fluctua-
tions and the angle—of—arrival fluctuations
(image wander) of a transmitted beam , and
the extinction or loss of energy from a beam ,
by absorption and scattering of radiation by
fog and aerosol particles. The “seeing ” is
characterized by the Modulation Transfer Func-
tion (MTF) and the closely related Mutual Co-
herence Function (MCF) which also determines
the signal-to-noise ratio in a coherent de-
tection receiver. Image wander and its fre-
quency spectrum are also involved in deter-
mination of seeing. The scintillation is
characterized by Optical Turbulence Structure
constant Cn. Measurement of scintillation
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averaged over the path; point values of C~ 2can be obtaine d by meteorolo gical methods .
Techniques have been developed for measuring
these parameters under open-ocean conditions
with both shore-to-shore and ship-to-ship• paths , using the Naval Postgraduate School
(NPS) research vessel , ACANIA , for ranges up
to 20 km. Optical measurements of scintil-
lation , image wander , MTF and extinction are
made simultaneously with meteorological mea-
surements.
Measurements have been made under a variety
of conditions with lasers at wavelengths of
.488i im (blue) , .6329pm ( red) , l . O 6p m (near
IR), and lO .6iim (far IR). Broad band detec-
tion with black body sources has been carried
out in the middle IR range from 3-5~im and inthe far IR from 8-l4pm . On-line data reduc-
tion is in operation for the determinat ion of
C~ from scint i l la t ion.
MTF is determined by Fourier analysis  of the
line spread image function obtained with a
telescope. The data is recorded for later
processing by computer , and a on-line mini-
computer yields direct MTF results in the
f ie ld.  A portable compact system has been
completed for measuring MTF on-site in con-
nection with optical experiments at other
locations.
Extinction, the loss of light from a beam as
a result of aerosol scat ter ing, has been mea-
sured over the same optical paths as for  MTF
and C~~, in order to incorporate the e f f e c t sof scat ter ing into the predictions of MTF .
Measurements of fog/aerosol parameters are
simultaneously made on shipboard dur inç~ theoptical measurements , in a companion research
project headed by Professor Schacher.  The
micrometeorology is simultaneously measured
in another companion research project headed
by Professor Dav idson in the Depar tment of
Meteorology . Comparisons of experimental
values of C~ measured by lonq-path scintilla-tion and from point thermal fluctuations at
• the receiver and at the mid p o in t  of th€-
path , with  the values deduced t heo re t i c a l l y
from long term and short term MTF have been
made . It has been shown that the Cn measuredby scin ti lla tions , which emphasizes the mid-
poin t of the path , is not adequate to predict
image resolution in in-homogeneous turbulence
-
~
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conditions , which are normally experienced .
The MTF measurement , however , automatically
provides the correct weighting for prediction
of both the resolution and beam spot size.
Software has been developed for the port able
MTF system to provide immediate online predic-
tion of resolution and laser spot siz e over
the same propagation patch.
Conference A. W. Cooper , E . C. Crit tenden , Jr . ,  E. A.
Presentations: Mim e , G. W. Rodeback , S. H.  Kalmbach , “Long
Path Optical Measurements of Turbulence in
the Marine Boundary Layer ” , presented at the
Navy Workshop on Remote Sensing in the Marine
Boundary Layer , Vail Colorado , 9-11 August ,
1976.
E. C. Crittenden , J r . ,  A. W. Cooper , E. A.
Milne , G. W. Rodeback , S. H. Kalmbach , R.
L. Armstead , “Optical Propagation through
Turbulence in the Marine Boundary Layer ” ,
Naval Postgraduate School , Monterey . D.
Land and B. Katz, Naval Surface Weapon Cen-
ter , White Oak , Maryland . Presented at
DDR&E Conference on Optical and Submillimeter
Wave Propagation , Colorado Springs , 6-9 Decem-
ber 1976. Full manuscript  in Conference Pro-
ceedings.
E. C. Crittenden , Jr . ,  A. W. Cooper , E. A.
Mu , G. W. Rodeback , S. H.  Kalmbach , R. L.
Armstead , “Measured Atmospheric MTF over the
Ocean for Visible to Far In f ra red” , presented
• at Optical Society of American , Topical Con-
feren ce on Optical Propagation through Tur-
bulence , Rain and Fog; Boulder , Colora do ,
9—11 August , 1977.
E. C. Crittenden , Jr., A. W. Cooper , E. A.
Mim e, C. W. Rodeback , S. H. Kalmbach , R. L.
Armstead , “Image Resolution (OTF) through At-
mospheric Turbulence over the Ocean ” , present-
ed at the 21st International Technical Sympo-
sium of the Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
















E. C. Crittenden , Jr. , A. W . Cooper , E. A.
Mim e, G. W. Rodeback , S. H. Kalmbach , R. L.
Armatea d, “Image Resolutions Through Atmos-
pheric Turbulence ”1 SPIE meeting , Fort Wal-
ton Beach , 13-14 March 1978. Paper No. 5,• Vol. 134 , SPIE Proceedings.-
E. C. Crittenden , Jr., A. W. Cooper , E. A.
Milne , G. W. Rodeback , S. H.  Kalmb ach , R . L.
Armstead , “Effec ts  of Turbulence Imaging
Through the Atmosphere ”,~ SPIF meeting , Wash-ington , D.C., 30—31 March 1978. P~ ier No. 19,Vol. 142, SPIE Proceedings.
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Title : Development of Improved Ray-Tracing Al go-
ri thms for Underwater Acoustic Ranges
Investigator: H. A. Dahl , Assistant Professor of Physics• and Chemistry
Sponsor: Naval Torpedo Station
• Objective : The purpose of this work was to produce
and test improved computer programs
through which the position of a sound
source in an underwater range can be de-
termined accurately from the arr ival
times of a signal at the four hydrophones
of a given array .
Summary : The flight times to the four hydrophones
and an average sound speed gradient are
used to obtain both the direction of ar-
rival at the array cen ter and the effec-
tive time of flight on an incoming sig-
nal. A ray is then traced back through
the refract ive medium , beginning with the
proper direction and proceeding unt i l  the
effect ive  time of f l i g h t  is consumed and
• the predicted source position is reached .
In the new NPS program the calculat ion of
entry angle and e f fec t ive  f l i ght time u~-ethe mode l of constant—gradient  water .
The trace-back is achieved with the assump-
tion of constant-gradient layers of water.
This contrasts with  the NTS approach in
which the mode l assumes constant sound
speed or constant speed in layers.
The accuracy of the new pr ogram has been
tes ted ex tensively on a model compose d of
one, two, or three constant-gradient lay-
ers. The gradients chosen were those
found in typical sound-speed prof i les  at
- ;  Dabob Bay . Specific aspects of the new
program have been tested and compared with
existing NTS programs as follows:
( a )  Errors in position , par t icular ly  in
the depth coordina te , resulting from entry
angle error , effect ive time of fli ght er-
ror , til t correc tion error , and trace—back
error are much reduced in the new NPS pro-
gram .
- ‘ :— ________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~
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(b) It is found that receiver timing er-
rors , if not carefully controlled, can
dominate the ranging errors to the extent
of removing the advantages of the new pro-
grain.
Cc) Running time of the new NPS program
is 1.8 times that of the old program when
the same number of layers are used in each
program. Use of a smaller number of thick-
er layers, which gives little reduction in
accuracy in the new NPS program, could re-
sult in a time requirements of only one-
half that r~f the program currently used .
Publications : None .
- - - --~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~
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Title : Computer Simulation of Sputtering by Molecules
Investigator: D. E. Harrison, Jr., Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective: To examine the containment and interaction
of collision cascades when the sputtering of
a copper crystal by a diatomic ion is simulated
in the computer.
Summary : Most of the time was devoted to the develop-
ment of a new generation of the computer pro-
gram which has been the basis of this line of
research. The computer results have now been
interpreted to indicate that the interaction
of collison cascades is much more prevalent
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Title : Magnetic No ise in and near The Ocean
Investigator: 0. Heinz , Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective: The objective is to obtain improved long term
data on the magnetic noise on the ocean floor ,
within the ocean and immediately above the sur-
face. By using a combination of total field
magnetometers and VLF receivers it is planned
to cover the frequency range from mHz to KHz.
Summary : Using a Cs vapor optically pumped maanetometei
we are currently measuring the spectrum of the
geomagnetic field fluctuations in two frequency
bands: 0.1 Hz to 25 Hz and 1 Hz to 256 Hz.
This work is being done at our field site at
La Mesa Village in Monterey . At the same time
measurements were initiated from the Research
Vessel Acania using a self contained VLF Re-
ceiver and tape recorder which was lowered into
Monterey Bay. Measurements were taken at 50
feet intervals (during descent and ascent) and
the instrument package was placed on the ocean
floor at a depth of 300 feet for about 15 mm-
utes. Since both of these measurements are still
in their initial phases no results are available
at this time .
Publications: None.
— • ••— •-~~~~~•-  
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Title: Spectroscopic Data Center: Compilation of
Short Ultraviolet  ( XUV) Spectra
Investigator: R. L. Kelly , Professor of Physics
Sponsor : Foundation Research Program ( 6 . 1 ) ,  and
National Aeronautics and Space Administrat ion
Objective : It is planned to maintain , on a cont inuing
long—term basis , a complete and crit ical com-
pilation of atomic and ionic spectrum lines
with wavelengths below 2000 Angstroms , for the
first 36 elements.
Summary : The published literature is searched and re-• levant publications obtained . The observed
spectrum lines are compared on a line—by-
line basis , with those predicted from the
known atomic energy levels (a complete file
of energy levels is maintained) . Those lines
satisfying established cri teria are retained
in the f i les .  The published intensities are
normalized , and mult iplet  numbers are added.
Approximately 70 , 000 lines are presently






Title: Spectroscopic Data Center: Comp ilation of
Long Ul t raviole t  Spectra
Investigator : R. L. Kelly , Professor of Physics and Che-
mistry
Sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion
Objective: It is planned to prepare a complete and
accurate compilation of atomic and ionic
spectrum lines with wavelengths between
2000 and 3500 Angstroms , for the first 36
elements. This has been a continuing pro-• ject.
Summary : The published literature has been thor-
oughly searched and all relevant publica-
tions obtained. Observed spectrum lines
have been entered into a file and the wave-
lengths sorted and compared to remove re-
dundancy and internal inconsistency . The
reported intensit ies have been normalized .
Approximately 30 , 0 00 lines are p resen tly
stored in the f i les .
Publications: None .
I-
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Title: Thermochemical Calculations Related to
In te rna l  Blast
Investigators: G. F. Kinney , Distinguished Professor
Emeritus of Physics and Chemistry , R. A.
Reinhardt , Professor of Ph ysics and Che—
• mis t ry , K. J. Graham , Chemist of Physics
and Chemist ry
Sponsor : Naval Weapons Center
Objective : Calculations on the hydrostat ic  pressure
generated as a result of combustion (or
detonation) in a confined air volume .
Materials  considered include organic (CHNO )
fuels  and explosives , and these fuels  with
reactive metals , such as magnesium and alu-
• minum , as additives . Both non-vented adia-• batic explosions , and the e f fec t s  of vent—
ing and heat t r ans fe r  are considered. This
is a continuation of research begun in 1974.
p
. Summary : During the past three years , Professor• Kinney and Mr.  Graham have developed a pro-
gram for use on the Wang 720C desktop com-
puter to solve the equations relating the
thermochemistry and thermodynamic equili-
bria for the twelve products obtained in
- • the combustion of a CHNO fuel (or explo-
sive). Calculations were performed on a
number of such materials over a wide range
• of fuel—to-air ratios. These have been
assembled into comprehensive tables and
graphs that describe internal explosions
with both conventional and explosive fuels.
A necessary part of this project has been
the assembly of thermochemical data on
CHNO compounds from diverse sources in the
li terature , recomputing them for consis-
tent conditions and into modern (i.e., SI)
units. This compil ation will continue .
Since joining the project in January 1977,
Professor Reinhardt , in a similar way , has
carried out pressure calculations on the
magnesium-air system over a range of compo-
sitions . Comparison with the results from
CHNO compounds show max imum tempera tures
as much as 1000 K higher in the metal-air
system , but maximum pressures of the same
II j a ’—’- - ---•~~~~~~~~•~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~ • •~~~~~- -~~~~~~•- - —~~~~~~~ • • ——- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •- •--- -~~~~~ •~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _
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order of magnitude (ca ten bars). Some
rough calculations hAVe also been done on
the more complex aluminum-air system ;
quali tatively simil ar resul ts are to be
seen.
Publications : G. F. Kinney , R. G. S. Sewell , K. J. Graham ,
“Internal Blast from Fuel-Air Explosions ” ,
Transactions of the Eighth Naval Weapons
Center Warhead Research and Development Sym-
posium , October 1976 , NWC TP 5920 , Part I,• pp 329-35, Naval Weapons Center , China Lake ,
H Ca l i fo rn ia .
C. F. Kinney, K. J. Graham , Naval Weapons
Center Technical Report dealing wi th  the
CHNO compoun ds (In prepara tion ).
R. A. Reinhardt, “Reactive Metals in Internal
Explosions, The Combustion of Magnesium in
H Air. ”, Feb. 1978, NWC TM 3429. 
- 
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Title: Ocean Parameters Affecting Sound Propagation
Inve tigator : H. Medwin , Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Office of Naval Research
• Objective : To characterize the statistical relationsbetween ocean wave spectra , underwa ter tur-
bulence , temperature microstructure , bubble
populations , bottom roughness and the pro-
pagation of acoustic energy .
Summary : Computerized equipment has now been used to
obtain data on sound speed dispersion , at-
tenuation and inferred micro-bubbles in the
turbulent upper ocean . The experim ent is
continuing in search of the interrelations
• between physical and biological ocean para-
meters , and soun d propagation under various
ocean conditions.
Publications: H. Medwin , “In Situ Acoustic Measurements of
- • Micro-Bubbles at Sea” , Journal of Gegp~~ si-cal Research, Vol. 82, No. 6, February , Y~77 .
H. Medwin , “Counting Bubbles Acoustically; A
Review ” , ULTRASONICS , January 1977, Vol. 15 ,
No. 1, pp 7~l~~~
• H. Medwin , “Acoustical Determinations of
Bubble Size Spectra” , Journ al of the Acous-
tical Society of America , Vol. 62, No. 4,
ö~ €oE~ r 1977 , pp l041—Th44.
C. S. Clay , H. Medwin , “Acoustical Oceano-
graphy : Principles and Applications ” , Wiley-
‘- Interscience, New York City , New York , 544
Pages.
J. D. Novarini , H. Medwin , “Impulse Re-
sponse , Spectral Character istics and Acous-
ticai. Shadowing in Rough—Surface Backscat-
tering ” , Accept ed for publica tion in the
• Journal of the Acoustical Society of America.
U. S. Patent No. 4 , 017 , 859 , issued 12 Apri l
1977 for “Mul t i—Pa th  Signal Enhancement Ap-
para tus ” , processed by the Office of Naval
Research ; assigned to the U.S. Navy by in-
ven tor , Herman Medwin.
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Title: Relative Contributions of Diffraction ,
Facet Relec tions and Interferen ce to the
Field Back scat tered by a Randomly Rough
Surface
Investigator : H. Medwin , Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Office of Naval Research
Objective : To understand and to be able to predict
the near grazing back scatter from an
ocean surface , and in particular , to de-
termine shadowing effects near grazing .
Summary : Near grazing acoustical shadowing has
been studied in terms of the results of
a comp uter model stud y of boundary dif-
fracted waves in order to clarify the
contributions due to diffraction as well
as facet reflection from long-crested
surfaces having a Neumann-Pierson spec-
trum . The technique shows the importance
of wave height and facel reflections with
interference near normal incidence con-
trasted with wave slope and diffractions
away from normal. Results have been ob-
tained for backscattering strength as a
function of frequency and angle of inci-
dence for wind speeds of 5, 10 , and 20
rn/a. These results provide a baseline
for true surface scatter, enabling the
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Title : Interfre quency Correla tion of Specularly
Scattered Underwater Sound
Investigator: H. Medwin , Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Office of Naval Reseatch
Objective: To determine whether frequency switching
can be used to enhance the strength of
surface scattered sound during fading .
Summary : The wind-driven surface of a large ane-
choic tank was used to study the inter-
frequency correlation between the ampli-
tude fluctuations of 32 specularly scat-
tered harmonic frequencies from 5 to 160
Khz. The temporal variations of the
scattered pressure show maxima and minima
that depend on the sound frequency. The
interfrequency correlation of the pressure
amplitude fluctuations calculated over se-
veral “ocean ” periods exhibits peaks and
troughs. A maximum anti-correlation oc-
curs for the frequency ratio 2:1, and si-
nificant enhancement can be gained by
switching from a lower frequency at rough-
ness approximately unity during the fades
to the octave above.
Publications: None.
Patent Patent for Signal Defader file d by the




Title: Single Hydrophone Technique for Obtain-
ing Spectral Source Levels of Marine
Mammals in Coastal Waters
• Investigator : H. Medwin , Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Office of Naval Research
Objective: To find a simple way to record transient
sounds in coas tal waters avoidin g the ef-
fects of surface and bottom reverberation.
Summary: Using the theory of rough surface scatter-
ing, the knowled ge of the bottom impe-
dance , and correlation techniques , it has
been shown that it is possible to decom-
pose the shallow water reverberation into
the contributions from different paths.
From this , the range , the depth and the
spectral source levels of the sounds of
the mammal can be determined by use of
only one hydrophone rather than the con-
ventional three or four. The theory has
been developed and tested in a laboratory
model using an up-chirp amplitude and fre-
quency modulated sound.
Publications : None.
Patent Patent for Acoustical Deverberator filed
Application : by Office of Naval Research (Case No.
62 ,582) .
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Title: Elastic Waves in Crystals
Investigator: J. R. Neighbours, Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective: The objectives of this research are two-fold .
• First, to formulate a vector relation similar
to the Poynting vector in electromagnetism
for describing the flow of elastic energy in
an anisotropic crystal. Second , to investigate
the reflection of an elastic wave at the bound-
ary between two aniso tropic media .
Summary : Elasticity is a fourth rank tensor , a relation
-
• between two secon d order tensors . However , as
a result of various symmetries , the elastic
* cons tants are describa ble by a symmetri c 6 x 6
array rather than by 81 components. Thus they
4 can be represented as a matrix and transformedaccordingly.
Propagation of elastic waves is similar to op-
tical birefrengence except that elastic waves
can also have longitudinal polarization and
might properly be called a case of trire-
• frengence.
• Progress on this project has been to careful ly
formulate the matrix transformation in coor-
dinates rotated with respect to the primary
stress reference axes, and to fin d the solu-
tions to the eigenvalue problem in the rotated
• coordinates. A computer program in BASIC has
been written for this purpose. From the eigen-
values , both wave velocity and wave slowness
(simi lar to an index of refrac tion surface )
surfaces have been constructed . So far these
calculations have been confined to cubic,
hexagonal and orthorhombic crystals. Many
real crystals have been investigated and the
special pure mode directions have been tabu-
lated.
A rela ted pro blem is the sens itivi ty of the
elastic constants to inversion . The elastic
• 
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constants are the coefficients when the stresses
are expressed as linear functions of the strains.
An alternative formulation is of the strains
in terms of the stresses. The product of the• two matrices is the unit matrix , and differen t
types of experiments measure components of one
or the other of the matrices. In order to com-
pare different types of measurements , it is
desirable to know how the elements of one matrix
vary with respect to variation of a single ele-
ment of the other. A program has been wri tten
for this purpose and many real crystals have
been investigated.
This project is now being actively carried out
on an extracurricular basis.
Publications: None
_  • --
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Title: Technical Evaluation of ASMP/AAW Methodology
• Investigator: W. Reese, Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Naval Intelligence Support Center
Objective: Provide analysis support of Naval Intelli-
gence Support Center , Code OOW13, threat sup-port functions.
Summary: During the reporting period support has been
provided through a critical review of the
forthcoming AAW integrated threat publica-
tion and through support of the Survivabil-
ity Assessment Program . Program review me-
etings have been attended and memoranda
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Title: Comparitive Analysis of Major Soviet Fleet
Exercises
Investigator : W. Reese, Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Naval Intelligence Command
Objective: Conduct analytic investigations of Soviet
Naval Exercise Activity with emphasis on
trends displayed in major exercises dur-
ing the past decade.
Summary : During F? 77 the research has taken three
major directions: (a) At the request of• CO NFO1O an investigation was made of de-
veloping a systematic data base of Soviet
Naval Exercise activity from archival in-
telligence sources. The results were that
the resources required for the development
of a reliable and replicable historical
data base from these source s were inco rn-
mensurate with the potential benefits of
such a data base. (b) At the request of
CO NFO1O an investigation was made of the
problems of OCCURRENCE AND INDICATIONS OF
MAJOR Soviet exercises. As of the end of
FY 77 , this investigation was 75% complete.
(c) A detailed review of reports of major
Soviet Naval Exercises in the Norwegian
Sea area since 1970 is being conducted in
order to determine trends as to partici-
pants, areas of operations, and mission
performance features. As of the end of
F? 77 , 50% of this effort (primarily
data-gathering) was completed .
Publications: None.
• - - ~~~~—-~~~~ -~~~~~~-• -•~~~~~~ —
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152 flTitle: Homogeneous Catalysis by Palladium Complexes
Investigator: R. A. Reirthardt , Professor of Chemistry
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective : Determination of rate laws for the oxi dation
of the olefin trans-2-butene by several pal-
ladium (II) complexes. This research was in-
itiated in late 1975 and continued to the end
of calendar year 1976.
Summary : The experiments were conducted by use of gas
chromatography to analyze for both reactant
olefiz~ and product ketone. Early results usingPdCl4’ as oxi dant , gave resul ts in accor d
with published data on the sys tem obtained by
a totally different technique. Preliminary re-
suits on the PdBr4 2- - olefin system , though
showin g internal inconsistencies , showed prom-
ise of ul timately yieldin g reli ab le results
and these formed the basis of a paper presen-• ted before the Nor thwes t Regiona l Meeting of
the American Chemica l Socie ty in Reno , Nevada ,
June 1976.
Continued studies , however , were unab le to
improve the discrepancies. In par t icular , the
• analyses for reactant and product could not
be reconciled with material balance in the sys-
tem. In addition , data of a given run would
show wide sca tter , and , in many cas es , replicate
runs gave differences in computed rate param—
• eters far outside any tolerable error.
It can be surmise d that the difficulties are
inherent in the experimental method , which
is thus inappropriate for the system . A real• possibility is loss through vaporization of
the extremely volatile substrate olefin at
varvinq rates durinq the course of a run. It
is not proposed to continue the investigation.
Publications: None.
‘ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - -  -- • - “-— •
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- Title : Acous tic Absorbers
Investigators: J. V. Sanders, Associate Pro fess or of
Physics , o. B. Wilson , Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Naval Torpedo Station
Objective: To provide consulting services on the
area of acoustic absorbers for use in a
proposed torped o tes ting facility.
Summary : In response to an informal request from
NTS, a small scale effort was devoted
to a literature survey of the present
status of underwater sound absorbers.
We provided a Report Bibliography and
commented on various approaches to the
problem. We also reviewed a contractor ’s
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Title: Frequency Response of Cold Wires Used for
Atmospheric Turbulence Measurements in the
Marine Env ironmen t
Investigators : G. A. Schacher, Associ ate Pro fessor of Physi cs
G. W. Fairall , Assistant Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective: The purpose of this project is to determine
the effect of sea salt deposition on the
frequency res ponse of platinum wires used for
• measuring thermal turbulence . These wires
are operated at ambient tempera ture, are very
small (r.’2 u diameter), and their small time
cons tant allows them to follow temperature
changes as rapid as several kilohertz. When
;‘ they are opera ted in the marine environmen t
spray and aerosols deposit sea salt on the
wires. This salt can form a f i lm which could
alter the wires ” frequency response.
Summary : We have dev eloped methods for coating the wires
and measurin g their fre quenc y response in con-
trolled conditions in the laboratory. The
sal t is deposi ted by spray ing a fine mis t of• salty water over the wires and allowing the
droplets to evaporate on the wires. This is
accom plishe d in a large chamber 4 ft high by
l½ ft diameter. The salted wire is tested in
an airs tream which con tains a “whi te” spectrum
• of temperature fluctuations , and its res ponse
is determined wi th a spec trum analyzer .
Developm ent of the system to crea te the wh ite
• temperature spectrum has been completed and
• the salted temperature wires have been tested.
the resul ts show that the fre quency response
of the wires can be si gnifican tly affec ted
as low as 10 Hz, but only wi th amoun ts of sal t
that are far in excess (about 100 x) of that
normally encountered in experiments at sea.
The experimental portion of the work has been
completed and comparison with theory is under-
way .
Publications : None
_______________________________________________  -r 
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Title: Environmental Survey : SSBN Security Program
• Investigator: G. Schacher , Associate Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Oceanographer of the Navy
Objective : The objective of this research is to obtain
near surface profile and turbulence descrip-
tions in open ocean regions for the purpose
• of defining radar and radio wave propaga-
tion conditions during times associated with
other experiments (classified or unknown) .
- 
- Summary : A multi—level profile (wind , temperature and
humidity) and turbulence (wind and tempera-
ture) systems and an acoustic sounder have
been installed on a USN Oceanographic Ship
• (USNS Kane) for a month long observational
experiment to be performed in the Mid-Atlan-
tic during February 1978. The parameter of
interest is the index of refraction , N , for
radar and radio frequencies and its vertical
gradient within the first 20 meters above
• the surface. N will be estimated on the
basis of its computation from coincident
temperature and humidity measurements . Es-
timates of the evaporative duct thickness
will be made from computed N gradients and
stability , i .e . ,  Richardson numbers . Ele-
vated critical N gradient will be discerned
from acoustic sounder records. Preliminary
and final reporting procedures and hence ,
analysis , will be carried out in such a way
to provide timely information to parallel
experiments being managed by NAVOCEANO .
Publications: None.
~IIi ~~~
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Title: At Sea Studies of Air Pollution in the
Marine Boundary Layer in the Los Angeles
Air Basin
Investigator: G. Schacher, Associate Professor of Physics
Sponsor : California Air Resources Board
Objective : To initiate shipboard studies of air pol-
lution along the California coast. These
studies are to characterize the marine• boundary layer by shipboard measurements ,• and these measurements are to be done in
coordination with air pollution monitor-
ing. Initial measurements are to be made
in the Los Angeles air basin.
Summary : The initial cruise has been completed and
results obtained for the following objec-• tives: (1) Obtain parameters for ocean
boundary of air pollution model for Los
Angeles air basin , (2) Characterize the
atmosphere for air pollution studies of
the Santa Barbara Channel and for various
at sea pollution studies. Tracer studies
of airflow from a shoreline source have
clearly identifie d the extent of the
“sloshing mode ” that traps pollutants in
the air basin. Future cruises are plan-
ned.
Publications: None. 
;~~~~~• • • • _
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Title : Plasm a — Surface - In te rac t ion
Investigator: F. Schwirzke , Associate Professor of
Phys ics
Sponsor: Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion , Division of Magnetic Fusion Energy
Objective : To perform an independent review of impur-
ity studies and diagnostics in tokamak sys-
tems , make recommendations and submit a
comp rehensive plan for action .
Summary : Since adequate plasma confinement and heat-
ing seems possible , impurity evolution and
control are recognized now as being crit i-
cal remaining obstacles on the way to mag-
netic fusion energy . Too high impurity con-
cen trations advers ely influ ence a lmos t every
aspect of plasma behavior in the toroidal
magnetic confinement system tokamak . Us-
ually a large fraction of the ohmic power
input is lost from the plasma by impurity
radiation . In situ surface analysis of
the impurities on the walls just before and
during the tokamak discharge is most impor-
• tant for a better understanding of process-
es related to plasma wall interactions , dis-
char ge cl eanin g , recycling, and impur i ty
transport.
A joing experiment has been performed at
the Center for Plasma Physics and Fusion
Engineering at the University of California
at Los Angeles to investigate the laser
induced desorption of impurities from t o k ~i-mak walls. Flash-heating by a laser pulse
has been used to desorb loosely bound spe-
cies from a spot on the tokamak wall. Spec-
tral analysis of the suddenly increased im-
purity radiation from the plasma in front
of the laser heated spot gives information
on the species and the amount of impurity
atoms present on the surface at a specific
point in time of the tokamak discharqe .
Loosely bound chromium has been found on
the stainless—steel surface .
Publications: F. Schwirzke , “Impurities on Tokamaks ” ,
U. S. Energy Research and Development Ad-
ministration Order Number W)\-76-4205, 3u l y
9, 1976.
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K. Bol, A. Bers, K. Gentle , J. Luxor, J.F. Lyon, F. Schwirzke , “Report of the Ad• Hoc Panel for the UCLA Microton Macrotor• Proposa1~’ submitted to U.S. Energy Research
• and Development Administration , July 12 ,1976.








Title: X-Ray and Particle Emission From Laser lrr~i-diated Targets
Investigator : F. Schwirzke , Associate Professor of Physics
• Sponsor : Air Force Office of Scientific Research
Objective: To investigate the processes which in-
fluence the emission of x-rays  and f a st
particles from a laser produced plasma .
• Summary : The dynamics of a laser-produced p lasma and
the dependence of the sel f -generated magne-
tic fields in position , time , laser , power
density , and ambient background pressure
have been sys temat ical ly  invest i gated.  Mag-
netic fields are generated i n  a laser p ro-
duced plasma by nonaligned density and tem-
perature gradients. These magnetic fields
may be quite large near the focal spot re-
gion and thus can influence the dynamics
and heat conduction of the electrons. After
successive burst of laser enerqv on the
same spot a crater is formed in a metal
target. In this case the lateral escape of• plasma to the walls of the crater will ho
• reduced by the existence of stronq self—qo—nerated magnetic fields which can not dif-
fuse into the conducting walls of the cia-
• ter during the short time of the laser pulse.
Due to l imi ted expansion and heat conduc-
tion loss in radial  di :-ect ion the ci oct ron~
can be heated to h i g he r t e m p e rat u r e s , and
• consequently the x — r a y  emiss ion  f r o m  the
plasma in the crater can escalate t o hi ih—
er values .
• Conference F. Schwirzke , “Spontaneous Miqn eti c Fields
Presentations : in Laser-Impact Craters’~,hy F. Schwirzke ,A. W. Cooper , F. T. Williamson, Presontedat the Eighteenth Annual Meet inq of the
Division of Plasma Physics of the American
Physical Society , 15-19 Novemher H7t- , San
Francisco , Ca. Abst i- act ptibi i shc~i in F~u1—• letin , American P~1~ ica1 S o c iet y , ~~ 1~ 76.
• 
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F. Schwirzke , “Spontaneous Magnetic Field• Generation in Shock Waves” , by F. Schwirzke ,
A. W. Cooper, Presented at the 19th Annual
Meeting of the Division of Plasma Physics
of the American Physical Society , 7-11 No-
vember 1977 , Atlan ta, Georgia. Abstract
published in Bulletin of American Physical
Society, Society 22, 1977.
Publications : F. Schwjrzke , L. Oren , S. Talmadge , R. J.
Taylor , “Laser-Induced Desorption of Impur-
ities from the Macrotor Tokamak Walls ” ,
submitted for publica tion to Physical Re-




Title: Improved Procedure for Obtaining R1KES
• Spectra: Optical Heterodyning
- Investigator: W. M. Tolles, Professor of Chemistry
• Sponsor: Office of Naval Research
Objective: To investigate a new procedure (both theore-tically and experimentally ) for obtaining• Coherent Eaman Spectra utilizing the RamanInduced Kerr Effect (RIKE). The effects of
optical heterodyning for improving signal-
to-noise ratios are to be determined .
Summary: The effects of optical heterodyne mixing of
the Coherent Raman Signal obtained from RIKE
spectra has been observed and modeled. Im-
proved signal-to-noise ratios are observed
• using these techniques (by as much as an or-
der of magnitude). A comparison of this• method with all other currently utilize d
Coherent Raman Spectroscopic phenomena sug-
gests that this is a preferred method for
examinin g clear condens ed med ia whenev er
classical laser nois e is presen t on the
• probe laser.
• Conference G. i .  Ees].ey, M. D. Levenson , J. J. Song,
Presentations: W. M. Tolles, “Heterodyne Coherent Raman
Spec troacopy ” , presen ted at the Conference
on Laser Engineering and Appli cations , Wash-
ington , D.C., June 2, 1977.
W. M. Tolles, G. L. Eesley, M. D. Levenson ,
• “Heterodyne DetQction of Coherent Raman Sig-
nals ” , presented at Society of Photo-Optical
and Instrumentation Engineers , San Diego,
• California, August 24 , 1977. To appear in
S.P.I.E. publication .
Publications: C. L. Eesley, M. D. Levenson , and W. M.
• Tolles , “Optically Heterodyned Coheren t Pa-man Spectrosco py ” , to appear in 3. Quantum
Electron.
___________________- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Title : Range Studies Program
Investigators: 0. B. Wilson , Jr., Professor of Physics ,
and D. B. Hoising ton , Professor of
Electrical Engineering
Sponsor: Naval Torpedo Station
Objective: Study long-term requirements and plans of
• the Naval Torpedo Station in areas of ship
-
• and underwater weapon s tes ting , and , based
on the changing technolo gy and changi ng
operational needs of the Navy , recommend
changes on upgrading or replaci ng equip-
ment , modifica tions of proce dures and de-
velopment of new testing concepts.
Summary: About fifteen faculty members from various
disciplines and a number of officer-stu-
dents participated in various task pro-
jects. Individual summaries are reported
elsewhere in this document. A very brief
summary of task activities follows:
Acous tic ray tracin g algori thms for calcu-
latin g range of an underwa ter sound source
have been studie d to help determine bet-
ter compromise between desired accuracy of
ranging, detail of environmen tal data need-
ed and computational effort. Algorithms
• which incorporate Kalman Filter techniques
for range tracking of underwater vehicles
have been developed and tested. Develop-
ment of small acoustic transmitters for
range tracking has continued . Effects of
fluid loading on flexural waves in plates
have been studied experimentally . Experi-
mental studies of low frequency acoustic
reverberation in a large bay and its ef-
fects on radiated noise measurements have
continued. Calculations of effects of ter-
rain and troposphere and effects of elec-
tromagnetic interference on radio communi-
cations in selected areas with selected
systems were continued and experiments
were planned. Literature studies of ship
deperining and degaussing and of magnetic
sensors were completed. Investigation of
alternative methods for determining and
recording vehicle positions for possible
use for at-sea test ranges was continued .
- 






Publications: 0. B. Wilson, Jr., “Annual Summary Reportof Range Studies Program”, Technical Re-port, NPS—7l—78—OO2pR, December 1977. • -
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Title: Low-Frequency Acoustic Reverberation in
Dabob Bay
Investigators: 0. B. Wilson , Professor of Physics and
3. V. Sanders, Associate Professor of Physics
Sponsor: Naval Torpedo Station
Objective : To assess the problems associated with
measuring the radiated acoustic noise
levels of large , low-frequency radiators
of soun d , such as a submarine , in a re-
verberant body of water , such as Dabob• Bay ,  Washington .
Summary : The major effort was devoted to an experi-
ment in which explosive sound sources were
used to measure the reverberation charac-
teristics of Dabob Bay . The result is a
- 
• comparison of the relative amounts of
soun d energy that travels from a sourc e• to a receiver by both the direct paths
• and by reflected paths. The description
of the experimental procedures and the
initial data analysis were reported in a
student thesis. The analysis of the data
is now complete and the final report is
being prepared . The analysis indicates
that at the lower audio frequencies , with• the source and receiver at 300 feet depth ,
the effect of reverberant sound on recep-
tion of the direct sound by an omnidirec-
tional receiver is small at ranges of 100
yards , significant at ranges of 250 and 300
yards (the ratio of reverberant energy to
direct energy varied from 0 to -6 dB) and
overwhelming at ranges of about 1000 yards .
The conclusion is that if f ar f i e ld mea-
sur ements are des ired , a directional re-
ceiving array must be used to discriminate
between dire ct and rever ber ant soun d if ac-
curate source levels are to be measured .
Publicationb : None.
Thesis Directed: M. E. Elsen , “Measurement of Low Frequency
Acous tic Rever bera tion in Dabob Bay , I.
Descri ption of Procedure s and Data Analy-
sis” , Master ’s Thesis, March 1977.
- - • • ••  
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DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
The Electrical Engineering research program encompasses a
• variety of areas, including: (1) Electronic Warfare Systems ;(2) Electromagnetics ; (3) Acoustics and Electro—Optics; (4)
Communications; (5) Toxic Vapor Level Detection/Recording ; (6)
Estimation and Control Systems ; (7) Signal Processing ; (8)
Range Studies; (9) Solid State Devices; and (10) Wave Propaga-
tion . The projects in each of these areas generally involve
• one or more facul ty  member working with several thesis stu-
dents. A summary of the projects follows :
ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS
Professor David Hoisington continued a study of phase-front
distortion j amming systems for disruption of radar t racking sys-
tems . Techniques for  phase—front  distortion j amming of mono-
pulse tracking radar systems are being developed . It is hoped
that a feasible hardware implementation of the j ammer can be• develo ped.
Professor Jeffrey Knorr and Professor David Hoisington
carried out an investigation of the effectiveness of jamming• signals on various Navy radars. Professor Jeffrey Knorr con—
-
• tinued a study of HF signal intercept probability .
ELECTROMAGNETICS
Dr. Richard Adler served as technical coordinator and edi-
tor for an electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) survey which
summarizes the existing state of technology and listed the
Navy ’s technical capability in EMC . Recommendations included
increased technology transfer from the technologist who de-
• velopes new analytical processes to the user who must carry
out the system design .
Professor Robert Burton continued experimental and analy-
tical work on electromagnetic pulse (EMP) effects on command
and control aircraft. He has also demonstrated the feasibil-• ity of measuring surface current density distribution on com-
plex scattering objects such as ships and aircraft.
• - Professors George Sackman and Otto Heinz (Physics/Chemistry )
made measurements and analyzed data in a study of magnetic back-
ground noise with the objective of improving Navy systems for
magnetic detection and degaussing of submarines.




Professor John Powers did research on computer-aid acousti-
cal imaging constructing a prototype system to obtain three di-
mensional ultrasonic images. Preliminary work on performing com-
puter image processing on these acoustic images was also per-
formed . He has also worked on the construction and testing of
fiber optic data links emphasizing wide band analog transmis-
sion and multichannel multip lexed digital transmission .
COMMUNICATIONS
Professor John Ohlson continued the program in ship-board
radio—frequency interference (RFI) in UHF satellite communica-
tions. A hardware simulator was developed to test the effects
of RFI upon Navy ship-board equipment. A satellite monitoring
system using high-speed digital processing is being developed
for analysis of uplink RFI.
Professor Glen Myers completed work on an investigation to
determine the effectiveness of counting zeros to detect the
presence of frequency modulated carrier signals in noise.
Prof essor Myers is curren tly doin g research on combinin g par-
ticular techniques of pulse modulation representation of voice
with those of spread spectrum to obtain low probability of in-
tercepting radio transmission of voice signals. Current work
on binary codes proceeds along two lines: (1) the synthesis of
waveforms having prescribed power spectra. This involves first
the selection of appropriate binary sequences and then the shap-
ing of the binary pulses to generate a waveform whose autocor-
relation function suits the prescribed power spectra1 (2) thesynthesis of “almos t complemen tary ” series or sequences of bi-
nary digits.
TOXIC VAPOR LEVEL DETECTION/RECORDING
Professor John Duffin initiated a program to detect and
record toxic vapor levels in Naval Rework Facility areas. In-
fra-red techniques are used .
ESTIMATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
Professor George Thaler and Professor Alex Gerba continu-
ed validating and updating a digital simulation program for
captured air bubble type surface effec t shi ps. They have de-
veloped and validated a simplified model for contrcl studies.
Professor Harold Titus has continued work in the missile
con trol/decon trol area and missil e evasion area. Opt imum me-
thods of missile decontrol were proposed as were maneuvering
strategies for optimal evasion of a proportionally nav igated
missile.
L A — —
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Professor Stephen Jaurequi worked on various aspects of
the new BULL DOG system including computer s imula t ion , noise
and interference. He also invest igated various aspects of the
manual Morse decoding problem and over-the-horizon targeting con-
cepts for Harpoon .
Professor Tien Tao worked on two—dimensional image pro-
cessing using statistical estimation techniques with the ob-
jective of detecting weak target signals in surveillance pic-
tures contaminated by clutter.
RANGE STUDIES
Professor George Sackman led a task group investigating
applications of non-acoustic systems to range problems . He
made a study of simultaneous magnetic and acoustic signature
measurements.
Professor Donald A. Stentz has studied adaptive control
systems in an effort to determine ho~ this rapidly advancingtechnology can be used on the acoustic tracking ranges operated
by the Naval Torpedo Station , Keyport , Washington .
Professors Victor Powers and Mitchell Cotton studied mo-
dernization of data gathering and processing systems for range
study programs at the Nava l Torpedo Station , Keyport , Washing-
ton . For this same program Professor Jeffrey Knorr studied
UHF and VHF tropospheric paths proposed for communication
links. Professor David Hoisington reviewed the state—of-the—
art in magnetometers for use as possible sensors for magnetic
ranging and Professor Harold Titus studied possible use of
Kalman Filters to improve torpedo tracking accuracy . Pro-
fessors Harold Titus and Donald Stentz studied system con-
cepts and navigation methods in relation to at-sea tracking .
Professors Milton Wilcox , Charles Rothauge , Robert Burton
and Orestes Baycura studied antenna propagation problems for
the U.S. Army CDEC project involving ranqinq location of ob-
jects moving in real—time in a potential ground encounter area.
SOLID STATE DEVICES
Professor Tien Tao directed a research proleet concernina
application of large scale intergration (LST) and charge
transfer devices (CTD) for real-time siqnal processinq . Two
objectives are a real-time hardware implementation of statis-
tical spatial filters and a real-time hardware Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) device usir:q a h~—b it microcomputor and ISIhardwar e . 
• -- -  •• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~
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• Ti tle : Therma l Detection and Inf ra red  Imaging of
Sur face  Current  and Charge Densi ty Distri-
but ions
• Investigator : R. W. Burton , Associate Professor of Elec-
trical Engineering
Sponsor : Foundation Research Program , Naval Air
Developmen t Cen ter , Rome Air  Development
Center
Objective : To reduce to working practice the technique
of Thermal detection and infrared imaging
of surface current and charge density dis-
tribution for use as an on-board diagnos-
tic tool for ships and aircraft.
Summary : This technique is a major breakthrough in
• the real-time detection of currents and
charges vis-a-vis the laborous and costly
methods currently used Military application
are in EMI, EMC and the ongoing study of
composite materials.
Publications : R. W. Burton , J. D. Selim , “Infrared Detec-
tion of Surface Charge and Current Distri-
butions ” , Proceedings 1977 International
Microwave Symposium , June 1977 , San Diego ,
California.
R. W. Burton , J. D. Selim , “Rapid Detec-
tion of Charge and Surface Current Distri-
butions on Radiating and Scattering Struc-
tures ” , Proceedings National Radio Science
Meeting of the International Union of Radio
Science, Bou1~~ r, Colorado , January 1978,(accepted for publication).
~~rrr -_ _  • _ _ _• • —
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Title: Improvement of Reliability of RMS System
Investigator : R. W. Burton , Associate Professor of Elec—
trical Engineering
‘U Sponsor : Combat Development Experimentation Command
(CDEC )
Obje ctive : To conduct sys temat ic  analyses of the anten-
nas and propagat ion anoma l ies associated with
the RMS system and to recommend methods to
improve system effectiveness.
Summary : The RMS System employed by CDEC is a sophis-
ticated position reporting system which per—
forms well in the large variety of combat
evaluations conducted at Hunter Liggett
field sites. Through the past year , an
n umber of persisten t problems have been
identified , the solu tion of which can po-
tentially lead to a significant improve-
ment in the overall effectiveness of the
RMS System.
To a very large extent , these persistent
problems f a l l  under the heading of antennas
electromagnetic propagation , computer inter-
faces and equi pment/p layer interf aces. Ithas become clear that a systematic analysis
of thes e prob lems integrated into broad sys-
tern study of reli abili ty of the RMS sys tem
• has the potential of significant payoff in
the effectiveness of the overall system as
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Title: EMP Effect on C3 Aircraft
Investigator: R. W. Burton , Associate Professor of Elec-
trical Engineering
Sponsor: Air Force Weapons Lab , Rome Air Development
Center , Naval Air Development Center
Objective : This continuing research project investi-
gates the surface current and charge dis-
tributions on cylinders , crossed cylinders
and flat plates used to model aircraft and• missiles in an EMP environmertt.
Summary : NON E
Publications: R. W. Burton , “On Measuring Elliptically
Polarized Surface Currents” , Proc. of Na-
tional Conference on Electromagnetic Scat-
tering, pp. 132—135 , June 1976.
R. W. Burton , R. W. P. King , L. C. Shen ,
“Electric and Magnetic Fields Induced on
the Surfaces on Electrically Thin and
Thick Cylinders and Crossed Cylinders by
an Incident Plane Wave” , Proc. of National
Conference on Electromagnetic Scattering,
In’citEed paper , pp. 45-58, June 1976.
R. W. Burton , R. W. P. King, “Surface Cur-
rents and Charges on a Thick Conducting
Tube in an E-Polarized Plane-Wave Field
I. Theory ” , Radio Science, Vol. 11 , Nos.
8, 9., pp. 687-699 , August—September
1976.
R. W. Burton , R. W. P. King , “Surface Cur-
rents and Charges on a Thick Conducting
Tube in an E-Polarized Plane-Wave Field
II. Measurements ” , Radio Science, Vol.
11, Nos. 8, 9, pp. 701—711, August-Sep-
tember 1976.
• R. W. Burton , W. E. Beyatte , “Charge and
Current Distributions on Cross-Monopole
Transmitting Antenna ” , Proceedings 1977
• International_Scientific Radio UnionTU~~U, Stanford~~ ~T~~ri~ia , June 1977.
-~ 
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R. W. Burton , R. W. P. King , “Surface Cur-
rents and Charges on an Electrically Thick
and Long Conducting Tube in E- and H- Po-
larized, Normally Incident, Plane-Wave
Fields ” , Radio Science , (accepted for pu-
blication).
R. W. Burton , R. W. P. King, “Surface Cur-
rents and Charges on Crossed Electrically
Thick Cylinders in a Normally Incident,
Plane—Wave Field” , Radio Science , (accept-
ed for publication) .
R. W. Burton , R. W. P. King , “Currents and
Charges Induced by a Normally Incident
Plane-Wave on Single and Crossed Tubular
Cylinders with ka — 2” , Radio Science , (ac-
cepted for publication).
R. W. Burton , R. W. P. King, L. C. Shen ,• “Induced Currents and Charges on Cylinders
and Crossed Cylinders by an Electromagnetic
Field” , to be published as a chapter in a• book on Electromagnetic Scattering , edited
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Title: Air Pollution and Waste Disposal Study
Investigator: J. H. Duffin , Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Sponsor: Naval Air Rework Facility
Objective : Consult and advise on disposal of “sludqe ’
generated during operation of neW jet en-
qine test cell facilities at Norfolk and
Jacksonville. Activity on thi~; project issuspended due to change in administr ative
structure and personnel for NARF engineer-
ing effort.
Summary : Visits were made to Norfolk and Jacksonville
to consult with responsible enqineerinq per-
sonnel. Facilities were inspected. Sludqe
samples were obtained and preliminary lab
work done to characterize sludge . On the
basis of this work , a letter report was is-
sued suggesting ways and means of sludge dis-
posal. Actual method or methods used depend
on getting representative samples of sludge
from normally operating test cells. This
has not occurred as yet so project is cur-
rently in a “suspended” state with its fu-









Title: The Effect of Ambient Pressure on the Ver-
tical Plane Motion Characteristics of the
Simulated XR—3 Craft
Investigators : A. Gerba , Jr., Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering , G. J. ‘rhal er, Dis-
tinguished Professor of Electrical Engine-e ring
Sponsor : Surface Effects Project Office (SESPO)
Objective: To determine the important parameters in the
heave-pressure loop dynamics that control
vertical motion characteristics. This is
one part of a program leading to a procedure
for scaling f r om towing tank model to f u l l
size craft.
• Summary : Results of step-weight transients and fre-
quency response analysis have shown that
- ambient pressure variations about standard
sea-level value have negligible effects on
the vertical motion characteristics of the
XR-3 craft. A current report soon to be
completed follows up this study with a scal-
ing method from model to prototype craft.
Publications: A. Gerba , Jr., C. J. Thaler , NPS-62Tr770ll.







Title: Phase-Front Distortion Jamming Investigation
Investigator: D. B. Hoisington , Professor of ElectricalEngineering
Sponsor: Pacific Missile Test Center
Objective : This project is investigating modifications
in the CROSSEYE phase-front distortion jam-ming technique to obtain a viable counter-
measure against monopulse tracking radars.
Summary : This is a high-risk project , but with a very
high payoff if success is achieved. Pre-
liminary tests have been made by project and
thesis students. The RV ACANIA will be used
for full-scale tests against the NIKE AJAX
monopulse and the MARK-25 conical scan track-
ing radars. Waveguide and fittings have been
purchased for the ACANIA tests, and two AN !
ALQ-4l repeaters have been obtained and re-
furbished for use as the amplifiers .
Publications: None. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~-~~~ -- -~~~~ •- 
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Title: A Study of the Click Januners, Their Intended• Victims, and How They Effect U.S. Navy Systems
Investigators : D. B. Hoisington, Professor of Electrical En-
gineering, and 3. 8. Knorr , Associate Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Sponsor: Naval Intelligence Support Center
Objective: To provide an estimate of how this foreign
jammer series may be expected to be used,
and how it will effect U.S. Navy radar sys-
tems.
Summary : Intelligence data on the subject jammer tests
has been collected. The results of tests of
a simulated system on the AN/SPS-48 radar
have been examined. Calculations are being
made of the jammer effect on this radar
under various conditions of geometry and jam-
• mer operating conditions.
Publications: None.
r
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Title: Communications System Studies
Investigator: 3. 8. Knorr , Associate Professor of Electri-
cal Engineering
Sponsor : Naval Torpedo Station
Objective: To determine the propagation loss for several
line—of-sight radio paths in the Pacific North-west, including the effects of fading .
Summary: A data collection experiment is being planned .
Publications: None.
Thesis Directed : R. M. Cassidy, “Computer Prediction of Tro-
pospheric Radio Transmission Loss for Select-ed Paths in the Pacific Northwest”, Master~Thesis , June, 1976.
C. Westling, “The Statistics of Multipath
fa ding at VHF to Communication s Lin ks at
NAVTORPSTA , Keyport, Washington ”~ MastersThesis , September , 1977.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _






Tit].~ Di•lectric Loaded Tinned Waveguid . Study
Investigator: 3. B. Xnorr, Associate Professor of Electri-
cal Engin..ring
Sponsor : Naval Electronic Laboratory Center
Objective: To determin. th. wavelength and impedance asa function of frequency for rectangular wave-guide loaded with fins and dielectric and op-erated in the 26.5-60 GHz frequency range .
Suimnary : This project has been completed .
Publications : 3. B. Knorr , NDiS1.ctric Loaded Finned Wave-quid. Study , Technical Report , NPS 62K077O31A ,March 1977.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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Title: In t e rv a l  M o d u l a t i o n  of a S i n u s o i d a l  Ca r r i e r
Investigator : G. Myers , Associate Professor of Electrical
Enqineerinq
Sponsor : Foundation Research Program (6.2)
Objective: This work is concerned with radio commu-
nications. This research i nvestigated use
of a modulated interva l , between bursts ot
a s i n u s o i d a l  c a r r ier , to convey the i n t e r —
mat ion  in a message wave fo rm . We ca l l e d
this form of m o d u l a t i o n  “ i n te r v a l modula-
tion ” (TM)
Summary : IM produces a de l ay  between b u r s ts  of t h e
s i n u s o i d a l  c a r r i e r .  Th i s  d e lay  is propo r-
t i ona l to the a m p l i t u d e  of the m o d u lat i ng
message wav e f o r m . rhus , T M is u n l i k e  AM ,
PM , or PM where  the amp i i  t ode , I req uenc
or phase  of a s i n e  Wave vary in accc : ~iance
w i t h  a message  w av e f o r m .
The research  r e s u l ted  i n  m at h e m a t i c a l  des-
c r i p t i o n s  o f the IM c a r r i e r  i n  t h e  t ime
domain  and f r e q u e n c y  d o m a i n .  E a r l y in  the
i n v e s t iq a t  ion , we completed t h e  desian i’t
an TM modulator and d e m o d u l a t o r .  We t h e n
bui  i t  and t e s t e d  these circuits . The tech-
nique was t h e n  ~‘eri t i e d  by t r a n s m i t t  in~voice and music  s ign a l s  t h r o ugh  the sv s te rn .
The q u a l i ty  of the  recovered s ign a l s  wa s
e x c e l l e n t .
Con ference
Presenta t ions: G. My e r s , “ i n t e r v a l Modu la t i on  ( T M )  o t  a
S inusoidal  C a r r i e r ” , Techn ical  Confe rence ,
S TEEM 77, M o n t e r e y ,  Mexico , Sept ember 77 .
~~~~. M y e r s , “ Symposium on Spread  S p e c t r u m




Publications: G. Myers and E. L. Kilborn , Jr., “Interva lModulation (IM) of a Sinusoidal Carrier ” ,Technical Report , NPS62Mv77031, February1977.
Thesis Directed : E. L. Kilborn , Jr., “Interval Modula tion(IM) of a Sinusoidal Carrier ” , Master ’s






Ti t le: Resea rches  in  P io i t  a I Fi 1 tei
In v e s ti q a t or :  S. R .  P~u ker , Pro!  essor of P loot  rical
E n g i n e e r i n g
Sponsor : PounLia  t : on Research Pt eq ram ( t ~ . 1
Ob 1 ec t ive  : To e x t  end p rev i ot:s work  on one d imens ona 1
f i l t e rs  t o  the  m o l t  i d i m e n s io n a l  cast’ in the
qener ~~i a reas  C! svnthesls , stabil i ty , and
l i m i t  cy c l e s .
Summary : A d i re c t  t e c h ni q u e  fo r  ex ress: no the i n ; ’u 1 so
response of a multidimen sional di o it a l t i  I ter
in terms of the c o ef f i c i e n t s  of the transfer
f u net  ion i s  presented . Th i s  appr oach  p ot  en —
i al lv leads to a svnthes is procedure t or le—
c u r s i ve  two di mcns : on~i 1 s ign a l  process i no
An a d a p t i ve  r e c u rs i v e  d i  a i ta l  f t  1 t or has been
developed and compared f a v o r a b ly  w 1 th  t ho
op t ima l f i l te r .  The t e e d f e r w a r d  and t eedt’ac~o a in s  of t h e  ilt er are ad~ ust~’J ~d u’t i v e l v  t omm i m i  :e a l eas t  so ua re  ~er formance  t ~nct i onon i ~ i i dine wi  t idow av e r aqe  bas i c: a rad icalcuiat ions.
P u b l i c a t i o n s :  S. R . P a r k e r , l~ . Souchon  , Svn t h es  c I N
Di  mens  ona I Recu: i ye Pie i t a 1 1’ t It ~Ta~ I or  ~ e: i es Fxpans ion ” , il’PP Tr :’is c t j o n sen C i : c ~:t t  s and__Sv~~t e ms , Vol ‘?~S.~4 , No. IJ a n u a ry  l’l ’7~~, pp ~~ —14 .
I
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Title : Signal Processing Studies and Techni ques
Inves tigator : Sydney R. Parker , Profes sor of Electrical
Engineering
Sponsor : Naval Electronic Systems Command
Objective : To investigate signal processing as applied
to: (a) Voice Track simulation by digital
filters , (b) recursive adaptive digital fil-
ters for separating images from background
noi se, (c) separation of stochastic signals
such as radar target returns from clutter ,
and Cd) the application of distributed arith-
metic to digital filter realization techni-
ques.
Summary : a. Voice Track Simulation by Di9ital £il’~tera. It has 5een conjectured that t1~e wavedigital filter simulation of a low pas~’i lad-der network (voice track ) has minimum sensi-
tivity to variations of multip lier coeff ic-
ients and there fore can be expected to have
minimum noise due to finite precision arith-
metic as well as requir ing a minimum number
of digits in the coefficients to achieve a
given frequency response specification . This
conjecture is based upon the fact that the
wave digital filter is derived d irectly from
the lossless ladder circuit be ing modelled,
and the circuit element values appear in lin-
ear combination in the mul tiplier coeff ic ients
of the wave digital filter.
An alternate method for the modelling of the
low pass ladder network of the voice track
is also being investigated. It consists of
a digital filter derived from the state—space
formulation of the ladder network using for-
ward Euler integration . This approach is
much simpler and straight forward compared
with the wave digital filter. It has the in-
herent advantage that there is a one to one
correspondence between circuit elements val-
ues and digital filter multipliers . Thus ,
since the ladder network is minimum sensitive
to element values , the digital filter is mi-
nimum senstive to multiplier values and
should be an efficient model in terms of
noise generation and required multiplier co-
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Programs have been written for the wave digi-
tal filter and the state—space digital filter
formulations and are currently being tested
and compared. Fixed point arithmetic is be-
ing used initially.
In order to compare the two formulations ,
the question of scaling is being studied for
optimizing signal to noise ratio. Scaling
of wave digital filters has generally not
been considered in the l i te ra ture. Scal ing
for the state-space digital formulation ap-
pears to be straight forward.
b. Recursive Adaptive Digital Filters. The
standard technique for adaptive filters as
developed by Widrow involves the minimiza-
tion of mean square error c r i t e r ia, on a
point by point basis , to ad jus t  the weights
of a non—recurs ive  d igi ta l  f i l t e r  ( f i n i t e
impulse response) . This approach has been
extended to adaptive di gi tal  f i l t e r s  hav ing
both zeros and poles (infinite impulse re-
sponse) using a suggestion by Feintuck. Suc-
cessful application of adaptive techniques
to recursive filters will have significant
applications in the area of modell ing and
parameter estimation .
Li t t le  is known concerning the convergence
of the adaptive recursive d ig i t al  f i l t e r .
The usual technique of f o r m u l a t i n g  a mean
squared error as a quadrat ic  func t ion  of the
f i l t e r  c o e f f i c i e n t s, and ob ta in ing  a local
minimum by gradient techniques on a point
by point basis may not converge in the pre-
sence of noise.
In the current research the gradient of the
mean squared error is estimated by the gra-
dient of the finite point squared error aver-
aged by sliding a finite window at every
step of the iteration process rather than
taking the gradient of the instantaneous
squared error. The calculation of the gra-
dient by means of the sensitivity or adjunct
model of the filter is also heinq studied .
This concept has been used s u c c e s s f u l l y  in
computer a ided  design but has not been used




Experimental results indicate that the pro-
posed methods work for one dimensional adap-
tive filters and approach the Weiner filter
as the optimum.
The technique has also been extended to two
dimensional image processing and the separa-
tion of images from background noise . The
concept of two dimensional adaptive filters ,
particularly of the recursive type , have not
been discussed in the literature heretofore.
Exper imenta l  resul ts  appear to he p r om i s i ng .
- 
I c. Separation of S t o c has t i c  Si gn a l s .  This
research is concerned wTEWTTie separat ion of
stochastic signals where t h e i r  probability
density functions are known . The research
is motivated by the tracking radar problem
where the radar return contains both target
and clutter. Target and clutter generally
are uncorrelated with each other and have
different probability density functions.
The approach to the filtering problem is to
use a digital filter to simulate stochastic
versions of the c h a f f  and rad ar si gnals  res-
pectively, and to adapt i vely mixing these• two signals to produce a composite signal
which approximates the incoming signal in a
least squares sense. The weights of the ctdap-
tive mixing then estimates the relative en—
ergy in the received chaff and radar siqnals .
The problem has been formulated mathemati-
cally and some initial s imul at ions for  sepa-
rating signals with Raleigh and exponential
distributions have been performed.
d. Noise in Distributed Arithmet ic Dig i t a l
Filters. Of current inEerest Is the concept
of distributed arithmetic d~gita1 filterswhere the method of performinq the multipli-
cation of signals with coefficients is ex-
pressed in terms of a convolution process.
The distributed arithmetic approach to dig i-
tal filter design promises to be most effi-
cient in the practical design of digital fil-
ters. To date , nothing has been done i n  the
literature to investiqate the effects of fi-
nite precision arithmetic noise generation ,
both noncoherent and coherent (limit cycles),
in distributed parameter digit al filter.
________ 
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• Studies are currently underway to formulate
the noise problem so that the effects of
noise generation can be calculated and taken
into account in design procedures.
Publications : S. R. Parker , S. J. Ko, “A Two Dimensional
Adaptive Recursive Digital Filter in Image
Processing” , Proceedings of the IEEE Inter-
National Symposium on Circuits and Systems ,
New York , May 1978.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~ . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Titles Computer Aided Acoustica l Imaqinq
Investigator : ~~~~. p. Powers , Professor of Electrica l Engi-
neering
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.2)
Objective: This work is part of a continuing effort to
explore the use of computer processing of co-
herent (both amplitude and phase i n f o r m a t i o n
present) data to generate images of objects
from transmitted or reflected ultrasonic
fields. The short term objective was to con-
struct an experimental system to record the
complex data fields of an ultrasonic wave for
computer processing . Additionall y it was
desired to explore the presentation of the
data on a computer driven video display for
presentation of the data or resulting image.
Summary : The first acoustic images using this system have
been obtained . The data aquisition system has
been built and successfully tested . Prelimi-
nary acoustical images have been displayed on
a Ramtek Gx-l00 television display with 16
gray levels ( l i m i t e d  by the disp lay refresh
memory capability). The data acquisition sys-
tem consists of a logarithmic compressive am-
plifier with 60db of dynamic range , a phase
detector , and a high accuracy positioning and
recording system . Testing and calibration of
the hardware imp lemen ta t i on  of these devices
shows acceptably h igh  d e q t e o ~ o t  accuracy and
r e p e a t a b i l i t y. The data  is recorded on analog
tape . A f t e r  d i q i t iz at  ion of the  recorded data
and subsequent demultiplexinq of the channels
the data has been successfully stored in mem-
ory of PDP 11/40 computer for subsequent dis-
play or processing . Using the Ramtek Cx-lOO
display driven by a PDP 11/40 , interactive
display capability has been developed to allow
the operator to call up displays of amplitude ,
phase or intensity data. He also has the capa-
bility to change the quantization levels , the
gray scale assignment and to assign various
pseudocolor values to the data. This inter-
active capability was designed and tested dur-
ing the research per iod using both computer
generated and experimentally recorded data.
Future efforts include further expansion of this
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interactive display capability, refinements
in the data acquisition system and investiga-
tion c’ more experimental objects to assess
t he  overall capabilities of the system .
Publications : J. P. Powers , “Computer Simulation of Linear
Acoustic Diffraction , Acoustical Holography , ”
Vol. 7 , L. W. Kessler , Ed., Plenum Press , New
York , 1977 , pp. 193—205.
J.P. Powers , Lt. R. T. O’Bryon , Lt. 3. W.
Patton , “Ultrasonic Imaging System Incorporat-
ing Computer Aided Coherent Processinq ” , Ab-
stracts , Ninety-fourth Meetinq of the Acousti-
cal Society of America , Miami Beach , 12-16
December 1977, in J. Acoustical Society of























Title: Instrumented Range Studies , Non-Acoustics
Group
Investigator : G. L. Sackman, Associate Professor of Elec-
trical Engineering
Sponsor: Naval Torpedo Station
Objective: To examine sensors and systems suitable for
measuring the magnetic signature of subma-
rines, and other non-acoustic systems rele-
vant to operation of an instrumented range.
Summary : Information on degaussing, modern magnetic
sensor technology , and magnetic signal pro-
cessing has been compiled and/or derived and
analyzed in the context of an instrumented
range. Applications of fibre optic trans-
mission line technology to range require-
ments is being investigated.
Publications: None. 
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Title : Range Requirements - Adaptive Control Systems
Investigator: D. A. Stentz , Associate Professor of Electri-
cal Engineering
Sponsor: Naval Torpedo Station
Objec t ive : To study the range enhancement obtained
through the use of modern sensors and array
technology , in particular by makinq use of
adapt ive  control  systems . This  is  a continu-
ing program .
Summary : Adap t ive  control  systems can be described by
the commonly used Index of Performance , IP’s ,
and the three essent ia l  processes;  iden t i f i -
cation , decision , and modification that are
involved in a l l  such systems . Appl ied  to ar-
rays of underwater  sensors , i n t e r f e r i n g  noise
sources can be essen t ia l ly e l i m i n a t e d .  This
r e s u l t s  in an improvement in the s ignal  to
noise ratio. This technology may improve
the target  a c q u i s i t i o n, and t r a c k i ng  on a
test range , and make it poss ib le  to test  var-
ious kinds of vehicles in environments other-
wise adverse to this important function . Mul-
tipath and reverberation problems may be a-
voided. It may be possible to app ly such
adaptive systems to at—sea ranL:cs where lit-
tle control over noise and i n t e r f e r i n g  sig-
nals is possible.
Publications: D. A. Stentz , “A Brief Survey of Adaptive
Control Systems ” , Technical  Report , NPS-














Title: Sampled Analog Signal Processing
Investigator : T. F. Tao, Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Sponsor : Foundation Research Program (6.2)
Objective: To develop theory , design procedure and
applications of sampled analog recursive
-
‘ 
filters using charge transfer devices.
To invest igate the l imitat ions and sen-
sitivities of sampled analog signal pro-
cessing .
Summary : Signal processing can be general ly sepa-




They can be implemented either digitally
using computers , integrated circuits or in
sampled analog ways using charge transfer
devices. Sampled analog signals differ
from digital signals because their ampli-
tudes are not digitized. They are similar
because both types of signals are sampled .
This study is concerned with two aspects
of sampled analog signal processing .
(1) Sampled Analog Recursive Comb Filters :
Theory , design procedure and app lications
of sampled analog recur sive filters have
been investigated . It was found that re-
curs ive f ilters using sampled analog delay
lines behave in many ways simliar to the
digital recursive filters but with one
major difference . Because a charge trans-
fer delay line usually has delay of mu l t i-
ple sampling periods, the f requency char-
acteristics of a sampled analog recursive
f i lter has N/2 comb teeth below the Nyquist
frequency . It is a comb filter. It was
found that theories and design procedure
______________ _______ _____ — -.--- - --. .---—-- — --- .—---- - hhhhhh1~~
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dev~ 1 o~ ‘ed t or dj  ~: i tal recur I; j ye comb f i it e rscan be used t or sampled a n a l o g  r ecu r s  i \ e
comb f  i it ers i t two modi f i c at  i ot i s  a r~ made
I i it er  ccc ft i c i  c ut s  v a ry  w i t h  f req u e nc v
charge  t ra n s  f e r  d e l a y  lines have d e l ay s  c l
mu It ip Ic sampling periods . Two t y~ ~ ‘5 1)comi) filters have been studied : ca nc ’ 11 e i
t y p o  and integrator type. Their aj’plicat ions
as MTI ra11~1i c a n c e l l er  a n d  il se— re oetit ion—req uc nc’~ sor ter  have  b oon dons us t r a t  ed
.‘)  S a m pU - d  Ana leo  Di scr  te F ou r i  e: Tranl ;1 orms :
Two algor i thins have been used to i n:~ I o m e ut
samp led an~i log  d i sc ret e  F o u r ie r  t t a n s  f o r ms  :Ch i r p  Z rl~1_ , l n S  1 o rm and Pr i m e  T:.iust orm . Both
a l g or i  thms use the  t r a n sv er s a . 1  f i l t e r  w h i c h
can be e asi l y  imp lement  ed us no c h a rg e  t r a n s —
t er  d e vic e s .  T h i s  s t Udv in v e st  i q ~ted the
a d v a n ta ge s  an d l i m i  t at  i o ns  of  t hese  t w o
samp led an . :  i e~ 1 : scr ot e  f o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m s
in  c on ip a r i  son w i t h  the d i git a l  FFT ( l a s t —
I”our ~ c i —  t i an s f o r ni ) .i I go:: i t  hm .
P u b l i c a t i o n s :  S . Holme s , “Ha rdware  S i q i i ~i l  P rocesso rDove 1 opn : en t— S o s s  i o n  Summary ” , P r o ce e d i n g s
~ th Asi l omar ~ on 1 er e n c e  0!: C i r ~~~i t~~~~~ y s —
tems , and C o n iFu t . e r s , pp.  ~~~~~~~~ i ~ 7~~)
S. Holmes , ~~~~. Po l l  ack and i C~:mohe1  I“~~‘nsit iv :  t v  ~ t u d v  01 ~~~ I i I l } 1  l e d  A n a l o g
J Si on a l  Process  u n : ” , P r o cee d : n o s  l~ t h IEEE
M i d w e s t  l~vml~o s iu m  on C i r c u i t s  an d  ~vstems ,
p p .  4 3 0 — 4 3 ’ ) , ( l c ~7b )
L. Sa e t r e , S. Ilolnies and A . E~ an , “ Recursive
CTD Comb F’ i I t  or and I t s  App I i  cat  on to  MTI
Radar  S i g n a l  P i o ces s  i n s -i ’’ , l~: ocecd 1 n g s  I
GOMAC Con f e rs - uce , ( Cove i nme n t M i c roc i i- cu i t
App l i cat io n s  C o n f e r en c e ) ,  p p .  ‘ 4 ( — .~49 ( l Q 7 b )
3. C a m p f ’e I  1 , ‘P. i . Tao and  ~f Poll ack
“ S e n s i t i v i t y  St u d y O f  Ch i rp Z Tr a n s  I orm and
P r i m e  Trans  form as Samp l ed Ana  log  Di scr et  e
Four j ci T r a n s f o r m  Ai qori t hms ” , Proceed i nq s
of I i )  t h A l l  I I omar Con t e r en cc on C : r ci i  i t . s,
‘ l I t  ems and  Com~p u t e r s , ‘p. 3~~~— 3 8 —  ( l~~76)
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T. F. Tao , S. Holme s  A. E l a z , F. Pi azza ,
L. Saetre and B. Freund , “Theory and Appli-
cations of Sampled Analog Recursive CTD
Comb F i l te rs” , P roceedings NASA/JPL Confer-
ence on Charge Coupled Device Technology
and Applications , pp. 1—10 , (1976)
Theses Directed : J. Campbell , “Sensitivity Study of the
Chirp Z Transform and the Prime Transform
as Sampled Analog DFT Algorithms ” , Master ’s
Thesis , December 1976
A. Ejaz , “Theory of Sampled Analog Recur-
sive Comb Fi l ters  and Their Canceller
Applications ” , Engineer Degree , December ,
1976.
• F. P i azza , “Theory and Applications of CTD
Recursive Comb Filters ” , Master ’s Thesis,
December 1976.
Skl iva n os , “Sen s i t i v i t y  Study of Sampled
Analog Tapped Delay Line Transversal Fil-






The research p rog ram in the Department of Meteorology has
continued along several main lines as follows : (1) Numerical
weather and ocean modeling and prediction , (2) Analysis and
dynamics of tropical weather systems , (3) Marine boundary-
layer turbulence , (4)  Marine fog observation , analysis and
prediction , and (5) Polar studies. Under each of these head-
ings , a number of related investigat ions are being pursued by
various facul ty members , as described briefly below.
NUMERICAL PREDICTION
Under this heading are included : modeling the analysis
and prediction of large—scale weather systems by G. J. Hal-
tiner and R . T. Williams ; numerical prediction of hurricanes
by R. L. Elsberry ; ocean circulation modeling and prediction
by R. L. Haney ; ocean mixed layer modeling by R . L. Elaberry ;
and boundary-layer parameterization by K. L. Davidson . With
regard to Eliberry ’s projects , he and his students continue
to cooperate in the Navy effort to develop an operational tro-
pical cyclone prediction model. Pre liminary tests with a
quasi-opera tional version of the model seem to indicate the
most important contribution to forecast error is due to data
deficiencies in the western pacific region . Efforts are now
directed toward adjusting the initial fields in the region
of the typhoon to improve the short term forecasts.
Several one-dimensional , oceanic mixed-layer models have
been used by Professor R . L . Elsberry and Professor Garwood
(Oceanography) to predict the effects of atmospheric cyclones
on the upper ocean. It has been demonstrated that significan t
changes in temperature and mixed depth occur during the cool-
ing season in association with the passage of strong cyclones.
The feasibility of using this type of model for real-time pre-
diction of ocean thermal structure changes is also being tested .
ANALYSIS AND DYNAM ICS OF TROPI CAL WEATHE R SYSTEMS
C. P. Chang , R. L. Elaberry and R. T. Williams are investi-
gating various aspects of the dynamics of tropical weather
systems , including development of hurricanes and typhoons by
Lisberry, the dynamics and energetics of tropical wave distur-
bances and circulations by Chang and Williams, and the diag-
nostic analysis of tropical systems by Chang.
MARINE BOUNDARY LAYER TURBULENCE AND AEROSOLS
Research in this area includes four interdisciplinary ob-
servational and theoretical projects for which K. L. Davidson
is principal investigator . Objectives of the individual pro-
jects are to (1 ) obtain surface layer scaling laws for marine 
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fog occurrences , (2) describe the height variation of opti-
cally relevant turbulence parameters in terms of stability
-
‘ and inversion characteristics , (3) obtain measurements of the
- • EM index of refraction profiles within the surface layer
(0 to 30 m) over the mid-Atlantic , and (4) develop an approach
to relate marine aerosol total concentrations and size distri-
butions to boundary layer fluxes using existing surface layer
• scaling techniques . The primary results in project will be
relationships between small scale turbulence intensities or
gradient measures and bulk parameters , such as wind speeds
and air-water temperature and humidity differences.
• MARINE FOG OBSERVATION ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION
An interdisciplinary project , involving R . 3. Renard and
K. L. Davidson , Department of Meteorology , and faculty members
from the Departments of Oceanography , and Physics and Chemistry,
is concerned with the observation , climatological analysis , and
numerical/statistical prediction of fog over open ocean and
coastal regimes, both on a regional and hemispheric scale.
POLAR WEATHER STUDIES
Currently R. 3. Renard ’s research is concerned with the
observational network commensurate with synoptic/mesoscale
weather events over the Antarctic area. In addition to data
from conventional and satellite sources data from prototype
remote automatic weather stations and the Airborne Research
Data-Handling System aboard an LC 130R Aircraft are being
analyzed for their contributions both to the scientific and
operational weather endeavors in support of the U. S. mis-
sion in Antarctica .
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Title: Dynamics of Tropical Waves and Monsoons
Investigators: C. P. Chang , Associate Professor of Me-
teorology , R. T. Williams , Professor of
Meteorology
Sponsor : National Science Foundation
Objective : To stud y the dynamics of large-scale flow in
the tropics including stationary and propa-
gating waves and monsoons , in terms of their
development , maintenance and structure and
interactions between them . This is a con-
tinuing project and the latest emphasis is
shifted from completel y theoretical to half
theoretical and half observational in pre-
paration for the international Monsoon Ex-
periment (MONEX) of the Global Atmospheric
Research Program to be implemented in FY
1979.
Summary : The thermal forcing mechanism of large-scale
tropical waves are studied with inclusion of
damping . Low frequency waves are found to
have increased vertical wavelength and ver-
tical attenuation . This result reconciles
the equational wave theory , which can now be
used to interpret consistent ly the observed
tropical waves in both the troposphere and
the stratosphere. Waves generated by local
barotropic instabilities are studied using a
numerical model which includes the signif i-
cant zonal variation of the time-mean flow
as found in the upper troposphere over South
Asia during the northern summer monsoon .
The results jndica~~ substantial enhancementof the wave growth compared to parallel flow
theory , with maximum wave activity shifted
downstream from the most unstable region.
Publications: C. P.  Chang , “ Ins tab i l i ty  of Large-Scale
Disturbances in the Tropics , ” Journal of
the Atmospheric Sciences, 33 , 1677-1668 ,
August 1976.
• C. P. Chang , “Visous In ternal  Gravity Waves
and Low Frequency Oscillations in the Tro—
pics , ” Journal of the Atmospheric  Science,
34 , 90 1—9 10 , June 1977.
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C. P. Chang , “Some Theoretical Problems of
the Planetary Scale Monsoo:~s , ” Pure and AE—plied Geophysics, 115, 1089-1109 , December
1977.
U .  S. MONEX Pane l , “Plan for U . S .  Participa-
tion in the Monsoon Experiment7” National
Academy of Sciences , 126 p p . ,  1977.
C. P. Chang and R.  3. Pentimonti , “A Numeri-
cal Study of Time-Mean Northern Summer Mon-
soon with Fluctuating Heating ,” accepted by
Indian Journal of Meteorology, Hydrology and
Geophysics, 1978 (in press)
j . P. Tupaz, R. T. Williams , and C. P. Chang ,
“A Numerical Study of the Locally Unstable
Barotropic Easterly Jet,” accepted by Indian
Journal of Meteorology, Hydrolo _and Geo-
pj~ysics, 1978 (in press).
Thesis Directed: 3. B. Tupaz, “A Numerical Study of Barotro-
pic Instability of a Zonally Varying Easter—
ly Jet , ” Ph.D.  Th esis, June 1977.
~
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Title : Studies of Large-Scale Tropical Motions
Investigator: C. P. Chang, Associate Professor of Me-
teorology
Sponsor: Naval Environmental Prediction Research Fa-
ciii ty
Objective : The northern summer monsoon contains signif i—
cant planetary scale asymmetrics in the upper
troposphere near 200mb . Two important as-
pects of this planetary scale flow are stud-
ied using numerical models: the requirement
of a strong damping mechanism and the deve-
lopment of synoptic-scale disturbances due
to localized barotropic instability . Sever-
al experiments in a forced global model us-
ing steady and f luctuat ing heating functions
for the former have been carried out , with
no discernable e f fec t  of the fluctuations in
heating noticed . Experiments with spatially
dependent damping functions according to cu-
mulus convection distribution are planned .
For the latter problem a linear model has
been integrated and the results will be com-
pared with that obtained from the forced glo-
bal model. This project is also supported
in part by the National Science Foundation .
Publications: C. P. Chang and R . 3. Pentimonti , “A Numeri-
cal Study of Time-Mean Northern Summer Mon-
soon with Fluctuating Heating ,” accepted by
Indian Journal of Meteorology, Hydrology and
Geophysics, 1978 (in p ress ) .
3. B. Tupaz , R. T. Williams and C. P. Chang ,
“A Numerical Study of the Locally Unstable
Barotropic Easterly Jet,” accepted by Indian
Journal of Meteorology, Hydrology, and Geo-
~5hysics, 1978 , (in press)
C. P. Chang, “Some Theoretical Problems of
- the Planetary Scale Monsoons ,” Pure and Ap-
plied Geophysics, 115, 1089-1109, December
1978.
Thesis Directed : G. W. Shwenke , “Numerical Modeling -‘f the
Evolution of Monsoon Circulation ~ long800 E’~ Master ’s Thesis , March 1977.
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• W . L. Patterson , “A Numerical Experiment
of the Development of the Zonally Symmetric
Northern Summer Monsoon,” Master ’s Thesis ,
June 1977.
3. B. Tupaz, “A Numerical Study of Barotro-
pic Instability of a Zonally Varying Eas—
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• Title: Interannua l and Spatial Variations ofSea-Surface Temperature , Tropical Waves
and Planetary Scale Flows
Investigator: C. P. Chang, Associate Professor of Me-
teorology
Sponsor : National Environmental Satellite Sor vice ,
NOAA
Objective: To study the behavior and interrelation-
ship between the interannua l and spatial
variations of sea-surface temperature and
synoptic and planetary scale waves in the
tropics , using composite analysis of ra-
d~,.osonde and satellite data.
Summary : Satellite cloud data over the tropica l
western and central Pacific for the 1972-
1973 El Wino and counter El Wino periods• have been digitized and analyzed using
the composite technique . The radiosonde
data have also been subjected to the same
analysis. It was found that the elfects
of the local sea-surface temperature in-
fluence are most important only for the
part of convective activity organized by
the waves. On the other hand , the time-
mean cloudiness is a factor of the large-
scale sea-surface temperature gradient
and the associated Walker circulation .
The vertical structure of the waves may
be a function of the mean ver tica l shear ,
but it is unrelated to convective activity .• The data for the periods 1974-76 over the
same area will be used to continue this
study .
Publications: C. P.  Chang and C. Mi l l e r  I I I , “Compari-
son of Easterly Waves in the Tropica l
Pacific During Two Contrasting Periods
of Sea-Surface Temperature Anomalies” ,
- Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences ,
34 , 615—628 , April l~77.
Thesis Directed : E. Mass , Jr., “Composite Analysis of• Easterly Waves in the Tropical Pacific
During Two Contrasting Periods of Sea-
Surface Temperature Anomalies ,” Master ’s
Thesis , March 1977.
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D. M. Delaney , “A Composite Satellite
- Study of the 1972—1973 Easterly Waves
in the Tropical Western Pacific,” Mast-
er ’s Thesis , September 1977.
- .4 
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Title: Meteorological Effects on Optical Propaga-
tion in the Marine Boundary Layer
Investigator: K. L. Davidson , Associate Professor of
Meteorology
Support: Naval Sea Systems Command
Objective: The long-range objective of this research is
to develop methods for predicting optical
propagation properties in the marine boun-
- dary layer on the basis of its bulk proper-
• ties, e.g., wind speeds and air-water tem-
perature differences. The short-range ob-
jective is to obtain observational descrip-
tions of coincident turbulent and mean pro-
• perties, wind and temperature from the seasurface to 1km and also aerosol distribution .
This is a continuing project.
Summary : A specific goal of this study is to relate
small-scale turbulent and aerosol proper t ies
to the mean hydrostatic stability and wave
conditions. Such stability is definable
from measures of the surface wind speed and
• the near surface air-water temperature dif-
ference. Small-scale turbulent properties
are expected to vary differently with height
under different conditions of stability .
Results from multi-level shipboard and kite-
borne measurements under seve ral conditions
of stability reveal distinct differences in
height variations of the small-scale para-
meters under different conditions of stabi-
lity . The observed height dependencies ap-
proximate those predicted on the bas is of
overland investigations. The variations
from the predictions have been related to
wave influence and the aerodynamically smooth
characteri.tics of the sea.
Publications: K. L. Davidson , “Describing Meteorological
• Conditions for Optical Propagation ” , Minutes—
--Meteorology Group (Appendix G), Range Com-






K. L. Davidson , T. Houlihan , “Shipboard Mea-
surements of Small-Scale Turbulence Proper-
ties ” , ICIASF* Record, 1975, Oct 1975, pp
97 99 (*Internatjonai Conference on Instru-
mentation in Aerospace Simulation).
K. L. Davidson , T. Houlihan , “Turbulence Ef-
fects upon Laser Propagation in the Marine
Boundary Layer” , Proceedings, Fourth Bien—
nial Symposium on Turbulence in Liquids,
Oct l9 ’7,~~ pp 19—i to 19—6.
E. C. Crittenden , K. L. Davidson , “Laser
Transmission in the Marine Environment” ,
Naval Research Reviews, Vol. 26, Feb 1976,
pp 6—il.
K. L. Davidson , T. Houlihan , “Turbulence Ef-
fects upon Laser Propagation in the Marine
Boundary Layer ”, Proceedings, SPIE* Confer-
ence on Ima9ing through the Atmosphere, Vol.
75 , Mar 1976 , pp 62—6g. (*Society of Photo-
~~tical Instrumentation Engineers).
K. L. Davidson , P. Roulihan , “Optically Re-
levant Turbulence Parameters in the Marine
Boundary Layer”, Advances in Engineerin9
Science (Society of Engineering Science),
Vol. 3, I~ov 1976, pp 1137—1152.
NPS EO/LT Group , K. L. Davidson , “Laser
Transmission in the Marine Environment” ,
NAVSEA Journal, Vol. 25, Nov 1976 ,, pp 2-8.
K. L. Davidson, C. W. Fairall , T. Houlihan ,
G. Schacher, D. Hineman , “Description of
Optically Relevant Turbulence Parameters” ,
Technical Proceedings ODDR & E Optical/Sub-
millimeter Atmospheric Propagation Confer-
ence, December 1976, 16 pp.
K. L. Davidson , C. Fairall , G. Schache~ ,“An Examination of Scaling Laws for CT’ inthe Layer Adjacent of Ocean Waves” , Proce-edings, SPIE* Conference on Propagation
through Turbulent Media, September 1977(*Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers).
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C. Fairall, K. L. Davidson, G. Schacher,
“Turbulence and the Drag Coefficient over
the Ocean” , Boundary Layer Meteorology,
(Submitted) October , 1977.
C. Fairall, K. Davidson , G. Schacher ,
“Height and the Stability Influence on the
Dissipation of Turbulent Kinetic Energy , c ,
in the Marine Boundary-Layer ” , Boundary-Lay-
er Meteorology, (submitted), November 1977.
C. Fairal]., K. L. Davidson , G. Schacher,
“Observational Results on the Temperature
Structure Function Parameter , CT2, Adjacentto Ocean Waves” , Journal of Applied Optics,
(submitted) November 1977.
C. Fairall, K. L. Davidson , G. Schacher,
“Experimental Aspects of a Shipboard System
Used in Investigations of Overwater Turbu-
lence and Profile Relationships” , (submitted)
Journal of Applied Meteorology, November
1977.
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Title: Scaling Laws for Vertical Distributions of
Marine Aerosols
Investigator: K. L. Davidson, Associate Professor of
Meteorology
Support: Naval Air Systems Command
Objective: The near-term objective of this work is to
examine existing scaling laws for the mean
distributions of humidity and the intensi ty
of tur uulent transports for their appli ca-
tion to the vertical distribution and trans-
port of marine aerosol , 1 to 30m . The long-
term objective is to formulate expressions
which describe observed aerosol distri bu-
tions , from predictions requiring only bulk
meteorological parameter inputs .
Summary : An equilibrium distribution of marine aero-
sols depends , in par t, on their transport
from the surface , the ambient humidity at
distances above the surface and the fall
rates of both above and near the surface.
-
‘ On the basis of recent descriptions of tur-
bulent processes within the non-neutral mar-
m e  boundary layer, scaling laws can be for-
mulated to relate both the ambient humidity
distribution and turbulent transport inten-
sities on the basis of wind speeds at one
level and the humidity and temperature dif-
ferences between that level and the surface.
An early formulation for gian t sea sal t dis-
tributions in a neutral boundary layer (Toba,
1964) with verification by Chaen (1973) pro-
vide a background for this proposed formula-
tion for a more general , non-neutral case.
Publications: None.




Title: Environmental Survey: SSBN Security Program
Investigator: K. L. Davidson, Associate Professor of
Meteorology
Sponsor: Oceanographer of the Navy
Objective: The Objective of this research is to obtain
near surface profile and turbulence descrip-
tions in open ocean regions for the purpose
of defining radar and radio wave propagation
conditions during times associated with
other experiments (classified or unknown).
Summary: A multi-level profile (wind, temperature and
humidity) and turbulence (wind and tempera-
ture) systems and an acoustic sounder have
been installed on a USN Oceanographic Ship
(USNS Kane) for a month long observational
experiment to be performed in the Mid-At-
lantic during February 1978. The parameter
of interest is the index of refraction , N,
for radar and radio frequencies and its ver-
tical gradient within the first 20 meters
above the surface . N will be estimated on
the basis of its computation from coinci-
dent temperature and humidity measurements.
Estimates of the evaporative duct thickness
will be made from computed N gradients and
stability , i.e., Richardson numbers. Ele-
vated critical N gradient will be discerned
from acoustic sounder records. Preliminary
and final reporting procedures and hence ,
analysis, will be carried out in such a way
to provide timely information to parallel
experiments being managed by NAVOCEANO .
Publications: None .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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Title : Turbulent Transfers and Elevated Layers in
Marine Fog
Investigator : K. L . Davidson , Assoc iate Professor of
Meteorology
Sponsor: Naval Air Systems Command
Objective : The near term objectives of this research are
to obtain descriptions of turbulent transfers
(Momentum , Sensible and Latent Heat) and
hydrostatic stability within d i f fe rent stag-
es of Marine Fog Regimes . The long term ob-
jective due to scalp observed mean conditions
in terms of the boundary f luxes and depth of
the marine boundary layer.
Summary: Marine fog formation , maintenance and dissi-
pation is controlled by thermodynamic pro-
ceases. These processes occur because of
radiative and turbulent transfer of sensible
heat from the ocean surface and from within
the f og layers. Models designed to examine
why fog forms in certain conditions and not
in others have not been successful because
the specification of boundary fluxes is , es-
sentially , unknown . Application of proven
scaling laws for non-neutral boundary layers
capped by marine inversion will  be used to
delineate differences between fog and non-
fog regimes . This can be accomplished from
turbulence as well as profi le  measurements
within f og an d adjacent non-fog areas.
Publications : K. L. Davidson , C. Fairall , T. Houlihan ,
G. Schacher , “Observational Results on
Marine Fog Related Variations of Small Scale
Turbulence Parameters (C T2 and ) “ , Techni-cal Digest , Optical Propagation through Tur-
bulence , Rain and Fog, August 1977 , pp TVA 4 ,
1—4.
K. L. Davidson , C. Fairall , P. Houlihan ,
G. Schacher , “Observations of the Marine
Inversion with a Shipboard Acoustic Sound-
er ” , Technical Digest , Optical Propagation
through Turbulence , Rain and Fog, August




K. L. Davidson, C. Fairall, T. Houlihan,G. Schacher , “Observations on Boundary Flux-
es and Hydrostatic Stability in Marine Fog ” ,
Journal of Applied Meteorology (submitted)
• Novemb er 1977.
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Title: Oceanic Thermal Response to .‘tmospheric
Forcing
5 ’ Investigators : R. L. Elsberry , Associate Professor of
Meteorology , R. W. Garwood , Ad j unct Pro-
fessor of Oceanography
Sponsor: Office of Naval Research
Objective : The o bj e c t i ve  of t h i s  r esearch is to isolate
and document those changes in n e a r— s u r f a c e
oceanic therma l structure parameters that
are related to atmospheric’ forcing .
Summary : A combined modeling and data analysis is
used to obtain  a more comp lete view of the
time evolution in the absence of complete
— oceanic data , and to extend our understand-
ing of the dominant physical processes. A
stat is t ical  study of the role of atmospher-
ic storm forcing during the heating season
will  be completed. Data gathered in the
Mixed Layer Experiments (MILE ) w i l l  be ex-
amined within the framework of recent bulk
turbulent  k inet ic  energy models. The in-
teraction between the ve r t i ca l  t u rbu len t
mixing processes and quasi-geostrophic pro-
cesses that lead to the development of
fronts  in the ocean wi l l  be numer ica l ly  mo-
deled.
One-dimensional models have been applied to:
(a) illustrate the nature of thermal struc-
ture modifications associated with strong
forcing events that occur during September
to December; (b) demonstrate that these one-
dimensional models can simulate a major frac-
tion of the upper ocean response during these
events; and (c) establish the relative impor-
tance of mechanically-and convectively-induc—
ed mixing . The long time series of surface
marine observations at three weather ship lo-
cations have been analyz ed to: (a) forcing
events , and (b) to quan ti fy  the relative im-
portance of the strong atmospheri c events
to the total fall and early winter evolution
of the upper ocean . A description of a new
one-dimensional bulk mode l of the mixed lay-
er has been published . This model has been
used to infer the variability of the turbu-
lent mixing on diurnal and storm periods .
~ 
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Conference R. W. Garwood , “A Standardized Framework for
Presentations: Mixed Layer Model and Empirical Data Evalua-
tion ” . Presented at AGU Annual Meeting , San
Francisco , December 1976. Abstract in Trans.,
Am. Geophys, Un., 57, (12), 937.
R. W . Garwood , R.  L. Elsberry , “ E f f e c t s  of
Boundary Layer Processes on the Strength of
an Upper Layer Density Front” . Presented at
Chapman Conference on Oceanic Fronts , New
Orleans , October , 1978. Abstracts in Trans.
Am. Geophys. Un., 58.
R. W. Garwood , “The Spring Retreat of the
Ocean Surface Boundary Layer ” , presented at
AGU Annual Meeting, San Franc isco, December
1977. Abstract in Tran. Am. Geophys. Un.,
58, (12).
N. T. Camp, R. L. Elsberry , “Role of Strong
Atmospheric Forcing Events in Modeling of
Oceanic Thermal Structure ” , presented at
ACU Fall Meeting, Abstract in EOS, 57, p 937.
Publications: R. W. Garwood , “An Oceanic Mixed Layer Model
Capable of Simulating Cyclic States” , Jour-
nal of Physical Oceano~~~p~y , Vol 7 , May 1977.
R. W. Garwood , N. T. Camp , “Climatological
Numerical Models of the Surfa ce Mixed Layer
of the Ocean ” . Journal of Physical Oceano-
graphy, vol. 7, May 1977.
R. W. Garwood , “A Method for the Nondimen-
sional Comparison of Mixed Layer Models” .
Ocean Modeling, Vol 6 , June 1977.
R. C. Elsberry , R. W. Garwood , “Sea Surface
Temperature Anomalies Generated by Atmospher-
ic Forcing” . Submitted to Bull. Am. Met.
Soc., November 1977.
N. P. Camp, R. L. Elsberry , “Ocean Thermal
Response to Strong Atmospheric Forcing. II.
Simulations with Mixed Layer Models ” . Sub-
mitted to J. Phys. Oceanog~raph, 1977.
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R. L. Elsberry , B. L. Molt, Jr., W. G. Schramm ,
“Some Statistical Summaries of Oceanic Ther-
mal Response to Typhoon Passage ” . Submitted
to J. Geophys. Res., 1977.
Thesis Directed: L. V. Friese , “Buoy Observations of Oceanic
Thermal Response to Hurricane Eloise ” .
Master ’s Thesis, 1977.
B. L. Molt, Jr., “Some Observations of Ocean
Thermal Response to Typhoon Passage ” . Master ’s
Thesis, 1976.
W. F. Johnson , “Upper Ocean Thermal Struc-
ture Forecast Evaluation of a Model Using
Synoptic Data” . Master ’s Thesis, 1977.
S. D. Raney , “Characteristics of Atmospheric
Forcing Functions ” . Master ’s Thesis, 1977.
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Title : Modeling Upper Ocean Thermal Structure
Investigators: R. L. Elsberry , Associate Professor of Me-




Sponsor : Naval Ocean Research and Development Acti-
vity
Objective: The objective of this proposed research is
the ocean-wide application (up to one year
integrations) of a one dimensional ocean ic
boundary layer model for the upper ocean
thermal structures.
Summary : To achieve this ultimate goal , three most
• important phases or tasks are identified:
( 1) the extraction of the surface heat f lux
and wind stress boundary conditions f rom
FNWC analyses , ( 2 )  The ascertainment of
the availability and suitabili ty of ocean
• thermal structure data to ini t ial ize the
model , and (3) the verification procedure
aimed at judging model skill in predicting
the observed thermal structure relative to
climatology alone .
A one-dimensional , bulk turbulent kinetic
energy model by Camp (1976) has been tested
wi th atmospheric forcing derived from the
Fleet Numerical Weather Central (FNWC ) an-
alyses and predictions. A 20-day period in
August and a 36-day period in November-Decem-
ber were used at six locations expected to
have initial and verifying bathythermographs.
Except for the solar radiation f ield , the
six-hourly values of the atmospheric forc-
ing that are stored by FNWC seemed to be
adequate to define the synoptic scale forc-
ing. Significant changes in the mixed layer
depth and temperature were predicted on diur-
nal and synoptic time scales. Whereas , the
observed temperature and depth changes were
generally similar to predicted values , there
was considerable temporal var iabi l i ty  in the
• 
- observations. Thus selection of a represen-
tative ini t ia l  BT was found to be important .
These results suggest that  upper ocean ther-
mal profi les  might be forecast in real-time
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Conference R. W. Garwood , “The Spr inq  Retreat of the
Presentations : Ocean Surface Boundary Layer ” , presented
at the AGU Annual  Meet ing ,  San F rancisco ,
December 1977. Abstract  in Tran.  AGU, 58
( 1 2) .
N.  T. Ca mp,  R .  L.  Elshe rry , “Role  of St ronq
Atmosphe ric Forc ing  Events in  Model inq of
Oceanic Thermal Structure ” , presented at
AGO Fal l  Meet ing , Abstract i n  E OS , 57 , p .• 937.
Publications: R. W. Garwood , “An Oceanic Mixed Layer Model
• Capable of S i m u l a t i n g  Cy c l Ic  Stat (‘5 ” . JoUr-nal of Physical Ocoano~ raj~~y -Vol .  7 , May r977.
R. W. Garwood , N.  T. ~‘amp , “ Comments on (‘ii—matological Numerical Models ot t he  S u rf a c t ’
Mixed Layer of the Ocean ” , Journal of Pt~ysi-cal Oceanography, Vol. 7 , May 1977.
R.  W. Garwood , “A Method for  the’ Nond imon-
sional Comparison of Mixed Layer- Models ” ,
Ocean Modeling, Vol 6., Juno 1q77.
R. L. Elsberry , R. W. Garwood , “Sea Surface
Temperature Anomalies Generated by Atmos-
pheric Forcing ” , submitted to Bull. Am. Soc .,
November 1977.
N. T. Camp , R. L. Els~ - -rry , “Ocean The rmalResponse to Strong Atmospheric Forcinq . II.
Simulat ions w i t h  Mixed Layer Models ” , submit-
ted to Journal  Physi ca l  Oceanography, 1977.
Thesis Directed : W. F. Johnson , “tipper Ocean Therma l Structure
Forecast Evaluation of a Model Using Atmos-
pheri c Forcin g Fun ction s” , Master ’s Thesis ,
1977.
S. B. Raney , “Characteristics of Atmospheric
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- Title : Tropical Cyclone Studies
Investigator: R. L. Elsberry , Associate’ Professor of Me-
teorology
Sponsor: Nava l Environmental Prediction Research Fa-
cility
Objective : This research is part of a continuing , coop-
erative effort to develop an operational , dy-
namic forecast model for typhoons in the
North Pacific region .
Summary : Development of an operational tropical cy-
clone prediction model has been initiated in
cooperation with other Navy research and op-
erational units. A relatively simple three-
layer model with coarse resolution that had
been developed at NPS is serving as the quas i -
operational test model at Fleet Numerical
Weather Central (FNWC) . A series of 41 cases
from the 1975 typhoon season sugqests that
the most likely source of forecast error is
due to data deficiencies in the Western Pa-
cific region (Elsberry , 1 9 7 7) .  Initial wind
directions in the operat ional ly  ana lyzed
f ie lds  used to drive the tropical cyclone mo-
del were compared with the Joint  Typhoon
Warning Center analyses that had available
wind direction estimates based on the De-
fense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)
photographs. It was concluded the inclusion
of the new data source of BMSP direction es-
timates should improve the operational analy-
sis fields. A method to track the storm cen-
• ter objectively based on the streamfunctionminimum was developed and implemented at
FNWC. A technique of adjusting the initi al
wind field in the region of the typhoon to
improve the short-term forecasts of tropical
cyclone motion was shown to improve signifi-
cantly the model forecasts. This adjustment
• 
- technique was also implemented at FNWC .
Conference R.  L. Elsberry , “Progress in Tropical Cy-
Presentation : clone Forecasting” , presented at the Globa l
Extended Range Automated Environmental Pre-
diction System Coordination Meetinq, Mon-

















Publications: G. W. Ley , R. L. Elsberry , “Forecasts of
Typhoon I rma U sing a Nes t ed -Gr id  Model” ,
Monthly Weather Review, 104 , no. 9, 1154-
1161, september 1976.
R. L. Elsberry , R. Perry , D. Hinsman , “Ex-
periments with a Nested-Grid Model for
Tropical Cyclone Motion Forecasts ” , Proce-
-
• edings Conference on S imula t ion  of Large-
Scale Atmospheric Processes , Hamburg , 30
August — 4 Septembe r 1976 , 16 2 — l 6 ’ .
R , L. Elsberry , J. B. Shewchuk , “Improve-
ment of Baroclinic Typhoon Motion Predic-
tion by Adjustment of the Initial Wind
Fie1d~ submitted to Monthly Weather Re-view.
R. L. Elsberry , “Operational Data Tests
with a Tropical Cyclone Model” , Technical
Report , NPS—63Es7703l , March 1977 , 28 pp.
Thesis Directed: J. B. Shewchuk , “Development of a B ias inq
Scheme to Improve Initial Dynamical Model
Forecasts of Tropica l Cyclone I~iotion ” ,Master ’s Thesis , June 1977.
S. M. Schrobo , “Numerical Simulation of
Flow over Mountains Using a Channeled and
Nested—Grid Model” , Master ’s Thesis, Septem-
ber , 1977.
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Title: Numerical Studies of the Dynamics of Large
Scale Anomalies
Investigator: R. L. Haney, Associate Professor of Meteor-
ology
Sponsor: Office of Naval Research
Objective: The objective of this project is to contin-
ually develop and improve the numerical mo-
del of the North Pacific Ocean and to use
the model to identify processes responsible
for the formation and evolution of large-
scale thermal anomalies in the ocean.
Summary : A ten—level primitive equation ocean circu-
lation model has been used to investigate
the formation and the evolution of large
scale thermal anomalies in the North Paci-
fic Ocean. Three numerical experiments
have been completed at the present time.
The first experiment made use of idealized
anomaly patterns in both the atmosphere and
the ocean and thereby provided background
information for the interpretation of more
complicated experiments using observed data.
The two experiments utilizing observed data
were for the Fall and Winter of 1971-72,
and 1976-77 respectively. The numerical ex-
periments have revealed the effect of ano-
malous atmospheric wind forcing on the de-
velopment and evolution of the anomalies.
A paper describing these results is in pre-
paration.
Conference R. L. Haney, “The Effect of Seasonally Vary-
Presentations: ing Atmospheric Forcing on Ocean Circula-
tion”. Presented at the Fall Annual Meet-
ing of the A.G.U.’ 6-10 December 1976 , San
Francisco, California.
Publications: R. L. Haney, 1k. W. Davies, “The Role of
- Surface Mixing in the Seasonal Variation
of the Ocean Thermal Structure” . Journal
of Physical Oceanography, 1976, 6, 504-
510.
1k. L. Haney, “Modeling Sea—Surface Tempera-
ture Anomalies” . Ocean Modeling, 4, April
1977.
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Title : Mesoscale Atmospheric Events--Antarctica
H Investigator : R. J. Renard , Professor of Meteorology
Sponsor: National Science Foundation
Objectives: It is proposed to diagnose mesoscale atmos-
pheric events and t h e i r  relation to synop-
tic scale circulations during the Austral
summer period over an area surrounding
McMur do , Antarctica , through the analysis
of observations taken by weather satellit-
es (visual and infrared) , specially-conf i-
gurated a i r c r a f t , automatic weather stations
and conventional means. The immediate goal
is to identify the meso-synoptic scale pro-
cesses relating to operationally signifi-
cant weather in the McMurdo area, demonstra-
t ing thereby the unique combined use of the
aforemen tioned data sources. Par t icular  at-
tention will be g iven to katabat ic  winds ,
poleward-directed moisture intrusions and
• regionally-induced thermal/circulation pat-
terns. The longer term goal is to model
mesoscale systems associated with signifi-
cant weather-producing synoptic-scale cir-
culations over a permanent ice/ snow covered
region of variable elevation and to show
the applicability of weather sa te l l i te  ob-
servations , with or without a supporting net
of closely spaced stations, to moni tor such
• - atmospheric events. Extension of the meso-
scale network to areas other than McMurdo
and seasons other than summer is dependent
on achieving the immediate goals of the pro-
posal. Project extends through May 1980.
Summary : It was fortunate that during the first year
ef study a former member of the Naval Sup-
port Force (NSFA) Antarctica , Lt. R. Godin ,
was associated with the project. We demon-
• strated some characteristic synoptic-scale
patterns leading to moisture influxes into
the Antarctic continent in the McMurdo area ,
as associated with the peculiar reg ional as-
pects of the katabatic wind flow and asso-
ciated thermal/circulation patterns nearby .
DMSP satellite imagery p layed an importan t
role in the analysis. A thesis resulted
from the study . Further , the work above
clearly demonstra ted the lack of a mesoscale
•1_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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observation network to accomplish the origi-
nal project goals. Again , it was fortuna te
that a Lt. M. Salinas, now with the NSFA
group in Antarctica, cooperated in analyz-
ing the data from a prototype automatic
weather station (AWS) constructed by Dr.
Peterson ’s group , Stanford University.
Working closely wi th that group the data
from the prototype model were carefully
evaluated paving the way for Mod II of the
AWS which hopefully will be built in time
and in quantity to satisfy the orig inal pro-
ject goals by 1978-79. Again , a documentary
of this important phase of the project is
now in print.
For the year ahead, concentration on the data
from the Airborne Research Data System (ARDS),
flown aboard the LC-130R aircraft, will be
analyzed for its contribution to building a
mesoscale network of the type originally en-
visioned.
Conference 1k. 3. Renard , “The Prototype Automatic Weather
Presentations: Station Platform, Antarctica 1975-77 (and
Errata)” , 1977. Presented at “Polar Buoy
Meeting” , 1 September 1977 , IAGA/IAMAP Con-
ference of IUGG, University of Washington ,
Seattle Washington , 22 August - 3 September,
1977.
Publications: R. H. Godin , “An Investigation of Syr~opticand Associated Mesoscale Patterns Leading
to Significant Weather Days at McMurdo ,
• Antarctica” , 1977.
M. G. Salinas , “Evaluation of the Sensors
on the Prototype Automatic Weather Station
Platform in the Antarctica” , 1977.
R. 3. Renard, M. G. Salinas, “ The History ,
Operation and Performance of an Experimen-
tal Automatic Weather Station in Antarcti-




Title: Climatology , Observation , Analysis and Pre-
diction of Marine Fog
Investigator: R. 3. Renard , Professor of Meteorology
Sponsor: Naval Environmental Prediction Research
Facility
Objective: To improve the observation , an a lysis , clima-
tology and forecasting of marine fog over
the ocean and coastal areas.
St~nunary : The program has been divided into threephases : (a) climatology of marine fog fre-
quencies, (b) observation and diagnosis
(anal ysis) of marine fog , and (c) prognosis
(forecasting) of marine fog. To date ,
mostly the f i r s t  two phases have been re-
searched; all stages are in various stages
of completion .
Phase (a): (1) the climatology of marine
• ?3~~~~eF the open ocean is considered to bepoorly documented , and , with reference to a
source widely used by the Navy , the climato-
logy is incorrect. The Naval Postgraduate
School (NPS) group has developed a unique ap-
proach to deriving marine fog frequencies by
synthesizing the information content of the
vis ibi l i ty-weather  group elements of the
marine synoptic report into a computerized
specif ication of the percen tage of the sy-
noptic period experienc’.ng fog.
(2) Some 12 years of North Pacific ship-re-
port data (over a half million reports, (30—
60W ) for the major fog season months of June ,
July, August and September have been process-
ed to derive credible fog frequencies for
each lxl degree lat/long square; the data
have been further stratified to relate fre-
quencies to wind direction and speed on 10
x 10 degree lat/lortg squares. As a prototype
study, the results have universal applica-
tion to all ocean areas. The National Clima-
tic Center has already adopted , in part, the
approach used here , and will produce a new
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Phase (b) : (1) Until such time that marine-
can be initially speci fied accura-
tely and completely , the forecasting of mar—
ing fog will remain primitive. Conventional
ship data , at best sparse , are not adequate.
Therefore , weather satellite observations
(infra—red (IR) and visual) are being re-
searched as a potential prime source of spe-
cifying areas of marine fog.
(2) A statistical approach to identifying
critical brightness (visual mode) and tem-
perature (IR mode) count values associated
with marine fog appears to have promise.
Initially, digital NOAA-2 data for the North
Pacific Ocean , July 1973 , were computer pro-
cessed , diagnosed and statistically compar-
ed to 3250 ship observations (ground t ru th)
in the quest for a usable empirical scheme .
Moreover, work involved the August 1976 per-
iod in the eastern North Pacific , for which
DMSP and SMS-2 digital data and imagery were
processed by the Mcldas computer at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin in context with conven-
tional data , climatology and numerical sta-
tistical parameters in pursuit of an opera-
tionally useful  approach to ini tialize areas
of marine fog over the open ocean . The re-
stilts were suggestive but not def in i t ive  due
to the limited data sample. Work will be ex-
tended to a 1978 sample of data.
Phase (c): (1) A successful means of fore-
castin~~marine fog by computer methods is,in part, dependent on Phase (a) and (b)
above , combined with the identification of
marine-fog indices compatible with the model
output parameters of Fleet Numerical Weather
Central , Monterey , California.
(2) Some 38 Fleet Numerical Weather Central
(FNWC) mode l output parameters and locally
developed climatological marine fog fre-
quencies for the North Pacific Ocean , 1-30
July 1976, were statistically processed to
derive a multiple linear regression scheme
for specifying the distribution of marine









equations were shown to have skill over
climatology and the curren t FNWC fog fore-
cast scheme , called FTER. Work is continuing
on this phase , to include other months, para-
meters and areas.
Publications: R. .7. Renard , “The Observations , Analysis,
Forecasting and Climatology of Marine Fog
on the High Seas and Coastal Areas” , pub-
lished in the Worl d Meteorolog ical Organi-
zation Technicä]~ Conference on the App li-cations of Marine Meteorology to the High
Seas and Coastal Zone Development, Geneva ,
Switzerland, 22—26 November 197S, Publica-
tion Number 454, pp. 211—223.
C. B. Ihli , J r . ,  R , 3. Renard , “The Use of
DMSP and SMS-2 Digital Satellite Data for
Identifying Marine Fog in the Eastern North
Pacific Ocean area, 1977, Technical Report,
NPS 63Ih7730 1, 98 pp., March 1977
B. L. van Orman, R. J. Renard , “Statistical
Diagnostic Modeling of Marine Fog Using Model
Output Parameters” , Technical Report NPS-
63Rd7706l , 94 pp . ,  June 1977
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Title: Numerical Modeling of Air Flow Over Moun-
tains
Investigator: R. T. Williams , Professor of Meteorology
Sponsor: Fleet Numerical Weather Central
Objective: To develop and test methods for properly
treating mountains in numerical forecast-
ing models.
Summary : The global prediction model which was deve-
loped by Monaco and Williams (1975) was mo-
dified to treat airflow over a long mountain
range which was oriented in the north-south
direction. The solutions were computed with
different spatial resolutions and different
mountain heights. In general the flow form-
ed a ridge over the mountain range which was
damped with height. Much of this research
is performed with the variable scale finite
alement model which was developed by Kelley
and Williams (1976) . In this barotropic mo-
del heating was simulated by the inclusion
of sources of mass in the continu ity equa-
tion. This allowed a crude simulation of a
tropical cyclone . The variable element size
worked well in the simulations.
Publications: 3. L. Hayes and R. T. Williams , “Numerical
Simulation of Air Flow over Mountains” , Te-
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Title: Global Modeling
Investigator: 1k. T. Will iams , Professor of Meteorology
Sponsor: Naval Environmental Prediction Research
Facility
Objective: To develop and test numerical procedures for
global weather prediction .
Summary : The numerical  modeling of a i r f low over a long
high mountain range is a critical problem in
global weather prediction . In this portion
of the research , the global prediction model
developed by Monaco and Williams (1975) was
modified to treat airflow over a long moun-
tam range which is oriented in the north-
south direction . The solution s were comput-
ed with d i f fe ren t  spatial resolutions and
different mountain heights. For the moun-
• tains considered , there was no tendency for
the air to flow around the mountains. Much
of this research is reported in Hayes and
William s (1977)
The prediction of tropical cyclones requires
very high spatial resolution near the storm
center , but this high resolution is not re-
quired outside of the storm area . In this
portion of the research a f in i te element
model with variable resolution was develop-
ed and tested as is reported in Kelley and
Williams (1976). In this barotropic model
heating was simulated by the inclusion of
sources of mass in the cont inui ty  equation .
This modification of the original model al-
lows a crude simulation of a tropical cy-
clone . The f in ite element formu lation
handles the large gradient region very wel l .
¶ Dr. T. Rosmond of NEPRF has recently deve-
loped a spectral global prediction model.
In thi s portion of the research the mode l
was tested with a growing baroclinic wave.
The addition of quasi-geostrophic diver-
gence to the ini tial conditions gave only a
slightly smoother time prediction . However ,
the technique might be more useful  when mou-
tains are present. These results are re-
- por ted in Lubeck , Rosmond and Williams (1977) .
____________ ________________________________ 





• The First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE) is
a year-long observational experiment which
will begin in January 1979. Williams (l976a)
has given a review of the experiment and dis-
• cussed its potential usefulness to the Navy.
Global prediction models of ten give problems
when there is flow directly over one of the
poles. In this portion of the research the
model developed by Monaco and Williams (1975)
was tested with a simple initial flow over
the pole. This flow became distorted and
eventually the flow became unstable. A modi-
j  fied procedure was tested which gave reason-• able , stable integrations. These results
were presented in the report by Williams
(1976b)
Publications: R. T. Williams , “FGGE and its Potential Bene-
f i ts  to the Navy ” , Technical Report, NPS-63Wu-
76091, September 1976, 39pp.
R. G. Kelley and R. T. Williams , “A Finite El e-
ment Prediction Model with Variable Element Si-
zes ”, Technical Report, NPS—63Wu7610l, October
1976, 109 pp.
R. T. Williams , “The Polar Problem in a Global
Prediction Model” , Technical Report, NPS-63Wu-
76111, November 1976,  29 pp.
3. L. Hayes and R. T. Williams, “Numerical Simu-
lation of Air Flow over Mountains”, Technical
Report, NPS—63Wu774l, April 1977 , 68 pp.
0. M. Lubeck , T. Rosmond and R. T. Williams ,
“Divergent Initialization Experiments Using a
Spectral Model” , Technical Report, NPS-63Wu-
7791, September 1977, 81 pp.
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DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS
• The research effort of the Department of Aeronautics re-
mains of broad scope , including projects both directly and in-
directly related to aeronautics .
VULNERABILITY OP METALS
Professor Ball has continued his research on the vulnera-
bility of metal and graphite-epoxy aircraft fuel tanks to small
arms fire. He also initiated several computer studies of air-
craf t  at tr i t ion due to anti-aircraft artillery and surface—to-
air missiles and evaluated a methodology for the survivability
design of combat aircraft developed by the Vought Corporation .
STABILIZATION OF GLOW DISCHARGE
Professor Biblarz has been involved with research on the
stabilization of glow discharges by aerodynamic means for laser
applications. He has also extended his work on electrode loss
mechanisms in magnetohydrodynamic generators to higher currents.
LASE R TECHNOLOGY
Professor Collins has developed a laser flutter monitor
which will be installed on the transonic compressor . He has
finished measurements on the oscillatory je t  and is now start-
ing work in the transonic compressor . Laser doppler veloci—
meter measurements are now computer controlled.
UNSTEADY FLOW MEASUREMENTS
In the area of unsteady flow measurements , Professors
Miller and Schmidt have experimentally determined the aerody-
namic lif t and pitching moment transfer  functions on a high
l i f t  circulation controlled airfoil  due to an oscillating
Coanda sheet blowing over the rounded edge . A theoretical
predictive technique is curren tly under development as a par-
allel study ef for t to describe the unsteady aerodynamics on an
elliptically shaped airfoil with an oscillating rear stagnation
point. Professor Schmidt is continuing investigations in non-
linear f l ight behavior of aircraf t, and in particular has iden-
tif ied several candidate aerodynamic traits which can lead to
an aircraft limit cycle type of motion , observed at high an-
gles of attack , called wing rock .
GUN LAUNCHED PROJECTILE
Dean (Emeritus) Clauser and Professor Schmidt are deve-
loping a compact data acquisition system suitable for instal-
lation in a gun launched projectile in order to record and
store in a recoverable memory the data information acquired
~
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during the firing phase of the trajectory , including the time
when the projectile is inside the gun barrel.
AEROSTATIC AND HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES
Professor Layton has completed a study of the aerostatic
and hydrodynamic forces acting on the f lexible  seals of a cap-
tured air bubble surface effect ship using the Department’s
XR-3 SES testcraft. He is also conducting studies on the com-
puterization of a i rc ra f t  performance data for use with hand
held computers in the aircraf t durin g flight.
TRANSONIC TURBOMACHINES
Investigations have been continued by Professor Platzer
into the theoretical analysis of oscillating flows in transonic
turbomachines and he has obta ined a complete solution for
slowly oscillating f ini te and in f in ite flat plate cascades in
supersonic flow. He has also continued the computation of
non—linear thickness effects upon supersonic cascade flutter
and has completed detailed measurements of the effect of jet• oscillation on jet entrainment .
AIRCRAFT FATIGUE PROBLEMS
Professor Lindsey is working on aircraft fatigue problems
directed toward fleet fatigue life monitoring by aircraft tail
number. Current experimental and analyt ical  studies deal with
improving the accuracy of life predictions by tailoring the
calculation models to make the best use of in-flight data that
will soon be obtained via microprocessor monitors. These in-
struments are currently being developed at the Naval Air Deve-
lopment Center from preliminary work done under Pro fessor
Lindsey ’s direction at NPS.
AERODYNAMICS OF COMPRESSOR ROTORS
“Synchronized sampling” of fa st response sensors was de-
veloped as a technique to measure the aerodynamics of compres-
sor rotors using stationary instrumentation by Professor
Shreeve. Transonic rotor case wall pressure signatures were
obtained and rotor exit velocity vector measurements arE to
follow. In the turbine program , Professor Shreeve has an aly-
tically verif ied test rig mea surements of turbine blade row
losses, and the rig operation was extended to 200 horsepower.
AIR QUALITY EFFECTS
Professor Netzer has been active in the modeling of emis-
sion l evels and air qua l i ty  e f fec t s  from Nava l Air  Station













aircraft operations and test cells. A subscale test cell is
also being used to optimize augmentor designs and validate
test cell modeling efforts. He is also active in the modeling
and combustion diagnostics of solid fuel ramjets.
HYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY OF FLOW
In connection with his research on the hydrodynamic sta-
bility of flows in pipes , Professor Gawain has developed a new
analy sis which successfu lly accounts for the experimentally
observed instability of pipe flow ; no similar theoretical solu-
tion for this fundamental case has hitherto been known . In
collabora tion with experimen tal work conducted by Professor
Netzer , he has also begun analytical studies of the perfor-
mance of the dual chamber rocket.
H
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Title: Failure at Connections in Composi te Materials
Investigator: R. E. Ball , Associate Professor of Aeronau-
tics
Sponsor: Naval Air Systems Command
Objective : To determine experimentally and theoreti-
cally the fa i lure  mechan isms and carrying
capacity of graphite-epoxy composite fuel
tank walls attached to ribs and spars with
metal fasteners and subjected to hydraulic
ram loading .
Summary : This is the first phase in a program to de-
termine the failure of graphite-epoxy corn-
posite structures in aircraft fuel tanks.
Two studies have been completed during this
reporting period. In one, the relationship
between the bending moment and the through-• plane shear force in the v ic in i ty  of a me-
chanical fastener at fai lure was determined
experimentally. The connection was similar
to the connection planned for use on the
F-l8 composite wing and the AV-88 composite
wing and fuselage fuel tanks. Two analyses
• were also made. In the second study , the
reduction in ultimate bending momen t due to
an internal delamination was determ ined ex-
perimentally for several locations of the
delamination and for two size s of delamina-
tions. The extent of damage to the F-l8
simulated composite wing box due to small
arms fire tests conducted by the Naval Wea-
pons Center , was also briefly examined .
Continued work on both these efforts is
planned for the coming year.
Publications: None.
Thesis Directed: R. G. Sprigg , “An Experimental Study to De-
termine the Reduction in Ultimate Bending
Moment of a Composite Plate Due to an In-
terna l De lamination ” , Mas ter ’s Thesis,
December 1977.
R. N. Freedman , “A Study of Pull-Through
Fai lures of Mechanically Fas tened Join ts” ,
Master ’s Thesis, September 1977.
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Title: Aircraft Fuel Tank Response to Small Arms
Fire and Missi le  Fragments (Hydraulic Ram )
Investigator: R. E. Ball , Associate Professor of Aero-
nautics
Sponsor: Naval Weapons Center
Objective : To continue the development of analytical
models and computer programs that adequately
describe the fuel tank response to the pene-
trator , and to develop a manual containing
• fue l tank damage estimates that  can be used
by a fuel  tank designer.
-
• Summary : Metal aircraft fuel tanks that are subjected
to ballistic impact and penetration by small
arms f i re  and missi le fragments can be seve-
rely damaged , with large petall ing of the• tank walls occuring at the entrance and exit
points of the projectile. The damage mecha-
nism , cal led hydraulic ram , is a very high
pressure wave in the fue l cau sed by the pas-
sage of a ballistic penetra tor through the
fuel. An analytical and exper imental hydrau-
lic ram program has been in existence at the
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) for over four
years . Fluid pressures and wal l strains have
been experimentally measured and analy tical ly
predicted at NPS for rectangular tanks with
aluminum walls.
In this reporting period , the piston theory
that accounts for the fluid-structure inter-
action was replaced with a finite difference
rou tine tha t computes the pressure through-
out the fluid volume due to tank wall motion .
This routine was incorporated into the struc-
tural response code SATANS and comparisons
of tank wall motion were made with the re-
sults from a study by California Research
Technology . Good agreement between the re-
sults was noted. With regard to the second
objective, a format for the fuel tank dam-
age manual was proposed. Numerical results
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Conference W. J. Strong., “Transient Response of Fluid-
• Presentations: Backed Plates - A Comparison of Piston Theory
and NASTRAN Solutions”, with R. E. Ball , pre-
sented at the 15th Midwestern Mechanics Con-
ference, March 23-25, 1977, University of
Illinois, Chicago Circle , Conference Pro-
ceedings contains only abstracts.
~
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Title: Ballistic Damage to Advanced Composite Ma-
• terial
Investigator : M. H. Bank , II , Assistant Professor of
Aeronautics
Sponsor : Naval Air Systems Command
Objective: To find a suitable non-destructive method
of inspecting graphite-epoxy laminated corn-
posite materials to determine the extent of
the damaged area produced by ballistic im-
pact, and to determine the “equivalent hole
size ” which will account for this damaged
- • 
area to allow panel strength predictions.
- Summary : This test series showed that x-ray inspec-
- tion can be used to delineate the extent of
damaged areas , especially if a radio-opaque
dye is introduced into the damaged area to
enhance contrast. Damaged area size varies
with impact velocity,  with smaller damaged
areas resulting from lower velocities. An
• investigation of strain concentration fac-
tors around a hole in graphite-epoxy speci-
xnens at elevated temperatures showed that
strain concentra tion factors were tempera-
ture dependent for the materials and lay-
ups tested , with elevated temperature val-
ues of strain concentration factors reach-
ing 120% of the room tempera ture values in
some cases.
Publications: None.
Thesis Directed: G. A. Eaton, “Ballistic Damage of Graphite-
Epoxy Plates ”. Master ’s Thesis, June 1977.
J. F. Chicoine, “Temperature Dependence of
Stress Concentration Factors in Composite












• Title: Fiber Composite Structures Inspection Pro-
1 gram
Investigator : N. H. Bank, II , Assistant Professor of
Aeronautics
Sponsor: Naval Weapons Center
Objective : To inspect samples of graphite-epoxy mater-
ial for internal flaws or damage.






Title: Aerodynamic Stabilization of Gaseous Dis-• charges
Investigator: Oscar Biblarz , Associate Prof essor of Aero-
nautics
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.2)
Objective: The main objective is to define practical
aerodynamic means for stabi liz ing discharges
for electrical laser. Other applications in
cold plasma chemistry are also envisaged .
A particular objective was to become ac-
quainted with supersonic f l ow and vor tex
flows as stabilizing agents and , fu r thermore ,
to examine the theoretical aspects of aero-
dynamic stabilization . This is one part of
a continuing project.
Summary : The work undertaken complements the activi-
ties in turbulence stabilization which have
been underway at the Naval Postgraduate
School. First-hand experience with super-
sonic flow and vortex-flow equipment was ob-
tam ed . The problem of ana lyz ing  the ef fects
of turbulence in a discharge was given some
perspective , and the classical or Schottky 
I 
-
solution for the positive column in a flow
discharge was re-examined in the light of the
stability problem. The program will continue
with more studies with turbulence.
Conference
Presentations: 0. Biblarz , E. Wassertrom and V. Crispin ,
“Stabilization of Flow Discharges by Super-
sonic Flows ” , presentation at the 30th Annual
Gaseous Electronics Conference , 18-21 Oct.
1977 , Palo Alto , CA , (abstract in conference
record and in bulletin of the American Phys-
ical Society.
Publications: 0. Biblarz , J. L. Barto, and H. A. Post, “Gas
Dynamic Effects on Diffuse Electrical Dis-
charges in Air ” , Israel Journal of Technology,
Vol. 15, No. 1—2.
0. Biblarz , 3. L. Barto , and H. A. Post,
“Gas Dynamic Effects of Diffuse Electrical
Discharges in Air” , 19th Israel Annual Con-
ference on Aviation and Astronautics , Tel
Aviv—Haifa , March 2-3, 1977 , (fu l l  paper on
I
• 






Y . Ithait and 0. Biblarz , “Influence of Turbu-lence on diffuse Electrica l Gas DischargesUnder Moderate Pressures” . Paper submitted
to the Journal of Applied Physics
0. Biblarz, “Aerodynamic Stabilization ofGaseous Discharges ” , Technical Report , NPS-67Bi77ll1 , 1 November 1977.
L. 
•
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Title : Electrode Loss Mechanisms in Magnetoh ydro-
dynamic (MHD) Generators
Investigator : 0. Biblarz , Professor of Aeronautics
Sponsor: Air Force Office of Scientific Research
Objective: The principal objective is to define the
nature and extent of voltage drops in MHD
generators. In the vicinity of electodes,
the sheath and the boundary layer contri-
bute to the voltage loss. The anode has
been studied in some detail in a flow of
frozen charge composition . This is a
continuing project.
Summary : The sheath voltage drop with and without
a magnetic field and with and without Joule
heating has been calculated as a function
of current. Also a simplified technique
for the calculation of the boundary layer
contribution has been developed. A new
numer ical techn ique (the Newton-Raphson
method) has been introduced to overcome
numerical instability problems . The pro-
gram will continue with a study of non-
frozen composition .
• Publications: R. C. Dolson , 0. Biblarz , “Analysis of theVoltage Drop Arising from a Collision Do-
minated Sheath” , Journal of Applied Physics,
Vol. 47, No. 12, December 1976 , pp 528O~~~~ 7.
R. C. Dol son , 0. Biblarz , “A Simplif ied
Technique for Determining the Boundary
Layer Loss in MHD Genera tor s” , Energy Con-
version, Vol. 16, pp 205—211 , 1977.
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Title: Stability of Parallel Flows
Investigator: T. H. Gawain , Professor of Aeronautics
Sponsor: Unsponsored
Objective: There have been long standing discrepancies
between the experimentally observed insta-
bility of parallel f lows, especially pipe
flow, and the predictions of classical
theory. Consequently , this investigator
has undertaken a radical reformulation and
generalization of the problem, starting
from first principles, and continuing on a
long term basis. The objective is to de-
velop an improved theoretical model which
is in better agreement with experimental
observations. This research is basic rather
than applied in nature.
Summary : The research at NPS has now verified that
certain three-dimensional effects not con-
sidered in the classical theories, namely ,
streamwise variation in perturbation ampli-
tude , do generate significant instabilities.
In particular , specific instabilities of
this kind have been found for pipe flow;
this is a basic new result in the field.
Moreover , our research has also disclosed
that the customary methods of imposing the
boundary conditions at the pipe axis are not
entirely adequate , and the implications of
this development are now being explored .
Publications: T. H. Gawain , “On the Stability of Two Basic
Parallel Flows: Analysis, Progress Report
and Proposal for Further Research” , Techn i-
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Title: Aircraft Sensor Requirements
Investigator: D. M. Layton, Associate Professor of Aero-
nautics
Sponsor: Naval Air Systems Command
• Objective: A study to determine the requirements and• availability of air data sensors for Naval
aircraft by the end of the 20th Century.
Summary: Several new state-of-the-art, or near state-
of—the—art sensors were identified that would
• meet the projected requirements for both highspeed and low speed Naval aircraft of the
future. Some of these sensors do not, in
their projected state, meet the accuracy
needs, but eoftwa~e is proposed to make thesesensors usable. These include sensors to de-
tect pressure, temperature, velocity , acceler-
ation, and displacement.
• Publications: None.
Thesis Directed : LT R. D. Neil, “A State-of-the-Art Assess-
ment of Air Data Sensors for Naval Aircraft” ,
Master ’s Thesis, September 1977.
H 




Title: Surface Effect Ship Seal Loads Study
Investigator : D. M. Layton, Associate Professor of Aero-
nautics
Sponsor: Naval Sea Systems Command
- Objective: To determine the seal loads on a Surface
Effect Ship under various conditions of
• loading and trim (Center of Gravity varia-tions).
Summary: The aerostatic loads on the rear seal of
the Surface Effect Ship Testcraft had pre-• viously been determined and reported. Gross• loads on both the rear and bow seal were
determined in both the V-axis (lift) and X-
axis (drag) directions under several condi-
tions of loading (Testcraft Weight) and trim
(Center of Gravity locations). These were
individually reported by Thesis copies.
• Analyae~ were made of the effects of para-meter changes on the Testcraft performance.In general, trim changes must be made to
optimize performance with changes in load-
ing.
Publications: D. M. Layton, “Seal Loads of the Surface
Effect Ship Testcraft XR-3” , has been pre-
pared and is currently being reviewed by
the Sponsor prior to publication.
Thesis Directed: LT 3. A. Boland, “Lift and Drag Analysis
of the Bow Seal of the Surface Effect Ship
Testcraft XR—3” , Master ’s Thesis, March
1977.
LT P. A. Alfieri, “Lift and Drag Analysis
of the Bow Seal of the Surface Effect Ship
Testcraft XR-3”, Master ’s Thesis, Septem-
ber 1977.
- —. •~~~~~~~ ~~~ — • . • ~~~~~~~~~ 1~_ —~
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Title : Ai rc ra f t  Fati gue Studies
Investigator : G. H. Lindsey , Associate Professor of Aero-
nautics
Sponsor: Naval Air Systems Command
Objective : To develop methods of data reduction for the
aircraf t  f atigue monitoring devices currently
being prototyped, using microprocessor tech-
nology .
Summary : With new aircraf t fa tigue moni toring instru-
ments under development, it is appropriate
to investigate methods whereby the data from
them can be used to make damage calculations.
Three areas have been studied : (1) Calcula-
tion of local stress at the stress riser
from far-f ield strain gage measurements via
modified Neuber ’s equations , (2) Influence
of counting method on fat igue l i fe  and (3)
the relaxation behavior of compressive re-
sidual stress at the stress riser. Results
have been obtained in all three areas and
work in area (3) will be carried fur ther
this year.
Publications: G. H. Lindsey , “Microprocessors as Aircraft
Fatigue Studies” , Technical Report NPS-67Li-
77091 , September 1977.
G. H. Lindsey , “Microprocessors as Aircraf t
Fatigue Monitor ” , Technical Report NPS-67Li-
77041, April 1977.
Theses Directed: L. D. Newsdme, “Fatigue Crack Propagation
Analysis of Aircraf t  Structures , ” March 1978.
J. C. Garske , “An tnvestigation of Methods for
Determining Notch Root Stresses from Far Field
Strains in Notched Flat Plates,” September 1977.
R. A. Bentley , “An Investigation of the Recovery
Processes in 7075-T65l Aluminum Responsible
for Stress Decay During Dynamic Load Histories ,”
March 1977.
S. J. Atkinson, “A Study of Spectrum Loading and
Range - Pair Counting Method Effects  in Cumula-




- Title : Interior Ballistics of Solid Fuel Ramjets
Investigator: D. W. Netzer, Associate Professor of Aero-
nautics
Sponsor: Naval Weapons Center
Objective : To develop an interior ballistics model and
to experimentally determine the effects of
operating conditions and motor configuration
on performance , f lammabil i ty  limits , and com-
bustion mechanisms . This is a continuing
project.
• Summary : An experimental and analytical investigation
was conducted of the combustion behavior in
solid fuel ramjets . The e f fec ts  of configu-
ration variables on combusion performance
were experimentally determined . Air duct-
ing methods were found to affect combustion• efficiency through fuel port flow rates , by-
pass dump momentum and geometry and bypass
- :  ratio. Bypass configurations with plexiglas
- • • fuel altered the heat t ransfer  mechanisms
within the port and decreased combustion ef-
ficiency . The computer model was found to
be in qualitative agreement with experimen-
tal data. Finite rate kinetics and radia-
tive transfei to the fuel surface will be re-
quired in the model to obtain more quan t ita-
tive accuracy . Current experimental work is
directed toward the effects  of bypass and
fuel composition on the amount of unburned
carbon and combustion pressure oscillations.
Current modeling e f fo r t s  are directed at us-
ing the primary variables of pressure and
velocity (rather than stream function - vor-
ticity) and accouting for the aft mixing
combustion process.
Publications : D. W. Netzer , “Modeling Solid Fuel Ramjet
Combustion ” , Journal of Spacecraft and
Rockets, December 1977.
D. W. Netzer , “Modeling Solid Fuel Ramjet
Combustion ” , 13th JANNAF Combustion Meeting ,
• September 13-17 , 1976, Naval Postgraduate
School.




C. J. Mady , P. 3. Hickey , D. W. Netzer, “Com-
bustion Behavior of Solid Fuel Ramjets”, 14 th
JANNAF Combustion Meeting , August 15-19, 1977 ,
USAF Academy , Colorado Springs , Colorado .
C. J. Mady , P. 3. Hickey , D. W. Netzer , “Corn-
• bustion Behavior of Solid Fuel Ramjets ” , to
be published in Journal of Spacecraf t and
Rockets.
C. J. Made, P. 3. Hickey , D. W. Netzer, “An
Investigation of the Combustion Behavior of
Solid Fuel Ramjets” , Technical Report, NPS—
67NT77092, September 1972.
D. W. Netzer, “Model Applications to Solid
• Fuel Ramjet Combustion” , submitted for pub-
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Title: Operating Characteristics of the Dual Cham-
ber Rocket
Investigators : D. W. Netzer , Associate Professor of Aero-
• nautics, T. H. Gawain , Prof essor of Aeronau-
tics
Sponsor : Naval Weapons Cen ter
Objective : Perform a coordinated experimental and theo-
retical investigation of the gas dynamic
behavior within the dual-chamber configu-
ration to obtain a sufficient data base and
understanding which can be used to determine
concept feasibility .
Summary : The experimental investigation will  sys te-
matically examine the effects  of configura-
tion variables and operating conditions on
the thrust obtainable from the dual-chamber
• conf igurat ion. A simulated axi-sym-metric motor wil l be used for thrust mea-
surements and a 2—D planar configuration
-
- will be used for schlieren studies. Initial
• tests with the axi-symetric apparatus have
been conducted.
The theoretical investigation will consi-
der both simplified models and detailed
flow analysis in order to predict the jet
boundary and pressure distribution with-
in the booster cavity . The theoretical
modeling will be validated with the ex-
perimental data.
Publications : None.
- : ~~~~~~~~~~~~ .
- -
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Title: Emission Levels and Air Quality Eff ects From
Naval Air Station A ircraf t Opera tions and
Test Cells
Investigator: D. W. Netzer, Associate Professor of Aeronau-
tics
Sponsor : Naval Air Propulsion Test Center
Objectives: (a) Develop and experimentally validate a
computer model which can be used to assess
the effects of engine operating conditions
and turbojet test cell design on the flow
-
• field and engine exhaust distribution with-• in the test cell , auginentor and exhaust
stack , (b) Experimentally determine the ef-
fects of test cell design and engine operat-
ing characteristics on pollutant concent:ra-
tions in the exhaust stack, and (c) Develop
an air quality assessment mode l for U.S .
Navy operations. This is a continuing pro-
• ject.
Summary : Elliptic computer codes (stream function-vor-
ticity) have been developed (including plot
routines) which can be used to study the flow
fields in test cells and exhaust stacks and
in the augmentor tube for low thrust operation .
Current work with the model includes compari-
son of predictions with experimental data
which have been taken in a 1/8-scale test
• cell. In addition the computer codes are
being improved to handle higher engine
thrust conditions. The 1/8-scale test cell
is also being used to experimentally deter-
mine the effects of augmentor design and lo-
cation and engine operating conditions (noz-
zle total temperature , total pressure , and
area ratio) on the augmentation ratio and
augmentor temperature profile. A nine at-
mosphere burner has been fabricated and test-
ed and will be employed to study the effects
of augmentor/cell design and fuel additives
on particulate concentrations.
The U.S. Air Force AQAM program has been mo-
dified to handle U.S. Navy operations. The
effects of base operations and meteorologi-
cal conditions on pollutant concentrations
Li: ~~~~~~~~~•__~~~ • • - • • . ~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ . -~~-— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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have been studied. Model sensitivity to in-
put data has also been determined. Current
work is concerned with experimental determi-
nation of the effects of meteorological con-
ditions on the atmospheric dispersion of jet
exhausts during take—off.
Publications: K. I. Weal, G. R. Thompson, D. W. Netzer,
“Modification of an Ambient Air Quality Mo-
del for Assessment of U.S. Naval Aviation
Emitttants” , Journal of the Air Pollution
Control Association, Vol. 28, No. 3, March
1978, pp. 247—248.
G. C. Speakman , 3. D. Hayes, D. W. Netzer,
“Internal Aerodynamics of Turbojet Test
Cells” , Technical Report, NPS67Nt76121, De-
cember 1977.
H. W. Hewlett, P. 3. Hickey, D. W. Netzer,
“A Sub-scale Turbojet Test Cell for Design
Evaluations and Analytical Model Validation ” ,
Technical Report, NPS67Nt7709 1, September
1977.
C. R. Thompson , D. W. Netzer , “An Ambient
Air Quality Model for Assessment of U. S.
Naval Aviation Emittants,” Technical Report,
NPS67Nt76—01, September 1976.
~ 
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Title : Investigation of Aeroelastic and V/STOL Pro-
• pulsion Problems
Investigator: M. F. Platzer, Professor of Aeronautics
Sponsor: Naval Air Systems Command
Objective: To perform investigations of the aeroelastic
characteristics of transonic turbomachines
and to explore the feasibility of advanced
V/STOL propulsion concepts.
Summary : A solution for the supersonic passage flow
between oscillating cascades of f inite blade
thickness was obtained using the method of
characteristics. Also, detailed measurements• of the flow and entrainment characteristics
of oscillating and pulsating jets were ob-
tained.
Publications: M. F. Platzer and R. J. Margason, “Prediction
Methods for Jet V/STOL Propulsion Aerodyna-
• utics” , AIAA paper No. 76-932, AIAA Aircraf t
- Systems and Technology Meetin-~j, Dallas, Texas ,September 27-29 , 1976, Journal of Aircraft,
Vol. 15, No. 2, February 1978 , pp. 69—77.
A workshop was held under ONR-NASC-AFOSR
sponsorship on “Transonic Flow Problems in
I 
Turbomachinery ” , and the proceedings of this
workshop were edited . Book published by Hemi-
- 
- sphere Publishing Corporation, Washington-Lon-
don , 1977.
M. F. Platzer, W. R. Chadwick and P. B. Schlein ,
“On the Analysis of the Aerodynamic and Flut-
ter Characteristics of Transonic Compressor
Blades ” , paper presented at the Symposium on
Aeroelasticity in Turbomachines sponsored by
IUTAM (International Union for Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics), Paris, France , 15-2 3
October 1976, Revue Francaise de Mecanigue
Numero Speciale, 1976 , pp. 65-72.
M . F. Platzer , 3. M. Simmons, and T. C. Smith ,
“Velocity Measurements in an Oscillating Plane
Jet Issuing into a Moving Airstream ” , Journal •
of Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 84, Part 1, 1978, pp.
35—53.
U -5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •~~~~~~~~~-- -- - —~~~~~~~~~
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• M. F. Platzer , 3. M. Simmons, and K. Bremhorst,
“In the Entrainment Characteristics of Sub-
sonic Jet” , AIAA Journal, Vol. 16, No. 3, pp.
282—284, March 1978.
M . F. Platzer and 3. M. Simmons, “A Quasi-
Steady for Incompressible Flow Past Airfoils
with Oscillating Jet F1aps~ AIAA Journal, Vol.16, No. 3, March 1978, pp. 237—241.





Investigator: R. P. Shreeve, Associate Professor of Aero-
nautics
Sponsor : Naval Air Systems Command
Objective: The overall objective of this continuing
j  program is to determine by measurement the - -
-
- behavior of the flow through transonic axial
compressor bladings in order to appraise and
improve predictive analytical models for
steady and unsteady effects. Better predic-
tive methods are needed to improve the de-
• sign and reduce the development time of new
jet engines.
Summary : Measurements have been made in a small tran—
sonic axial (impulse) compressor stage oper—
ating to transonic speeds. In order to de-
termine the flow in the rotor , time-averaged
and real—time measurements were made. A
• combination temperature-pneumatic probe was —
used downstream of the rotor. Case wall
pressure maps and the blade-to-blade impact
pressure distribution in the frame of the
rotor were obtained using Kul ite transduc-
ers and “synchronised sampling” . An ex-
tension of these techniques will be used to
map the velocity at the rotor exit to corn-
pare with LDV measurements .
Publications: R. P. Shreeve, D. J. Anderson , 3. A. Olson ,
“Velocity Vector Determination from Multiple-
Sensor Pneumatic Probe Measurements ” , AIAA
Journal, Vol. 15, No. 11, November 1977.
R. P. Shreeve , J. M. Simmons , K. A. Winters ,
• “Determination of Transonic Compressor Flow 
—Fields by Synchronised Sampling of Stationary
Fast Response Transducers ” . Paper accepted
for presentation at A.S.M.E . Gas Turbi ne Con-
ference , London, April 1978, but subsequently
submitted to Symposium on Non-Steady Fluid
Dynamics , A.S.M.E. Winter Annual Meeting ,
December 1978 to meet review deadline.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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R. P. Shreeve , F. 3. Dodge, W. R. Hawkins,
“Probe Measurement of the Flow from the
Rotor in a Small Transonic Axial Compres-
sor Stage ” , paper submitted to AIAA 11th
Fluid and Plasma Dynamics Conference , 10-
12 July 1978.
R. P. Shreeve, “Measurement Techniques De-
veloped in Tests of a Small Transonic Com-
pressor”, paper submitted to AIAA/SAE 14th
Joint Propulsion Conference, 25-27 July 1978.
3. N. Simmons , R. P. Shreeve, “Data Acquisi-
tion and Analysis Techniques for Measurement
of Unsteady Wall Pressures in a Transonic
Compressor” , Technical Report, NPS-67Sf770l,
July 1977.
Thesis Directed: V. J. Larson, “Unsteady Effects on the Mea-
surement of Total Pressure in Rotating Ma-




Title: Development of a Transonic Compressor Model
bvestigator: R. P. Shreeve, Associate Professor of Aero-
nautics
Sponsor: Naval Air Systems Command
Objective: To develop a small transonic axial air com-
pressor model and establish methods of mea-
suring the performance and flow behavior in
small machines.
Summary: A 450 HP, 11 inch diameter axial (impulse)
stage was tested at 22 ,000 R.P.M. Perfor-
mance map data was obtained and the blade
element performance of the rotor was mea-
sured using a new combination probe cor-
rected for wall interference effects. Fur-
ther development and recalibration of the
probe were completed for tests at increased
Mach numbers.
Publications: None.
Thesis Directed: W. R. Hawkins, “Determination of the Blade
Element Performance of a Small Transonic
Rotor ”, Master ’s Thesis, December 1976. 
--~ — • -  • - -  -— ~~~~~ -- —-~ •~~~~~~~
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Title: Small. Turbine Blade Row Performance Measure-
ments
Investigator: R. P. Shreeve , Associate Profe ssor of Aero-
nautics
Sponsor: Unsponsored
Objective: To determine by test rig measurements the
losses occuring in the individual blade rows
of a single stage axial transonic turbine,
and to evaluate the rig as a possible tool
for small turbine injection-cooling experi-
ments.
Summary: A test rig for single stage axial air tur-
bines has been developed for subsonic and
supersonic stages producing less than 200
horsepower. The rig is instrumented to al-
low stator and rotor blade row losses to be
calculated separately from measurements of
torques , forces , temperatures and pressures.
The losses measured for the stator of a tran-
sonic turbine were higher , and for the rotor ,
lower, than predicted. A computer program
for the flow through the stage was wri tten
and it was found that the measured losses
allowed a solution consistent with the mea-
sured performance, whereas the predicted
loss values did not. Tests are being car-
ried out to measure the effect of axial
clearance on the individual blade row los-
ses , to further assess the application of
the test rig.
Publications: None.
Thesis Directed: B. C. Boatwright, “Analytical and Experi-
men tal Determination of the Characteristics
of a Transonic Axial Turbin~~ Master ’sThesis, December, 1976.








The research program of the Department of Oceanography may
be considered under four headings according to the facilities
utilized and the sources of data. These headings are: (1)
ship programs , (2) coastal field studies, (3) deep ocean data
analyses , and (4) special studies.
• SHIP PROGRAMS
The investigators in this category make use of the Naval
Postgraduate School research vessel ACANIA , a ship supported
by the Oceanographer of the Navy; also, some investigations
make use of other ships. The first of these studies is that
conducted by 3. B. Wickham , and S. P. Tucker. Their present
observational effort in the continuing study of the Califor-
nia Countercurrent has two parts: (1) A year ’s continuous
monitoring of the core of the countercurrent with an array
of moored current meters and sensors of water mass properties ,
and (2) A broader monthly sensing of the region of the coun-
tercurrent with densely spaced continuous profiling of the
water mass properties. The region of interest is one of re-
latively uncluttered sea floor topography on the continental
• slope and borderland south of Point Sur.
The second ship study is by S. P. Tucker and involves the
definition of the optical properties of the waters in a band
30 nautical miles wide and 200 miles long off the California
coast between Point Reyes and Point Buchon. The objective is
to understand temporal and spatial variations in the optical
properties in terms of the ordinary oceanographic observables.
Also, from the ACANIA , E. C. Haderlie carries out a sur-
vey of the biology of stone and wood boring organisms in the
deeper waters of the Monterey Bay. His purpose is to deter-
mine the identity and the vertical and horizontal distribu-
tion of these borers as well as their growth rates, settle-
ment times, and destructive effects.
In Chemical Oceanography E. D. Traganza used the ACANIA
off the coast of California and participated in an ocean wide
cruise on the HAYES in evaluation of biochemical measurements
of plankton. These measurements may be used to link chemical
biological and acoustic properties of the ocean .
Two other faculty members , namely R. G. Paquette and R.
H. Bourke , make use of ice breakers furnished by the U. S.
Coast Guard to observe and analyze ocean thermal finestruc-
ture near the ice margin in the Chukchi Sea. These studies
have acoustical applications. Five mid-summer cruises have
been conducted and one is scheduled for 1978.
___________  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - — - —---— ---- - —---- _ _ ~~~~~~~~ — - - - -  - -
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Physical factors affecting sound propagation in the ocean
are being studied under the interdisciplinary project AVAST
by Professors Denner and Thornton . Other participants include -
Professors Davidson (Meteorology), Houlihan (Mechanical Engi-
neering), and Sanders (Physics). Spatial and temporal varia-
bility of upper ocean physical parameters are being measured .
The manner in which this relates to measured variability in• sound propagation is being determined.
COASTAL FIELD STUDIES
The first of these studies, conducted under the direction
of E. B. Thornton, concerns the kinematics of breaking waves
in the surf zone. It is based on measurements of water par-
ticle motion and will provide increased understanding of the
• energy distribution within the surf zone and associated
phenomena. Measurements are being made in Monterey and at
La Jolla as part of a national field measurement program.
Dr. Haderlie has been using concrete wharf pilings and
other structures on the coast in identifying organisms res-
sponsible for deterioration of engineering materials placed
in the sea and in determining the general biology and des-
tructive effects of these organisms.
Another study involving coastal field work is a program
in marine fog being conducted by D. F. Leipper and G. H.
Jung. This project involves relationships between measure-
ments from the R/V ACANIA and regularly obtained meteorologi-
cal observations at shore stations. The project also under-
takes analyses of data gathered at sea by other means such as- r through aircraft, satellites and commercial and weather ships.The research has been expended to include segments in the
Departments of Meteorology and also Physics and Chemistry .
An extensive coordinated survey is being conducted off South-
ern California in May 1978. (CEWC OM’78)
DEEP OCEAN DATA ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION
This study (modeling upper ocean thermal structure) is
conducted by R. W. Garwood in conjunction with R. L. Els-
berry and R . L. Haney of the Department of Meteorology .
Their investigations of the response of the ocean surface
turbulent boundary layer to atmospheric forcing have led to
the development of models that can be used to compute upper
ocean therma l vitructure changes if the atmospheric conditions
are known. The success of these models under test conditions
has lead to an applied research program in which the mode ls
shall .~~ used to aid in the analysis of the upper ocean ther-real structure , especially in those regions of the ocean th at
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lack frequent observations. A spin-off of this research is
an effort to - couple an oceanic general circulation model to
an oceanic boundary layer model.
Ocean weather data from ocean station NOVEMBER are used
by R. H. Bourke in examining the temperature and salinity
fluctuations in the upper 250 meters of the water column. A
divergent heat budget equation is used to establish the na-
ture of the processes which may be responsible for creating
the observed fluctuations. The pulse-like nature of the hori-
— zontal thermal advection term will be examined in light of
perturbations of the frontal boundary at OWS NOVEMBER by
baroclinic Rossby waves.
Ocean observations taken along latitude sections in the
Atlantic Ocean during IGY are being used by G. H. Jung as the
• basis for new geostrophic calculations of mass , salt and heat
transported in that ocean. Values of heat carried by these
large scale circulations in the North Atlantic are being com-
pared to values transported by various smaller scale phenomena
there; South Atlantic Ocean computations are underway . Data
for three Pacif ic Ocean sections are being readied for compu-
tation of more recent transport values for comparison with
• IGY Atlantic data. All ocean transports are being compared
to associated climatic anomalies of the data period .
Under the ONR Chair in Arctic Marine Science Professor
Denner has been conducting research into Navy related Arctic
problems including ice modelling , ambient noise and weapon
performance. Dr. Beal , the current occupant of this Chair ,
is working on Arctic bathymetry and geology.
E. C. Haderlie is working with Stanford University Press
in doing final editorial work on a large textbook called
Intertidal Invertebrates of the California Coast which will
be published in late l978~~ r~~~ rIy 1979.
3. J. von Schwind is preparing a detailed and systematic
treatise covering the geophysical fluid dynamics of the ocean.
This treatise will cover the fundamentals , ocean circulation
theories and models , elementary and advanced wave theory,
internal waves and tides , and advanced topics.
Warren C. Thompson served as Principal Investigator of
two coastal warfare operations studies funded by the Naval
Analysis Program (Code 431) of ONR . One, undertaken by LCDR
Lawrence W. Nelson , is concerned with acoustic surveillance
for offshore oil and gas platforms ; the work has been complet-
ed and will be published shortly as a classified thesis/techni-
• 
cal report. The other, under LT Linda C. Rawlinson , involves 
--5 - — ——--5- ——--5 — • - - - - -—-•• - —- - •-.—- - - -— - - 5 -  ——- --------- --
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assessment of the effects of 70 environmental parameters on
the assault -and post—assault stages of amphibious landings ;
-
~ this work is 70% completed. Under a newly funded contract
with the State of California, Thompson is also investigating -
the wave-group phenomenon in ocean waves, with attention to
physical properties, space and time distribution , and relation- -
ship to synoptic wave events. Entitled “Monterey Bay Ocean
Wave Study ” , the project is a cooperative effort with the Army -
Corps of Engineers .
—-
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Title: Acoustic Variability and Air-Sea Exchange
Investigators: W. W. Denner , Associate Professor of Oceano-
graphy
K. L. Davidson , Associate Professor of Mete-
oro logy
T. M. Houlihan , Associate Professor of Mecha-
ni cal Engineering
J. V. Sanders , Associate Professor of Physics
E . B . Thor nton ,Associate  Professor  of Oceanography
Sponsor : Foundation Research Program ( 6 . 1 )
Objective : To better understand the re la t ionsh ip  between
air-sea interaction and the v a r i a b i l i t y  of
underwater sound propagating through the upper
• layers of the ocean .
Summary : This project is an ambitious one preparing to
make simultaneous measurements of air-sea ex-
change , ocean sound velocity microstructure
and acoustic va r i ab i l i t y  in the upper layers
of the ocean. An experimental setup has been
designed for high frequency measurements in
shallow water. Preliminary designs have been
considered for open ocean measurements. Avail-
able equipment has been calibrated and tested ,
necessary new equipment ordered . Analysis of
results obtained in a previous experiment
conducted by one of the Investigators (Dr.
Denner) o f f  New Zealand has been completed and
the results submitted for publication . A cor-
relation between surface heating and mixing
and acoustical variability are shown . More
ca re fu l ly  controlled exper iments such as this
e f fo r t are clearly j u s t i f i e d .  Thi s work is es-
sential to understanding the performance of
Navy acoustical weapons such as the torpedo and
mine.
Publications: W. W. Denner , B. C. Rickard and A. C. Kibble-
whi te “A temperature Microstructure Probe” ,
Mar ine Sciences Commun ication s, Vol 3 (1)
P 61—91 . 1977
1-1. W. Denner , B. F. Rickard and A. C. Kibble-
white “A Study of Tempera ture Micros tructure
in Coastal Waters, subm itted to Deep Sea
Research.
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W. W. Denner , B. F. Richard and A. C. Kibble-
white , “Temperature Microstructure and its
Influence Upon the Propagation of Ultransonic











Title: Sonic Mixed Layer Experiment
Investigator: W. W. Denner , Associate Professor of Oceano-
graphy
Sponsor: Naval Ocean Systems Center
Objective : To study the impact of the mixed layer and
change in the mixed ~ayer depth on longrange , low frequency sound propagation from
a source within or below the mixed layer to
a bottom mounted receiver.
3~mmary : In connection with the ONR Mixed Layer Ex-periment (MILE) conducted in August and
September 1977 at Ocean Station PAPA (50°
N , 145° W), Sound Underwater signals (MK61)
were deployed from P-3 aircraft in a pat-
• tern around station PAPA . The sound waves
from these signals were recorded at sever-
al locations in the Northeast Pacific. MILE
was a mul tiship,  U.S. and Canadia~- program ,to study the response of the mixed layer of
the ocean to the passage of a storm .
• Received signals from f l igh t s  before , during
and af ter the passage of a storm are being
analyzed to determine the effect of mixed
layer changes on the propagation.
Thi s is a continuing project in a coopera-
tive program between NOSC and NPS.
Publications: None . — — 
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• Title: Arctic Chair in Marine Science
Investigator: W. W. Denner , Associate Professor of Oceano-
graphy
Sponsor: Office of Naval Research
Objective: The ONR Chair in Arctic Marine Science was
established in January 1977. The purpose
of the Chair is to:
(1) Foster an interest in the Arctic among
naval officers
(2) “Spotlight” the Navy ’s growing inter—
est in the Arctic
(3) Conduct research into problems in the
Arctic that are of interest to the
Navy.
(4 )  Transla te the growing basic research
results into operational Navy Products.
Summary : During the first eight months of the Chair ,
a series of guest speakers were invited
from the Arctic research community. These
speakers were experts in various areas of
interest to the Navy and were well received
by NPS faculty and students. The following
is a list of accomplishments under the
Chair since its establishment.
1. A numerical sea ice dynamics model has
been programmed on the FNWC computer• and simulations of the Arctic ice pack
have been made using FNWC atmospheric
fields.
2. FNWC atmospheric analysis fields (sur-
face pressure and tempera ture) have
been evaluated in the Arctic and found
to need further development.
3. The need for more meteorological obser-
vations from the Arctic has been esta-
blished. Based on this result a pro-
gram of satellite telemetry buoys has
been justified and funded .
4. Ambient noise models are being develop-
ed for the Arctic.
5. The Navy needs for Arctic science is
being reviewed and will be reported to
the sponsor.
6. Bathymetric data collected by U.S. nu-
clear submarines has been analyzed and
compared to available charts. Existing
charts are found to be in substantial
error.
- -5- - -  
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7. A model simulating the performance of
the MK48 torpedo under the ice has been
developed and will be validated against
available data.
All of the above projects involve NPS stu-
dents for thesis work .
The following scien tists have occupied the
Chair:
January 1, 1977 — September 30 1977
- • Dr. Warren Denner , past Director of the
Naval Arctic Research Laboratory
October 1, 1977 — September 30 , 1978
Dr. Allan Heal, Senior Scientist, Arctic
Submarine Laboratory , NOSC, San Diego.
October 1, 1978 - September 30, 1979
-• Dr. Wilford Weeks, Senior Research Scien-
tist, Snow and Ice Branch , U.S. Army
Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory , Hanover , New Hampshire .
Publications: W. W. Denner, “The Operational Determination
of Wind Stress on the Arctic Ice Pack” , In:
Proceedings of a Symposium on Sea Ice Pro-
cesses and Models , September 6-T 1977
Seattle, Washington , Vol 2, P108-119.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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Title: Biodeterioration Studies in Monterey Bay
Investigator: E. C. Haderlie , Professor of Oceanography
Sponsor: Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Objective: To continue studies in the shallow water of
Monterey Bay on the biodeterioration of en-
gineering materials due to the activities
of marine organisms.
Summary: This is a long-term project involving the
study of the life cycles and destructive
activities of a number of marine organisms .
To date we have det€-rmined the species in-
volved , their time of settlement, rates of
growth , and extent of damage to a number of
engineering materials.
Publications: E. C. Haderlie , “Fouling Communities in the
Intertidal Zone on Wooden anti Concrete Pil-
ings at Monterey , California ” . Proceedings
of the 4th International Congress on Marine
Corrosion and Fouling, Centre de Recherches
et D’Etudes Oceanographiques , Boulogne,
France , pp. 24 1-251.
E. C. Haderlie , W. Donat . “Wharf Pi l ing
Fauna and Flora in Monterey Harbor , Calif-
ornia’.’ To be published in the Veliger, Vol.
21, January 1978.
Thesis Directed: W. Donat, “Subtidal Fauna of the Pilings in






Title : An Evaluation of Existing Data on Pr imary
Organic Film Formation of Significance for
OTEC Heat Exchanger Surfaces
Investigator: E. C. Haderlie , Pro fessor of Oceanography
Sponsor: Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion
Objective: To make a complete literature survey and to
contact all workers in the field to deter-
mine the significance of data on primary
organic films for heat exchangers to be
used in OTEC power plants.
Summary : A technical report has been published which
evaluates all the existing data on primary
films in the marine environment. A short
-
• paper has also been published.
Conference E. C. Haderlie, “Primary Biofouling Films
Presentations: and OTEC Heat Exchangers” , p. 24-25, In
loup , G. E. (ed.) Proceedings of the ~Th• Annual Conference on Ocean Thermal Conver-
sion. New Orleans , La., 1977
Publications: E. C. Haderlie, “The Nature of Primary Or-
ganic Films in the Marine Environment and
their Significance for Ocean Thermal Energy
Conversion (OTEC) Heat Exchanger Surfaces ” ,
Technical Report, NPS-68Hc77021, February
1977.
- ,~~~~~~~~~~~ Z__ _ ~• - — -  
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Title: Biology of Stone and Wood Boring Animals
in Monterey Submarine Canyon and the Deeper
Waters off the Central California Coast
- Investigator: E. C. Haderlie , Professor of Oceanography
Sponsor: Office of Naval Research
Objectives: To determine the distribution of stone and
wood borers in the deeper water of Monterey
Bay and offshore , and to determine rates
of destruction of wood and var ious kinds
of stone in the sea.
Summary : Extensive dredging using R/V/ACANIA has
been carried out to determine the distri-
bution of stone borers in the Bay. Experi-
- mental arrays containing samples of stone
and wood have been placed at various depths ,
and are recovered periodically to measure
rates of deterioration by marine organisms.
So far 16 species of boring animals have
been found , and rates of penetration intoH hard substrates are being monitored .
Publications: None.
- ---5 -- - - --- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Title: Low Wavenumber Ocean Energy Transport
Investigator : - Glenn H. Jung, Professor of Oceanography
Sponsor: Office of Naval Research
Objective: This study is to evaluate the role of low
wavenumber ocean circulations as possible
energy sources for higher wavenumber re-
gions of ocean turbulent temperature spec-
trum.
Summary : Dynamic calculations are made , using IGY
data across several North Atlantic Ocean
latitude sections , for ocean heat energy
transport estimates. These values are to
be compared with energy amounts in higher
wavenumber regions of the spectrum as es-
timated by others. Computer results are
available for transports across seven la-
- - titude sections and for three shorter sec-
tions in the North Atlantic Ocean. A sum-
mary of mass transport results and evalua-
tion has been issued as a technical report
(April 1977). A paper was presented at
the Annual Fall Meeting of the American
Geophysical Union and a manuscript is al-
most complete on heat transport results.
Substantial progress has been made toward
a salt transport summary .
Publications: W. J. Cummings, “A Description of the Gen-
eral Circulation in the North At lantic
Ocean Based on Mass Transport Values De-
rived from IGY (1957-58) Temperature and
Salinity Data” , Technical Report, NPS—
68JG7703 1 , March 1977.
Thesis Directed: W. J. Cummings , “A Description of the Gen-
eral Circulation in the Nor th Atlantic
Ocean Based on Mass Transport Values De-
rived from IGY (1957-58) Temperature and
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Title: Observation , Analysis and Prediction of Marine
Fog
Investigators: D. F. Leipper , Professor of Oceanography,
R. J. Renard , Professor of Meteorology
Sponsor : Naval Air Systems Command
Objective: To improve the observation , analysis , fore-
casting climatology of marin e fog over the
open ocean and coastal areas.
Summary : This is a long term project involving the
study of the physics and microphysics of
the marine fog phenomenom. Observations
will be made at sea using the NPS oceano-
graphic research vessel ACANIA . These will
- be analyzed and related to synoptic para-
meters representing the atmosphere and ocean .
A credible marine fog climatology based on
maximum information content of synoptic re-
- ports will be further developed ; an attempt
will be made to quantify the visual and in-
frared satellite imagery to identify marine
fog over the open ocean and in the coastal
I areas. Data from these studies have beenand will be arranged in forms suitable for
computer processing ; development continues
on a statistical numerical approach for
the analysis and forecasting of marine fog
using model output parameters from t~’NWC andalso using weather satelli te imagery and
conventional data. To date numerous field
experiments have been made utilizing ACANIA ,
and coordinated experiments with ACANIA and
various fleet and shore activities have
been accomplished. A major field experi-
ment, the Cooperative Experiment in West
Coast Oceanography and Meterology 1978 will
be conducted in May of 1978.
Publications: D. A. Backes , D. F. Leipper , “Santa Ana Asso-
• ciated Marine Fog on the Southern California
Coast: Forecasting with a Sequential Model” ,
NPS Technical Report NPS-68LR77091. Also
Master of Science Thesis , Department of
Oceanography , Naval Postgraduate School ,
September 1977.
D. F. Leipper,~ Summary Report NAVAIR Marin eFog Project, l973_l977~ dated January 1978.
—-~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ -_— —~~~~~~~ -— -~~~~~
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Title: Analysis of Fine Structure in the Marginal
Sea-Ice Zone
Investigators: R. G. Paquette , Professor of Oceanography,
R. H. Bourke, Associate Processor of Oceano-
graphy
H Sponsor: Arctic Submarine Laboratory , Naval Ocean
System Center
Objective : Continue with data reduction , analysis , and
reporting of oceanographic data from in and
near the marginal sea-ice zone (MIZ) of the
Chukchi Sea. Prepare for and carry out
oceanographic measurements in the MIZ during
summer 1977.
Summary : Oceanograph measurements have been carried
out during midsummer in the vicinity of the
MIZ of the Chukchi Sea since 1971. These
studies are in support of submarine opera-
tions under ice. The extreme temperature
finestructure observed in these waters is
believed to be a results of interleaving of
waters having d i f fe rent  temperature-salinity
relationships brought about by local later-
al pressure gradients causing shearing at
the convergence or divergence of isopycnals.
A zone of ice-melt water , indicated by the
29°/~~ surface isohaline , is present normal-ly within 50 km of the ice. Lack of appre-
ciable fresh water accumulation at distances
well south of the ice margin indicates that
the near—surface northward flow of water is
faster than the ice recession rate. A major
article describing our f indings to date is
being readied for publication . Analysis of
the MIZPAC 77 data is just commencing. A
computerized salinity de-spiking routine is
being developed and tested. Another cruise
to the MIZPAC area is planned for early sum-
mer 1978 to investigate conditions when mini-
mal heat is available for finestructure for-
mat ion .
Conference R. H. Bourke , R . G. Paquette , “Atlant ic  Wa-
Presentations: ter on the Chukchi Shelf” , Annual Fall Meet-
ing , American Geophysical Union , San Fran-
cisco , 6-9 December , 1976, presented plus
abstract in: Trans., AGU, 57 (12): 939, 1976.
---- ---- — - -  - - - - -------— —- - --~~~~~~~~~~~ ----- - - -- —— -— —- — -- —





- Publications: R. H. Bourke , R. G. Paquette , “Atlantic Wa-
ter on the Chukchi She l f” , Geophysical Re-
search Letters 3 (10 ) ;  629—632 , October 1976.
• R. H. Bourke , R. C. Paguette , “Atlantic Wa—
ter on the Chukchi Shel f” , Technical Report ,
NPS—68 8F76 l2l , December 1976.
W. J. Zuberbuhler , J. A. Roeder , R. G. Pa-
quette , R. H. Bourke , “Oceanography, Meso-
structure, and Currents of the Pacific Mar-
ginal Sea—Ice Zone——MIZP~kC 75” , TechnicalReport , NPS-58PA76091. September 1976.
- - R. G. Handlers , R. G.Paguette , R. H. Bourke ,
“On the Question of Accumulation of Ice-
Melt Water South of tl~e Ice in the ChukchiSea” , Technical Report, NPS—68PA77031,
March 1977.
R. G. Paquette , R. H. Bourke , “The Oceano-
graphic Cruise of USCGC BURTON ISLAN D to
the Marginal Sea—Ice Zone of the Chukchi
-
- Sea in July-August 1977” , Technical Report ,
NPS—68PA77091, Internal Distribution .
Thesis Directed: LT. R. G. Handlers , “On the Question of Ac-
cumulation of Ice-Melt Water South of the
Ice in the Chukchi Sea” , Master ’s Thesis ,
March 1977.
LCDR W. J. Zuberbuhier , LT. J. A. Roeder ,
“Oceanography , Mesostructure , and Currents
of the Pacific Marginal Sea—Ice Zone--
MIZPA C 75” , Master ’s Thesis, September 1976.
1L  -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Title : Environmental Factors in Naval Coastal War-
fare Operations
Investigator: Warren C. Thompson, Professor of Oceanography
S~~nsor: Office of Naval Research
H ~~jective: To evaluate the impact of the coastal marineenvironment on the following naval inshore
warfare operations : (a) the movement of tro-
ops and equipment between offshore ships and
the beach during the assault and immediate
post-assault stages of an amphibious landing,
and (b) sea surface and underwater surveil-
lance for offshore oil and gas platforms.
Summary: The two components of the objective involve
limitations of the marine environment on
-
‘ coastal warfare operations but are otherwise
unrelated; each is being investigated by a
naval officer graduate student working under
• the supervision of the Principal Investiga-tor. The amphibious landing problem, under
study by LT Linda Rawlinson , involves assess-
ment of the effects of 70 environmental para-
meters on personnel and cargo transfer opera—
tions between ships offshore and the beach
using analysis procedures developed at the
Naval Coastal Systems Laboratory (NCSL),




Analysis of Environmental Requirements for
Naval Coastal Operations ” ; Dorinan , Stewart,
and Tolbert ; NCSL , Feb 1975).  The offshore
platform surveillance problem , under inves-
tigation by LT Lawrence Nelson , involves
underwater acoustical detection of unfriend-
ly surface and subsurface targets in the
vicinity of an offshore platform and evalua-
tion of the limitations imposed by the mar-
m e  environment on surveillance. The re-
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Title : Kinematics of Breaking Waves in the Surf
Zone
Investigator: Edward B. Thornton , Associate Professor of
Oceanography
Sponsor: Office of Naval Research
Objective: Basic studies are being made on the kine-
matics of breaking waves within the surf
zone in the field. Criterion for incipient
breaking are being determined empirically
and theoretically . The transformation and
attenuation of potential and kinetic ener-
gies across the surf zone as a function of
incident waves and beach configuration is• to be determined .
Summary: This research is being accomplished at var-
ious field sites for the conditions of spil-
ling, plunging and breaking waves. Waves
and orthogonal water particle velocities
are measured at various locations within
• the surf zone. The spectral characteris-
tics and probability density functions for
breaking waves and water particle veloci—
• ties are calculated. Measurements have
been made on both sandy beaches and coral
reefs. The dynamics of wave transformation
are similar and are shown to be highly non-
linear. Energy is transferred from the
primary spectral wave frequency to higher
and lower frequencies in the shoaling and
subsequent breaking process. The energy
transferred to higher frequencies results
in secondary waves at harmonic frequencies
and a cascade of energy in a saturation
range above the harmonic region. The mean
wave frequency inside the coral reef was
found to be twice that outside the reef.
Separation of wave-induced and turbulent
kinetic energies shows that most of the
kinetic energy is wave-induced even under
breaking waves.
Publications : E. B. Thornton , “Rederivation of the Satu-
ration Range in the Frequency Spectrum of
Wind Generated Gravity Waves ” , Journal of
Physical Oceanography, Vol. 7, No. 1, Jan-
uary 1977 , pp 137—140.
_ _ _ _ _  ~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :_________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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B. B. Thornton , D. P. Richardson , F. L. Rub ,
J. J. Galvin , “Kinematics of Breaking Waves
in the Surf Zone” , Proceedings of the 15th
Conference on Coastal Engineering, ASCE,
1976 , pp 461—476.
E. B. Thornton, W. D. Morris, “Suspended
• Sediments Measured in the Surf Zone” , Pro-
ceedin~gs of the Coastal Sediments 77 Con-ference, ASCE , 197T , pp 655—668.
Thesis Directed : V. S. Hulstrand , “Kinematics of Breaking
Waves in the Surf Zone : Emphasizing Analy-
sis of Identified and Classified Breakers ” ,
Master ’s Thesis , March 1977.
D. J. McReynolds, “Set Up and Set Down Due
to a Narrow Frequency Wave Spectrum” ,
Master ’s Thesis, March 1977.
C. S. Veitia—Garcia , “Bed Shear Stress Co-
efficient Within the Surf Zone” , Master ’s
Thesis, September 1977.
W. D. Morris, “Suspended Sediments Measured
in the Surf Zone” ,  Master’s Thesis, Sep—
tember , 1977.
A. 3. Olsen , “Kinematics of Breaking Waves
in the Surf Zone” , Master ’s Thesis, Sep-
tember , 1977.
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Title: Biochemical Modelling of Marine Ecosystems
And Acous tic Pr ediction
Investigator : Eugene D. Traganza, Associate Professor of
Oceanography
Sponsors: Foundation Research Program (6.1),
Office of Naval Research , and
Fleet Numerical Weather Central
Objec tive : To utilize biochemic al measurements of
plank ton in models which link them with
environmental and acoustic properties of
the ocean.
Summary : Marine Ecosystems include many kinds of
organisms which affect sound in the sea,
ranging in size from microscopic plankton
in the surface layers to midwater fishes
and ubiquitous whales. Marine organisms
may either be sources of noise which can
mask the sounds of submarines or form dis-
continuities in the physical medium which
intercept and reradiate or “scatter” acous-
tic signals , an effect which can confuse
Naval weapons systems or seriously reduce
the active detection range of sonar. One
hypothesis is that zooplankton estimates
can be useful in predictive models of
“sound sca ttering” by virtue of their im-
portance in marine ecosystems. The eco-
system is the most suitable level of bio-
logical organization for application of
systems analysis techniques and should
lend iself to acoustic modelling .
A major problem with modelling mar ine eco-
sys tems is that understanding has been so-
verly limited by the inadequacy in  asses~ inqzoop lankton b iomass , production or trophic
level and the consequent lack of a compre-
hensive knowledge of regional and seasonal





The first objectives of this study have
been :
(1) to evaluate the general feasibility
of the zooplankton-sound scattering hypoth-
esis.
(2) to evaluate devices for collecting
statistically sign i f i c ant numbers of samples
of zooplankton of different sizes.
(3) to evaluate the potential of making
rapid biochemical measurements of zoop lank-
ton biomass in samp les which may also contain
phytoplankton and detritus.
(4) to compare the seasonal var iation of
biochemically assayed biomass of size groups
with zooplankton biomass predicted by an
ecosystem model of the Monterey upwelling
region .
Future objectives include (1) addition of
biochemical methods which will distinguish
which zooplankton are herbivorous and (2)
comparison of seasonal/regional sound scat-
tering with modelled and measured variation
of phy toplank ton , zooplankton and scattering.
A summary of progress so far is as follows :
(1) A background study produced a “volume
reverberation”-zooplank ton regression model
of the Nor th Atlantic and Nor th Pacif ic
oceans (Traganza and Stewart, 1973; Solomon ,
1975; Stewart, 1972) which indicated that
regional and seasonal sound scattering can
be quantitatively associated with the dis-
tribution of zooplankton.
(2) The background , preliminary results ,
and the preliminary analytical scheme for
relating herbivorous zooplankton to an eco-
system mod~ 1 were reviewed (Traganza andGraham, 1975).
(3) A carbon method was developed in this
study which has proven to be highly suc-
cessful measure of total biomass of “net
zooplankton” and has received a wide inter-
national response from other investigators
(Traganza , Radney and Graham , 1976 ; Radney ,
1975).




(4) Field and laboratory studies of the
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) content of
zooplankton indicated that it may be pos-
sible to distinguish between living and
dead biomass in a sample of zooplankton
pending development.
(5) A size sampling in situ net system
(SSISNET) was develop~~ and tested inwind tunnel experiments i~ ~‘PS(Mitchke,1976).
(6) Initial attempts ~~~ en made tosimulate seasonal va ‘ f plank ton
and nutrient levels i
• 
nterey eco-
~ sys tem (Pearson, 1975 drickson ,
~ 1976) on the basis of tive historica l
~ trends of key forcing ons includingt~ ~ li ght, wind , temperatur ,~ài*d depth of the
~ I mixed layer.
New developments : Fifteen stations were
~ occuppied along a transect from Gibraltarc~.:1 to Dakar , Africa to Puerto Rico. A newly:~~ constructed SSISNET containing two stan-
~ dard 30 cm nets in series was used to col-
~ ~ lect 50 Meter samples of the 333 to 1800-
i~m zooplankton in the upper 350 meters of the
~~~~~ water column. The ATP content of these sam--ples showed distinct maxima at the same
geographic locations which showed distinct
Fl dissolved methane maxima. The ATP and meth-
ane maximum did not always occur at exac tly
the same depth, but both were in or near
the thermocline . The results suggest that
the biological production of diss~ lved meth-ane may occur in situ in the pelagic eco-
system. A pos~TbI~ mechanism may be thepresence of methane bacteria in the digestive
tract of herbivorous zooplankton.
Publications: E. D. Traganza , and K. 3. Graham , “Carbon/
Adenosine Triphospate Ratios in Marine Zoo-




E. D. Traganza, J. C. Radnsy, and K . J.
Graham, “A Convenient M thod For The Deter-
mination of Carbon In $a~jn Net Zooplankton ” ,Marine Chemistry, Vol 7; 110—119 , 1976.
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Theses Directed: D. E. Henrickson , “An Evaluation Of A Computer
Simulation Model Of Plankton Dynamics In
Monterey ~~~~~~~~~~ Master ’s thesis , September 1976.
R; P. Mi , “Design And Wind Tunnel Test
Of A S i~-~ pling In Situ Net Systei~,(SSIS~ 1)’ - : ster ’s thesis , September 1976.
R. T. Pea i, “A Computer Simulation Model
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Title: Ocean Color Fronts: Optical and Physical
Oceanographic Data Processing and Collec-
ting
Investigator: Stevens P. Tucker, Assistant Professor of
Oceanography
Sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion
Objective: This study is to collect and process (joint-
ly with a group from Oregon State University
under separate contract) optical and physi-
cal oceanographic data as “ground truth” for
simultaneous aircraft measurements of ocean
color spectra and infra-red s~ a surface tem-perature near and in ocean color fronts in
the vicinity of Monterey Bay, California.
Summary : Sites were selected for the oceanographic
cruises and aircraft overflights on the ba-
sis of color fronts evident in existing NASA
and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers aerial
photographs. Two cruises were made with the
Naval Postgraduate School ’s research vessel
ACANIA (2-14 May and 6-16 September 1977)
during which stations were for the most part
occupied along lines normal to and crossing
coastal color fronts either near Pt. Ano
Nuevo or near Santa Cruz , California , which
were located precisely by the NASA aircraft
just prior to cruises. For most days the
NASA overflights were made at 1500 ft, while
for a few there were U-2 overflights at 65,000
ft. The data collected by NPS included tem-
perature, salinity , oxygen and spectral ir-
radiance as functions of depth in the upper
100 meters plus continuous surface tempera-
• ture and the standard ship observations such
as air temperature , relative humidity , atmos-
• pheric pressure, wind speed and direction ,
Secchi depths, Forel and Munsell colors , etc.• About fifty percent of the data have been re-
duced to tabular form or graphs for a corn-
plate ground truth data report to be com-
piled by the end of March 1978. Analysis of
the complete set of data collected by NPS,
OSU and NASA will be performed under a con-
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Title: Dynamics of Oceans
Investigator: 3. 3. von Schwind , Associate Professor of
Oceanography
Sponsor: Naval Sea Systems Command
Objective: To prepare a detailed and systematic trea-
tise covering the geophysical fluid dynamics
of the oceans. When complete, the said
treatise will include fundamental and ad-
vanced topics and be so structured and writ-
ten as to be particularly useful to techni-
cal persons whose work involves the ocean
environment but who may have li ttle or no
formal education in theoretical physical
oceanography.
Summary : The treatise in its entirety will consist of
four major parts: (1) Fundamentals of Geo-
physical Fluid Dynamics; (2) Ocean circula-
tion Theories and Models; (3) Elementary and
• Advanced Wave Theories, Internal Waves, Tides ;• and (4) Advanced Topics in the Fluid Dyna-
mice of the Ocean. At the present time, the
subject matter to be covered is found only
in a wide variety of sources, ranging from
textbooks and technical journals to personal
unpublished notes. To date most of the
first section “Fundamentals of Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics” has been completed.
Publications: None.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  — ~~~~~~~~
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Title: Metered Studies Of The California Counter-
Current
Investigators: 3. B. Wickhain, Associate Professor of
Oceanography
S. P. Tucker, Associate Professor, Oceanography
• Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective: The objective for this study was to gather
and test equipment to be used in a large-
scale direct metering of currents and wa ter
mass properties of The California Counter-
current. This effort was a part of con-
tinuing studies by these investigators of the
California Countercurrent. It extends the
previous work by use of direct measurements
and continuous recording of currents and con-
tinuous recording of water mass properties.
The ultimate objective is to document the
form and variation of the countercurrent on
a variety of time scales.
Summary : Foundation support has been used in the fol-
lowing activities :
1. Calibration of 4 Aanderaa current meters
in towing tank at Scripps Institution of
Oceanography .
2. Visit to Oregon State University labor-
atory for demonstrations and discussion about
deployment, recovery and maintenance of moored
buoys and current meters.
3. Bench testing of acoustic and timed re-
leases to be used in metering project.
4. Field testing of seven acoustic releases
in water depths between zoo and zoom.
5. Research into sources of supply and char-
acteristics of equipment to be ordered for
metering program and into procedures for
mooring operations.
6. Studies of recent theoretical models of
eastern boundary currents , these to serve as
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DEPARTMENT OF ME CHANICAL ENGINEERING
The Department of Mechanical Engineer ing has a diversity
of research interest and talent as is evidenced by a variety
of projects. These projects are categorized as follows: (1)
materials science, (2) mechanical and component design, (3)
heat transfer , (4) structures , vibrations , and solids , (5)
hydrodynamics and fluid mechanics , (6) energy conversion ,
(7) laser technology, and (8) marine propulsion controls.
MATERIALS SCIENCE
The Naval Postgraduate School has a strong commitment in
Materials Science , with excellent laboratory facilities and
active faculty. Professor Jeff Perkins directs projects in
several areas , including (1) materials development for ship
silencing applications , (2) failure analysis and performance
optimization of lead-acid and silver-zinc submarine batteries ,
(3) corrosion of sacrificial anode materials used for catho-
dic protection of ships hulls, (4) velocity eff ects on corro-
sion of structural materials in seawater , (5) corrosion of
explosively bonded transition joints between aluminum (ships
super-structure) and steel (deck) under salt-spray conditions.
Professor Terry R. McNelley is engaged in research in me-
chanical behavior of materials. Research in aluminum magne-
slum alloys has focused on thermo-mechanical processing of
alloys containing from 11% to 19% magnesium; thus far , work
has demonstrated that such materials , as processed , may exhi-
bit strengths up to 90,000 psi at ambient temperatures and
with the added feature of superplastic deformation at ele-
vated temperatures. Ballistic characterization of ultra
high carbon steels is being conducted at NPS. These steels
have been developed by a group at Stanford University and
contain from 1.0% to 2.0% carbon ; they are processed by roll-
ing to achieve a fine, epheroidized distribution of cemen-
tite in a fine-grained ferrite matrix. Work at NPS has fo-
cused on the ballistic response of such materials and has
demonstrated that these fine-grained materials possess equal
or superior ballistic resistance , as rolled, when compared
to conventional armor steel. Numerical modeling of materials
which exhibit the Protevin-LeChatlier effect has been conduct-
ed and the results of this work indicate that the magnitude
of the oscillations or serrations in load , characteristic of
this effect , are strongly dependent upon such test machine
characteristics as stiffness and inertial mass , and upon ma-
terial characteristics.
MECHANICAL AND COMPONENT DESIGN
The Mechanical Engineering Department is developing a





thesis and design . A computer program for synthesis of des-
troyer—type ships has been obtained from the Center for Naval
Analysis. The program is being adapted to use with the NPS
IBM 360 computer . An evaluation of the vulnerability of the
hull of a remotely controlled minesweeper is underway. The
work is being accomplished for Minesweeper Squadron 12.
Professor A. 3. Perkins and T. McNelley, together with
several thesis students , have investigated material problems
related to design. The areas of activity include corrosion
of the interface between aluminum superstructure and steel
decks , velocity effects of corrosion on structural materials
in sea water, high damping capacity materials for ship silenc-
ing application, high strength-to-weight ratio aluminum-mag-
nesiuin alloys, ballistic response of ultra-high carbon steels,
and failure analysis of lead acid submarine batteries.
Interest and involvement have continued to grow in areas
related to design optimization . Professors Kelleher, Marto• and Nunn, together with several students, have begun to uti-
lize the new NPS capability in the form of the NASA COPES !
CONMIN Codes, to examine power systems and their components.
These codes were introduced to NPS by Professor G. Vander-
plaats during his tenure last year as a visiting faculty mern-
ber. Work this year has centered around the minimization of
various objective functions , such as volume , pumping power,
and cost , elated to heat exchangers. In addition , the opti-
mization codes have been applied to develop design criteria
for optimal ship propulsion control systems.
HEAT TRANSFER
• Heat transfer considerations in the design of engineer-
ing systems have taken on new importance with the need to de-
sign for energy efficiency. The department has continued to
engage in a vigorous heat transfer research program.
Professor Marto has been continuing his investigation into
improving the performance of main steam condensers. A feasi-
bility study of heat transfer improvement in marine steam
condensers has recently been completed. A compar’~ on wasmade between a standard condenser design and fifteen test
cases where heat transfer was improved using a variety of
techniques. Results show that with the present condenser
volume, the heat load could be increased significantly or
if the heat load is kept constant, the volume could be re-
duced. The results also indicate that many of the propos-
ed improvement schemes may lead to increased pumping power
cost or both.
-=-- - • ~~~~~~_ ~~~~~~• - - .4
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Under Professor Marto’s direction, a test faci],ity for
investigating condensation on plain ana enhanced tubes has
been built. Experimental work to measure the performance
of a great many enhanced tubes is continuing. Professor
Marto is also continuing the investigation of the heat trans-
fer performance of rotating wickless heat pipes. Recent work
• has concentrated on examining the performance of internally
finned condenser sections and on comparing experimental re-
sults on an existing finite element analysis.
Professor Kelleher is continuing his investigation of
heat transfer in curved ducts. Experiments which have been
conducted so far indicate that the secondary flow generated
by the curvature increases the heat transfer in curved ducts
over straight ducts of similar cross section. An experimen-
tal study of natural convection in thin horizontal liqui d
layers is also being conducted by Professor Kelleher. The
results which have been obtained indicate a correlation be-
tween the Prandtl number and the critical Rayleigh number.
Under the leadership of Professor A. Fuhs, a interdisci-
plinary research team has been conducting heat traflsfer mea-
surements using towed, instrumented icebergs , about the size
of an automobile. Temperature measurements have been made in
the seawater boundary layer as well as in the ice itself. A
computer code is being developed to predict the trends which
have been observed experimentally .
STRUCTURES , VIBRATIONS , AND SOLIDS
Professors G. Cantin and R. S. Newton have continued work
on applications of the finite element method (FEM). Profes-
sor Cantin has studied dynamic and thermal stresses in ceramic
turbine blades and the propagation of non-linear stress waves
in solids. He has also supervised development of graphics
pre and post-processors for the standard FEM systems SAP IV
and ADINA .
Professor Newton has extended and refined previous FEM
studies of the collapse of submarine hulls under nuclear at-
tack. He also conducted a state—of-the-art survey on mitiga-
tion of underwater nuclear shock by resilient attenuators.
Professor 3. Brock has undertaken a wide-ranging series
of studies. In the field of elastic buckling , these have in-
cluded a nonuniform strut, a simple structure consisting of
two axially loaded members connected by a beam, and plates
exhibiting “snap-through” behavior. He has obtained some new
results for limit loads on plates and developed a three-
particle model for representing the earth’s gravitational
field. He has made additions to both theory and applications
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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of his previously developed extension of the Dunkerly-Mikhlin
method for estimating the fundamental frequency of a vibrat-
ing system. Brock has also demonstrated close agreement be-
tween predicted and measured strains during transient vibra—
tion of a cantilever beam.
HYDRODYNAMICS AND FLUID MECHANICS
Hydrodynamics and fluid mechanics are a vital technology
for the Navy; the Mechanical Engineering Department has a
strong research program in support of Navy needs.
Professor T. Sarpkaya has investigated the problem of
cable strumming, periodic flow about bluff bodies, effects
of polymers on the lift and drag characteristics of hydro-• foils, the vortex breakdown phenomenon in connection with
the flight of delta wing aircraft, and the stability of
swirling flows. During the past year, Professor Sarpkaya
continued his extensive tests on smooth and rough cylinders
to predict wave forces on ocean structures. This work at-
tracted world—wide attention and several letters of cominenda-
tion from the Navy sponsors. Professor Sarpkaya is currently
building a new vertical water tunnel to simulate impulsive
flow about cylinders and flow about slender bodies at high
angles of incidence. This effort parallels the discrete-
vortex numerical simulation of the same phenomena carried
out by his students under his direction .
Professor C. 3. Garrison has continued his research in
numerical free-surface hydrodynamics , his most recent effort
being devoted to the second-order theory of wave-body inter-
actions.
The research initiated in FY76 by Professor P. Pucci on
the subject of optimized ship exhaust eductor has been con-
tinued. The purpose of this investigation is to assist NSRDC-
Annapolis in the design of exhaust gas stack eductors for
shipboard gas turbine propulsion plants. The program involv-
es the design, construction and testing of scale models. The
results of the first series of tests have been very encourag-
ing.
• Professor T. Houlihan has been a member of an interdisci-
plinary research team which is studying turbulent transfer
processes of momentum, heat and specific humidity in marine
• fog regimes. A large amount of shipboard experimental datahave been obtained and analyzed .
ENERGY CONVERSION
A recent experimental program has been initiated by Pro-
fessor D. Salinas to understand the thermal-fluid operating
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principlea of the Fluidyne heat engine. A model engine has
been constructed and instrumented , and a simplified computer• program has been developed to predict the engine performance.
Possible applications include activating and controlling
pneumatic relays, monitoring nuclear reactors , and providing
irrigation pumping in remote areas.
LASER TECHNOLOGY
The DOD annual budget in high energy lasers is approaching
$200,000,000. High energy lasers will have a significant
impact on future military operations . The influence of HEL
on military operations will be as great as the ac~vent ofnuclear detonations. The Mechanical Engineering Department
has an active research program oriented to the many new and
challenging laser problems.
Professor T. Houlihan is a member of an interdiscipli-
nary research team measuring propagation of laser beams in
the marine atmosphere. His knowledge concerning instrumen-
tation and turbulence contributes to the overall goals of
the propagation research.
Compressible flow over a laser turret causes phase dis-
tortion in the laser beam. Professor Fuha has been studying
the inviscid flow field surrounding three-dimensional laser
turrets to find minimum phase distortion . He is also pursu-
ing the concept of boundary layer control to minimize the ef-
fects o~ turbulence on laser beam propagation.
MARINE PROPULSION CONTROLS
Personnel in the Mechanical Engineering Department have
begun a coordinated effort in marine propulsion control
studies that will feature both new instructional materials,
as well as new laboratory facilities. A new instructional
sequence in controls system design features an advanced course
in marine propulsion control systems. This course includes
studies of optimal control developments with respect to boi-
ler plants, gas turbine engines, controllable , reversible
pitch propellers and ship hull dynamics. Analog simulations
of steam system characteristics are operated on the NPS Hybrid
Computer facility . Likewise, digital simulations of marine
gas turbine powerplanti are performed using CSMP-II - the IBM
simulation language.
Several theses featuring state variable analyses of mar-
ine propulsion systems have been completed or are underway.
Additionally , a comprehensive design program featuring opti-
mal integral control synthesis has been developed and is op-








• the guidance of Professor T. Houlihan.
While present efforts highlight analytical developments,
future endeavors will incorporate experimental findings from
a pneumatic simulator that will model the response of a ship-
board 1200 boiler system. In addition to laboratory exer-
cises featuring adaptations of classical control techniques ,
research studies involving multi-variable control analyses
and applications of microcomputer systems will be accompli-
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Title: Studies in Applied Mechanics
Investigator : J. E. Brock, Professor of Mechanical Engineer-
i nq
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective : To develop and submit for publication several
studies in the field of Applied Mechanics.
Summary : Severa l such studies were brouqht to completion ,
papers written up and submitted , and of these
most have been accepted for publication . Other
studies continue. Nine separate investigat-
ions are briefly described in the following
numbered paraqraphs .
(1) This study reports on the very ~-1oseagreement between theory and experiment for
behavior of a uniform cantil ever beam excited
in flexura l vibrations by the sudden release
of a lateral load at the tip. An experiment-
• ally generated trace of flexura l stress vs.
time at a point on the beam appears so spiky
and grassy that analytical agreement appears
unlikely . However , a computer generated graph ,
employ i ng the complete eiqenso]ution using
the Bernoulli-Euler--Navier model of a beam ,
agrees in fine detail with the t’x~-’erimentallydetermined graph .
(2) The oblateness of the earth can be
represented to a very high degree of accuracy
by a simp le model consisting of one positive
and two negative mass particles located on the
polar axis. At points exterior to the earth ’s
surface , the geopotential exerted by this model
is almost exact ly the same as that exerted by
the actual earth. This permits constructing
very simple computer programs for the behavior
of ear th satelli tes , and , in par ticular ,
facilitates a demonstration of the phenomena of
advance of perigee point and motion of the line
of nodes.
(3) Snap-through behavior of structura l
elements is important in technology . For ex-
ample , ship ’s plating behaves in this fashion ,
this behavior being called “panting .” The
phenomenon is difficult to treat analytically.
This study treats a particularly simple case










(4) A simple experiment is described
which illustrates plastic bending and permits
confirmation of the theoretical moment-curva-
ture relation for a rectangular cross section .
(5) Although elastic buckling of a sin-
gle strut-like element, with specified end
conditions is well understood and relatively
easily presented to students, the buckling be-
havior of structures is not at all well under-
stood and is frequently mishandled in textbooks
and in the general literature. Professor R.
E. Newton and the writer have previously writ-
ten on this subject. The present study traces
the evolution of a simple structure as a spring-
like element is modified so as to introduce
a non-linear behavior and shows that quite
unexpected phenomena are associated with the
modified structure. The analysis is surprise-
ingly difficult.
(6) In a recent publication in the Jour-
nal of Applied Mechanics the authors treated
a very special problem involving estimating
the gravest vibration frequency of a torsional
system. The present study shows that the
Dunkerley-Mikhlin estimates are immediately
at hand for a significant generalization of
the problem . It also provides an alternate
treatment, using the Hamilton-Cayley theorem
and Chebychev polynomials, for the special case
treated by the earlier authors.
(7) The literature does not seem to afford
a simple example of a complete solution for
the Euler buckling of a practically realizable
nonuniform strut. This study supplies such an
example. The eigenfunctions are modified
Gegenbauer polynomials.
(8) Several studies are still under way
on the general subject of plastic behavior of
structural plates. A general theorem has been
formulated which permits obtaining upper bounds
without the necessity of specifying or con-
structing a moment field. This theorem has
yielded many of the classical results and has




plate with a concentrated load in a general
position near the center of the plate . The
theorem seems to lend itself to use with a com-
puter optimizing program such as COPES which
is implemented at the NI’S computer center and
it is anticipated that some analyses will be
made using this facility .
(9) The writer presented the Dunkerley-
Mikhlin formulas in a paper to the Journal of
Applied Mechanics. The present paper provides
a more elegant derivation based on the idem —
potency of the filtering matrix. Another phy-
sical example is presented illustrating the
power of the method .
Publications: John E. Brock , ‘An experiment on the Vibration
of Cantilevers ,” accepted for publication by
IJME E (International Journal of Mechanical
Engineering Education).
John E. Brock , “A Simple Model of Oblate Earth ,”
Accepted for Publication by IJMEE.
John E. Brock , “Simple Snap-through Behavior
of a prismatic Bar ,”Accepted for publication
by IJMEE.
John E. Brock , “Buckling of Simple Elastic
Structures -- a Complicated and Deceptive Sub-
ject,” Accepted for publication by IJMEE.
John E. Brock , “Lower Bounds for Gravest Tor-
sional Frequencies 7 Accepted for publication
by the Journal of Applied Mechanics.
John E. Brock , “An Euler Buckling Eigensystem
for a Nonprismatic Strut ,” Submitted to the
Journal of Applied Mechanics.
John E. Brock , “An Improved Derivation of the
Dunkerley-Mikhlin Formula , “The Shock and Vi-
bration Bulletin, No. 47~ Part 2, (September1971), pp. 17—18.
John E. Brock , “A Simple Laboratory Experiment
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Title: Structural Integrity of Ceramics Components
for Gas Turbines
Investigator : G. Cantin , Professor of Mechanical Engineer-
ing
Sponsor: Naval Ship Engineering Center
Objective: Improve Stress Analysis techniques used in
• the design of the components.
Summary : Deficiencies of some three dimensional fi-
nite element models have been detected and
solutions or remedies rest on the use of
more appropriate models. The 20 nodal point
brick has been judged sufficient to adequa-
tely represent the geometry of the compon-
ents under study. Some accurate geometri-
cal models have been generated and used for
stress analysis with the ADINA computer
code. Extensive work has been accomplish-
ed to improve graphical representation of
the models for data checking as well as
the interpretation of the final computer
results.
Publications: None.
Thesis Directed : LT Adrian Kibler , “A Finite Element Prepro-
cessor for SAP IV and ADINA ” , Master ’s
Thesis , September 1977 
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Title: Nonlinear Stress Strain Analysis
Investigator: G. Cantin , Professor of Mechanical Engine-
ering
Sponsor: Naval Weapons Center
Objective: Explore the use of Finite Element codes to
solve stress wave propagation problems.
Summary : Several codes have been used to solve this
type of problem with little success so far.
The most promising of the codes used at the
Naval Postgraduate School, ADINA has given
rise to a number of difficulties that have
not yet been surmounted. We have experienc-
ed severe limitations due to the age of our
computer (IBM 360—67), convergence studies
undertaken months ago have not yet been com-
pleted. This work is continuing .
Publications: G. Cantin , W. J. Stronge, A. E. Kibler , “A
Comparison of Various Computer Codes”, pre-
sented at the ADINA Conference , August 4-5,
1977 , Massachusetts Institute of Technology ,









Title: Holographic Nondestructive Test NDT
Investigator: A. E. Fuhs, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective : To determine the suitability of holograph ic
nondestructive test as a means of locating weld
flaws in piping.
Summary: Real time holography is used to obtain fringe
patterns. Fringe patterns are interpreted in
terms of surface displacement. Flaws in piping
welds have anomalous surface displacements.
To check sensitivity a finite element computer
code is used to predict surface displacement.
Pipes with manufactured cracks are test speci—
mens.
The holography system has been assembled . Hol-
ograms have been made. Test specimens have been
assembled including the following: stainless
steel piping with manufactured cracks for cor-
relation with finite e lement computer code ,
reject piping from Mare Island shipyard, and
aircraft components with known fatigue cracks
obtained from NARF Alameda. The finite element
computer code is 85 per cent complete.
Publications: A. E. Fuhs, B. W. Hannah and W. L. King , Jr.,
“Technical Comment on ‘Extensions of Dual-Plate
Holography Interferometry ’,” AIAA Journal,
pp. 725—727, 1977. (Accepted for publication
in AIAA Journal, February 1978)
~
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Title: Shaped Charges For Neutralization of Buried
Mines
Investigator: A. E. Fuhs, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.2)
Objective: To develop a technique to neutralize buried
mines. The technique is to be used by EOD
officers and crew.
Summary : Mines may be buried at depths from a few inches
to 6-8 feet. The buried mines are detected andj located by magnetic means. Error in location
may be comparable to buried depth. Some means
P 1 of placing an explosive charge near the mine
is required. A shaped charge can open a large
hole through which a charge can be rammed .
An assembly of charges was designed , bui lt ,
and tested. The assembly of charges consisted
of a 2—inch diameter shaped charge with ½ lb
HE located on top of a cylinder containing
liquid explosive. The cylinder had a coaxial
tube which allowed passage of the metal jet
from the shaped charge. It was found that the
liquid explosive spray lined the hole; it was
also found that the cylinder for the li quid
explosive was rammed down the hole. As a
result of these early tests , a series of tests
H is being planned using solid explosive locatedbelow the shaped charge. A time delay deto—
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Title : Melting of Ice Sub~ ect.~d t i ’ Turbulent Flow of SeaWater
Investigators: A. E. Fuhs , Professor of Mechanical Enqineerinq
R. Stolfi , Associate Protessor of National
Security Affairs
W. W. Denner , Associate Professor of Oceanoqraphy
R. Bourke , Associate Professor of Oceanography
P. Wang , Associate Professor of Mathematics
LT W. Clifford , USN , Graduate Student in Naval
Engineering
LT R. Erman , USN , Graduate Student in Naval
Eng ineering
Dr. 0. Griffin , Naval Research Laboratory
Sponsor : Foundation Research Program ( .1)
Objective : To determine the rate of regression of fresh-water
ice subjected to turbulent flow of sea water.
Further , to develop an analytical model which allow s
prediction of the ice melting rate and heat traits-
fer rates.
• Summary : Large blocks of ice with dimensions 16 x 4 x 2 feetare frozen . The ice blocks are instrumented with
thermocouples to measure gradients in the therma l
boundary layer and in the ice. The blocks are
towed at speeds of (.7 to 1.2 knots. Weiqhts are
obtained before and after towing. Measurements
are made of the dimensions of the ice block before
and after towing .
As of November 28, 1977 , three blocks of ice have
been towed in Monterey Bay . Nusselt numbers for
heat transfer have been obtained. The regression
rate has been correlated using the computer code
of Dr. Owen Griffin. Ice ripples have been observed
and measured. The observations of ice ripples
correlate well with existing theories. Temperatures
in the base flow region have been determined . A









Presentations-: Allen E. Fuhs, Warren W. Denner, Matthew Kelleher ,
William Clifford, Reginald Erman , Russel Stolf i ,
Robert H. Bourke, and Peter C. C. Wang , “Self
Propelled Iceberg.” Paper presented by Allen E.
Fuhs at the First International Conference on
Iceberg Utilization for Fresh Water Production ,
Weather Modification and Other Applications, Ames,
Iowa, October 2-6, 1977. Paper to be published
in Proceedings.
Russel Stolf i , Allen Fuhs , Peter Wang , Robert
Bourke and Lieutenants Reginald Erman , William
Clifford, USN, “Ice Moving in Sea Water.” Paper
presented by R. Stolfi at the First International
Conference on Iceberg Utilization for Fresh Water
Production, Weather Modification and Other
Applications, Ames , Iowa , October 2-6, 1977. Paper
to be published in Proceedings.




Title: Aero-Optics: The Inviscid Density Field
Surrounding Laser Turrets
Investigators: A. E. Fuhs, Professor of Mechanical Engine-
ering, G. N. Vanderplaats, Adjunct Professor
of Mechanical Engineering
Sponsor: Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Objective: To determine the inviscid flow field over
small perturbation laser turrets in subsonic
and supersonic flow. The inviscid flow
field is used to predict the phase distor-
tion of the laser beam.
Summary : To obtain the flow field , the solution of
flow over a wavy wall was developed . Using
Fourier series , the flow over any shape tur-
ret on a cylindrical fuselage is obtained .• Optimum turret shapes are found using the
COPES/CONMIN program developed by Dr. G.
N. Vanderplaats.
A computer code yielding the optimum turret
shape with minimum phase distortion is com-
plete. The computer code has been delivered
to the Air Force Weapons Laboratory and is
operational on their computer.
Publications: A. E. Fuhs , G. N. Vanderplaats , “Phase Dis-
tortion due to Subsonic or Supersonic Flow
over a Laser Turret on a Cylindrical Fuse-
lage ” , Technical Report, NPS-6977002.
A. B. Fuhs, G. N. Vanderplaats , “Phase Dis-
tortion due to Subsonic Flow over a Laser
Turret on a Cylindrical Fuselage ” , Submitted
to Journal of .‘~ erican Institute of Aeronau-tics and Astronautics.
G. N. Vanderplaats , A. E. Fuhs, “Phase Dis-
tortion due to Supersonic Flow over a Laser
Turret on a Cylindrical Fuselage ” , submitted
to Optical Society of America.
G. N. Vanderplaats, A. E. Fuhs, “A Computer
Code for Laser Turret Optimization in Sub-
sonic or Supersonic Flow ” , Technical Report,
NPS—697700l.
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Title : Study of Digital Electronics ACC
- 
Investigator: T. M. Houlihan , Associate Professor of
Mechanical Engineering
Sponsor : Naval Sea Systems Command
- Objective: To app ly modern control analysis to naval
boiler systems.
Summary : A model of the LHA boiler system will be de-
veloped in state variable form. Optimal Con-
trol analysis will be performed to develop
proper control elements for the LHA boiler
system simulation.
• Publications: None.
Thesis Directed: C. Senanikrom, “State Variable Analysis of a
Boiler System” , Master ’s Thesis, March 1978
‘I
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Title: Heat Transfer Enhancement in Naval Condensers
Investigator: P. J. Marto, Professor of Mechanical Engine—
ering
Sponsor : Naval Sea Systems Command
Objective : The purpose of this study is to evaluate
current state-of-the-art heat transfer aug-
mentation techniques in condensers , includ-
• 
- ing the promotion of dropwise condensation
on the vapor side , and to conduct heat trans-
fer research and exploratory development in
an effort to increase the overall condenser
heat transfer coefficient U in a reliable
manner.
Summary: A feasibility design study of compact marine
condensers has been started. The study uses
-
~~ a digital computer program , titled ORCON1,
which was developed by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory for the Office of Saline Water.
This program permits design modifications to
be made to an existing steam condenser , in-
cluding enhanced heat transfer on both the
steam and seawater sides. Using the main
condenser of the aircraft carrier KENNEDY
as a standard design , fifteen enhanced heat
transfer cases have been evaluated.
The construction of an experimental test fa-
cility has been completed. Film condensa-
tion heat transfer data has been obtained
for a single, horizontal , 5/8 OD , 0.049 inch
wall , copper-nickel tube. Measured values
of U and pressure drop agree with published
data. A wide variety of enhanced tubes have
been purchased, including three specially
corrugated aluminum tubes manufactured by
General Atomic Company . Film condensation
data will be obtained for these tubes and
compared to the smooth tube results. Drop-
wise condensation will be prc moted in an ef-
fort to further enhance heat transfer re-
suits.
Publications: None.
Thesis Directed: L. Morgan , “Some Experimental Observations
of Dropwise Condensation of Steam ” , Master ’s













A. C. Beck, “A Test Facility to Measure Heat
Transfer Performance of Advanced Condenser
Tubes ” , Master ’s Thesis, December 1976.
(Also issued as NPS Technical Report, NPS-
69Mx770ll)
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Title : Improving the Heat Transfer Performance of
Rotating Heat Pipes
Investigator : P. J. Marto , Professor of Mechanical En-
gineering
Sponsor : None.
Objective : The purpose of this study is to improve the
heat transfer capability of rotating heat
pipes by enhancing the condenser heat trans-
fer characteristics.
Summary : A rotating heat pipe assembly was tested at
rotational speeds of 700, 1400 and 2800 RPM
with distilled water as the working fluid .
Tests were made using a variety of copper
condenser configurations , during film conden-
sa tion conditions, and one condenser was al-
so promoted for dropwise condensation using
n - octadecyl mercaptan in octanoic acid.
Measured heat transfer rates were plotted
against the saturation temperature of the
vapor. In all cases, performance improved
with increasing RPM. Dropwise condensation
showed substantial improvement in perfor-
mance relative to film conden aation , es~’e-cially at 700 RPM . The porfoimance of an
internally finned cylinder and a truncated-
cone were over 100 percent hotter th. a the
equivalent smooth-wall cylinder . However,
smooth-wall cylinders hold promise in a var-
iety of applications due to their relativ ely
low cost of fabrication .
Conference P. J. Marto , “Augmenting the Condense: Heat
Presentations: Transfer Performance of Rotating float Pipes” ,
presented at the Thi rd International Heat
Pipe Conference , r-ilo Alto , May 1978.
Publications: None.
Thesis Directed : L. L. Waqensell , “Heat Transfer Performance
of Various Rotating Heat Pipes ” , Master ’s
Thesis , December 1976.
C. Tankrakul , “Condensation Heat Transfer
Inside Rotating Heat Pipes ” , Master ’s and
Mechanical Enginoor ’s Thesis, June 1~~77.
~ 
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Ti tle: Incipient Nucleate Boiling of Freon-1l3 in
Thin Films
Investigator: Paul J. Marto , Professor of Mechanical En-
gineering
Sponsor: None.
Objective : The purpose of this study is to determine
the nucleating characteristics of Freon-113
in thin liquid films so that heat transfer
-
~~ may be more clearly understood .
Summary: Experimental results have been obtained for
distilled Freon-113 during nucleate boiling
at atmospheric pressure from electrically
heated foils of 1~.i~ ke1 and titanium . TheFreon liquid level was adjusted from pool• depths near 10mm down to thin films near
0.2mm. The measured heat transfer coeff i-
cient increased sharply as level was reduc-
ed below 3mm, and this increase was more
pronounced at lower heat fluxes. It was
further observed that thin films require
lower wail superheats and heat fluxes at
the onset , or incipience of bubble nuclea-
tion. A plausible explanation of these phe-
nontena is given using heterogeneous nuclea-
tion theory .
Conference P. J. Marto, “Nucleate Boiling in Thin Li-
Presentations: quid Films ” , presentation with pre-print on
microfiche at the 16th National Heat Trans-
fer Conference , St. Louis, MO., August 1976.
Publication : P. J. Marto, D. K. MacKenzie, A. D. Rivers ,
“Nucleate Boiling in Thin Films ” , American
Institute of Chemical Engineers Symposium
Series, No. 164, Vol. 73, pp 228—23S , 1977.
Thesis Directed: Soehana , “Nucleate Boiling of Freon-ll3 in
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Title: Warm Working of Eutectic and Eutectoid alloy s
to produce Fine Microstructures
Investigator : T. R. McNelley , Assistant Professor of Mechan-
ical Engineering
Sponsor : Foundation Research Program (6. ~)
Objective: Production of fine , spherodized microstructurt’s
in Al—Cu and Al—Mg alloys by warm w o r k i n q  and
evaluat ion of subsequent mechanical properties ,
especially ambient temperature properties .
Summary : The objectives of this research were met . F i n e
two—phase microstructures were produced in both
an Al—Cu al 1oy and severa l Al —Mg a 1 loys.
sequent mechanical characterization of these
alloys has revealed that excellent mechanica l
properties can be developed in Aluminum—Ma gnes-
ium alloys containing 11% to 14% magnesium by
weight. Flow—stress values up t o  90 ,000 psi
were obtained , for  example , in one a l loy . T h i s
has lead to a focusing of t h i s  research p r i m a—
r i l y  on the  A l — M g  syst  em; some addition al p l a c—
t ical  f ac to r s  c o n c e r n i ng  t h i s  system a re  t h a t
these a l loy s  are loss dense than  conven t  i ona 1
a l u m in u m  a l l o y s , a nd the a l l oys  being studied
a iso e x h i b i t  superplast.  i c i t y  at  warm tempera-
tures . Research w i l l  now focus  on t hi ’ p Foci ’ ss—
i nq and r e l a te d  mechanica l proper t  i es e I t best ’
Al—M g a l l o ys .
P u b l i c a t i o n s :  None.
Theses
Directed : A. 1.. C ip r  ian  i , “An Invest i ~iat ion of t he  Me-chan ica l  P rope r t i e s  of W arm—Ro l  led A l u m i n u m —
17 . 5 w e lqh t  percen t Coppe r a I icy , “ Mast or ’s
Thesis , Decembe r 197t ~
F. G. Ness , “ H i g h  S t r e ngt h  to Weight Aluminum —
1 8 Wei gh t  percent Magn es i urn a h e y  t h rough
Thermomechanical Processing ,” Master ’s Thes is ,
December l~~76
T. L. clover , “Effects of ‘rhermo Mechanical
Processing on Al umi num—Mag nes i urn , All ev s C~ ~i —tam ing High Weight Percent age’ Magnes i urn”
Master ’s Thes i s, December 1q77
___________________________________________ 
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C. P. Bingay , “Microstructural Response of
- Aluminum-Magnesium Al loys to Thermomechanical
I Processing ,” Masters Thesis, December 1977
I
I
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Title: Ballistic Characterization of Warm-Worked
Ultra-High Carbon Steels
Investigator: T. R. McNelley , Associate Professor of
Mechanical Engineering
Sponsor: Unsponsored
Objective: The ballistic characterization of warm-work-
ed ultra high carbon steels with reference
to their potential for development/use as
armor steels.
Summary : To date, ballistic testing has been accom-
• 
- 
pu shed on three ultra-high carbon steels,
using a ballistic facility developed at NPS,
and the results confirm that these steels ,
with their very fine , stable ferrite-car-
bide microstructure, exhibit ballistic
characteristics equal or superior to cur-
rent armor steels. Microscopy and Chenpy
V-notch impact testing indicate that these
steels possess a high degree of frac ture
• toughness and a low ductile-brittle transi—
tion temperature due to the fine microstruc-
ture present. Thus , the excellent ballistic
performance observed in steels , when impact-
ed by fragment simulating projectiles, would
be expected. R€ search is now focusing on
improvements in mechanical properties attain-
able by controlled alloy treatments , control
of processing conditions and control of heat
treetment. Further , it is intended to eval-
uate laminated dual hardness ultra-high car-
bon steels to make use of the extremely high
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Title: Underwater Shock Mitigation by Resilient
Attenuators
Investigator: R. E. Newton , Professor of Mechanical En-
gineering
H Sponsor: Defense Nuclear Agency
Objective: This survey was undertaken at the request
of thE~ sponsor to determine the state-of-the art in underwater nuclear shock mitiga-
tion and to develop recommendations for
continuing investigations in this area.
Summary : Discussions were held with members of the
I I  shock community from organizations includ-ing DNA, DINSRDC, NAVSEA , NAVSEC , NRL , NUSC ,
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory ,
Electric Boat , SRI International , and Weid-
linger Associates. Relevant studies in the
technical literature were reviewed and corn-
puter studies were conducted . Results were
summarized in a written report together with
recommendations for further work on shock
mitigation.
Publications: None.














Title: Integrated Cost/Performance Analysis of Mar-
ine Propulsion Systems
Investigators: Robert H. Nunn , Associate Professor of Mecha-
nical Engineering , M. D. Kelleher , Associate
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Sponsor: Naval Sea Systems Command
Objective: To develop Integrated Cost/Performance (ICP)
methods for application to existing and pro-
posed marine propulsion systems. The signal
feature of the method is the simultaneous
treatment of cost and performance fac tors in
the design of optimized engineering plants.
Summary: Work during the reporting period has empha-
sized the implementation of the computer
codes COPES (Control Program for Engineer-
ing Synthesis and CONMIN (Constrarned Mini-
rnization) for the purposes of design ai~c~ —analysis of thermal propulsion systems.
The development of the COPES/CONMIN package
began at the NASA-Ames Research Laboratory
and has continued recently at the Naval
Postgraduate School. In its present form,
this package represents one of the most
powerful and comprehensive analysis and de-
sign tools available to engineers. In or-
der to provide a vehicle to test and prove
the capabilities of the system, an analysis
has been developed for the description of a
simple crossflow heat exchanger. This sub-
routine is debugged and running.
Publications: Interim Progress Report, dated 1 November
1977. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 








Title: Microgalvanic Aspects of Seawater Corrosion
(MASC)
Investigators: J. Perkins , Associate Professor of Mater ials
Science
K. J. Graham, Chemis t, Physics and Chemistry
Department
Sponsor: Foundation Research Program (6.1)
Objective : To determine environmental effects on sea-
water corros ion of structural ma ter ials of
Navy interest, with an emphasis on the cor-
relation of electrochemical factors wi th
corrosion rates and with corrosion product
distribution , micromorphology and base metal
microstructural features.
Summary : Of constant concern to the Navy is the pro-
blem of seawater corrosion of ships ’ struc-
tural materials. Also, fouling of seawater
piping systems by marine organisms is a
serious problem. Unfortunately , the solutions
to these two coincidental problems are not
always compatible. For example , one method
of control of biological foul ing involves the
addition of growth inhibitors such as hypo-
chlorite ion to the seawater prior to entry
into the piping system. Moderate levels of
hypochlorite ion are known to effec tively
control biological growth. However , increases
in hypochiorite ion concentration also typi-
cally lead to increases in corrosion rate.
Also , the units which electrochemically produce
the ionic growth inhibitor tend to develop
very high concentrations of hypocholorite near
the generator , which is not diluted until
downstream in the condensers.
This problem is currently being studied
through a combination of electrochemical
techniques, corrosion rate determinations ,
and direct microscopic observation techni-
ques. The effects of varying concentra-
tions of inhibitor ion and of other seawater
constituents on the corrosion rates of
various piping materials and marine fastener
materials is being considered. Specimens
are being evaluated potentiostatically in
known environments , with the data from these
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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experiments being correlated with microscopic
observables using scanning electron micro-
scopy and microbeaxn energy dispersive X-ray
spectros copy.
Work accomplished during this time period
has included experiments involving aluminum
structural alloys, MILSPEC zinc and develop-
mental aluminum sacrificial anodes, and
several copperbased alloys. Current work in
concentrating on cupronickel alloys and brasses.
Publications: J. Perkins. W. H. Leubke , K. J Graham and
J. M. Todd, “Anodic Corrosion of Zinc A lloys
in Seawater ”, Journal of the Electrochemical
Society, 124, (1977), 819—826.
J. Perkins, K. J. Graham, G. A. Storm, J. S.
Locke and J. R. Cummings , “Effect of Veloci ty
on Corrosion of Galvanic Couples in Seawater” ,
NACE Unit Committee T-7C “Symposium on Marine
Corrosion” , to be presented at CORROSION/78,
MACE, Houston, Texas , March 6—1 0, 1978.
J. Perkins, J. S. Locke, and K. J. Graham,
“Effects of Dissimilar Metal Coupling , Po-
tential Distribution, and Temper condition
on Galvanic Corrosion of 5086 Aluminum Al loy
in Synthetic Seawater” , NPS Technical Report,
NPS—69Ps—78—OO1, January 1978.
_ _ r ~~~ 



















Title: Mechanisms Affecting the Performance of Lead-
Acid Storage Battery Systems
Investigator: J. Perkins , Assoc iate Professor of Mechani-
cal Engineering
Sponsor : Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion (ERDA)
Objective : The goal of this research is to develop an
understanding of microscopic mechanisms
which affect battery capacity as a function
of service history.
Summary : Microscopic and Microanalytical techniques
I, have been used to characterize the evolution
of structure in the positive electrode of
lead-acid batteries after various service-
like routines. Plates with Pb-Ca and Pb-Sb
grid alloys have been compared. Service Rou-
tines involving trickle-discharge have been
compared with float routines. Battery capa-
city in test discharges has been correlated
with development of a fine substructrual net-
work or microgrid within the active material
mass of the positive plate. Such a network• does not form when batteries are utilized in
a float mode.
Conference J. Perkins , “Observations in an Operating
4 Presentations: Zinc Pore Electrode ” , presented at the Elec-trochemical Society Meeting, Atlanta , Octo-
ber 9—14 , 1977. (Presentation and Abstract).
Publications: J. Perkins , “Materials and Mechanisms Deter-
mining the Performance of Lead-Acid Storage
Batteries” , Materials Science and En9ineering
(Invited Paper), 28, 1977 , pp 167—199.
J. Perkins , M. T. Coyle, “Observation of aSubstructrual Network in the Positive Plates
of Lead-Acid Storage Batteries” , Journal of
the Electrochemical Society 124 , 1977 , pp.
524— 528.
Thesis Directed : L. Pokorny , “Study of the Cyclic Performance
of Submarine Type Lead-Acid Storage Batteries
by Examination of the Positive Plate Struc-
tures” , Master ’s Thesis in Mechanical Engin-
eering, September 1976. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -—~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~-- -~~~~~ -
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M. T. Coyle, “Microstructural Comparison of
Positive Float and Trickle Discharge Opera-
tions on the Positive Electrodes of Submar-
ine Type Lead-Acid Storage Batteries by Exa-
mination of the Positive Plate Structures ” ,
Master ’s Thesis in Mechanical Engineering ,
September 1976.
LT J. Savory , “SEM Study of Porous Zine Bat-
tery Electrode Oxidation After Service-Like
Exposures in Potassium Hydroxide Electrolyte” ,
Master’s Thesis in Mechanical Engineering ,
June 1977.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ TT~T T ~~ ~~
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Title : Materials Approaches to Ship Silencing
Investigator : J. Perkins , Associate Professor of Mecha-• nical Engineering
Sponsor: Naval Sea Systems Command
Objective : To consider the potential of high damp ing
alloys for app lication in shipboard struc-
tures and machinery .
Summary : The approach of this program is to experi-
mentall y and analytically investigate mater-
ials and design factors affecting sound and
vibration associated with shipboard struc-
tures arid machinery . In work to date , Mn-Cu ,
Ti-Ni , and Cu—Al alloys have been evaluated
in the laboratory . These alloys all develop
specific damping capacity (SDC) above 50%.
Mn-Cu alloys have been found to be sensitive
to thermomechanical processing history , but
• not so much as to make these alloys espe-cially inconvenient or expensive to produce
with usefu l properties. It has been found
that Cu-Al alloys are also dependent on the
thermal—mechanical processing history , more
so than Mn-Cu alloys . It is considered that
these alloys , and several others with simi-
lar metallurg ical characteristics , have le-
gitimate promise for noise reduction due to
machinery sources. However , new design pro-
cedures should be developed to take full ad-
vantage of the much higher damping capacity .
Conference J. Perkins , “Shape Memory Effects Associated
Presentations : with Strain-Reversible Martensitic Deforma-
tion : Correlation of Structural Features and
- : Mechanical Behav ior ” , presented at Interna-tional Conference on Marten sitic Tran sforma-
tions, May 16—20 , 1977 , Kiev , United Soviet
Socialist Republic , (Full Paper in Proceed-
ings.
Publications: 3. Perkins, “ICOMAT 1977 - International
Conference Martensitic Transformations , Kiev ,
Union Soviet Socialist Republic , 16—19 May
1977” , Office of Naval Research London Con-






Thesis Directed: LT. E. Kelly , “Materials Approaches to ~~~~Silencing : Grain Size Effects on the Damp-
ing Capacity of Cu—l3.Swt% Al MartensiticAlloy .” , Master ’s Thesis in Mechanical. En-
gineering , December 1976.
I
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Title: Microscopic Aspects of Marine Corrosion Pro-
cesses
Investigator: 7. Perkins, Associate Professor of Mechani-
cal Engineering
• Sponsor : Office of Naval Research
Objective: One of the primary objectives of this work
is to study the mode and distribution of
corrosion attack on anodic members of galva—
nic couples in seawater , and to correlate
these observations electrochemical measure-
ments and corrosion rate determinations.
The program is also concerned with the re-
lationship of corrosion attack to base metal
microstructural and compositional fac tors ,
and to certain environmental factors , espe-
cially relative electrolyte velocity, and
solution chemistry.
Summary : Extensive use has been made of surface micro-
analytical techniques , particularly scanning
electron microscopy , to examine corrosion
product formation and the morphology of dis-
solution attack on a large number of marine
engineering materials. Alloys in galvanic
couples and in single metal exposure have
been studied. Correlary electrochemical
data has been obtained as well. Two unique
appartus for the study of velocity effects
on corrosion have been developed; one of
these involves a hydrodynamically designed
specimen—carrying foil which circles at up
to 200 rpm (about 10 rn/see) in a cylindri-
cal tank , the other is a 1cm2 cross—section
flow channel with sea-to-sea flow capability
-‘ at velocities up to 10 rn/sec. Both appara-
tus have been fully instrumented for hydro-
dynamic , electrochemica]., and corrosion rate
measurements. Materials studied to date in
this program include zinc and aluminum sac-
rificial anode alloys, copper-based alloys
used in seawater piping systems , structural.
aluminum alloys , and carbon steels.
Conference 3. Perkins, “Effects of Microstructure on
Presentations: Corrosion of Zinc Alloys in Saltwater” , pre-
sented at the TMS-AIME Annual Meeting , At-





Publications: J. Perkins, M. R. Keelean , “Interface Cor-
rosion of Explosively Bonded Aluminum Steel
Composites in Seawater Spray Atmospheres” ,
Materials Performance 16, No. 7, July 1977.
3. Perkins , R. A. Bornholdt, “The Corrosion
Product Morphology Found on Sacrificial Zinc
Anodes” , Corrosion Science 17 , 377-384 , 1977.
Also issuédI as ~~chnIcaI Report, NPS-69PS77-001, Technical Report No. 1 to the Office of
Naval Research , NR-036-120 , September 1977.
3. Perkins , “Morphology of ZnO Microcrys-
tale ” , Journal of Crystal Growth 40 (1977)
152-156. Also issued as Technical Report
NPS—69PS77002, Technical Report No. 2 to the
Office of Naval Research , NR-036-l20 , Octo-
ber 1977.
J. Perkins, W. H. Luebke, K. 3. Graham , 3.
M. Todd , “Anodic Corrosion of Zinc Alloys in
Seawater” , Journal of Electrochemical Societ
124 (1977) 819—826. ~~A1so issued as TechnicaRepor t, NPS— 69PS77003 , Technical Report No. 3
to the Office of Naval Research , ONR-36-l20 ,
November 1977.
3. Perkins , K. 3. Graham , G. A. Storm , J.
S. Locke, 3. P. Cummings , “Effect of Velo-
city on Corrosion of Galvanic Couples in
Seawater ” , to be presented at the NACE Unit
Committee T-7C Symposium on “Marine Corro-
sion ” at “Corrosion/78” , Houston Texas.,
March 6-10 , 1978; also submitted for publi-
cation in Corrosion; also issued as Techni-
cal Report, NPS—69PS77004, Technical Report
No. 4 to the Office of Naval Research , ONR-
036—120 , December 1977.
J. Perkins, 3. S. Locke, K. 3. Graham , “Ef-
fec ts of Dissimilar Metal Coupling , Poten-
tial Distribution, and Temper Condition on
Galvanic Corrosion of 5086 Aluminum Alloy in
Synthetic Seawater” , submitted for publica—
tion in Corrosion; also issued as Technical
Report, NPS-69PS7800l, Technical Report No.
5 to the Office of Naval Research , ONR-136-
120, January 1978.
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Thesis Directed : M. R. Keelean , “Microscopic Investigation of
Interface Corrosion of Steel-Aluminum Explo-
sively Bonded Material Exposed to Periodic
Seawater Spray ” , Master ’s Thesis in Mechani-
cal Engineering , September 1976.
LCDR P. Wright, “SEM Study of the Corrosion
of Sacrificial Hull Anodes Under Simulated
Ship Service Conditions” , Master ’s Thesis
IN Mechanical Engineering, December 1976.
LT. G. A. Storm , “The Effec t  of Velocity on
Corrosion of Galvanic Couples in Seawater”,
Master ’s Thesis in Mechanical Engineering ,
September 1977.
LT. J. Locke, “Effect of Galvanic Coupling ,
Potential , and Temper Condition on the Mode
and Distribution of Corrosion Attack of an
Aluminum Alloy in Seawater” , Master ’s Thesis
in Mechanical. Engineering, September , 1977. 
I • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Title: Gas Turbine Exhaust Stack Eductors Systems
Investigator : P. F. Pucci, Professor of Mechanical Engine-
ering
Sponsor: Naval Ship Research and Development Center ,
Naval Sea Systems Command
Objective: A continuing program to evaluate the perfor-
mance of gas turbine exhaust stack eductor
systems for naval vessels.
Summary: Scale models of existing and proposed gas
turbine exhaust stack eductor systems were
fabricated and the experimental performance
determined using “cold flow” facilities con-
structed for this purpose. Additional mo-
dels were built and tested to determine some
of the effects of geometry on performance .
A “hot flow” facility was designed and con-
struction begun , to be used to test scale
models under actual operating temperatures.
Publications: C. P. Ellim, P. F. Pucci , “Model Tests of
Multiple Nozzle Exhaust Gas Eductor Systems
for Gas Turbine Powered Ships” , Technical
Report, NPS—69Pc7706l, June 1977.
J. P. Harrell, Jr., P. F. Pucci , “Experimen-
tally Determined Effects of Eductor Geometry
on the Performance of Exhaust Gas Eductors
for Gas Turbine Powered Ships” , Technical
Report , NPS-69PC77091, September 1977.
C. M. Moss, P. F. Pucci , “Effects of Several
Geometric Parameters on the Performance of
a Multiple Nozzle Eductor System” , Technical
Report, NPS-69PC77092 , September 1977.












Energy Conversion - Fluidyne
Investigators : D. Salinas, Associate Professor of Mecha-
nical Engineering , R. H. Nunn , Associate
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Sponsor: Harry Diamond Laboratories
Objective: To install and instrument a model Fluidyne
engine. To evaluate existing performance
prediction models for the Fluidyne engine.
Summary: The existing theoretical models (two) have
been carefully reviewed and improvements
and corrections have been made where indi-
cated. A technically coherent (but still
vastly simplified) model has been develop-
ed based upon this review. A series of
feasible designs for the experimental set-
up have been created and materials and
equipment have been ordered for the con-
struction of the experimental apparatus.
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Title : Unsteady Flow About Bluff Bod ies
Investigator: T. Sarpkaya, Professor of Mechanical Engine-
ering
Sponsor: National Science Foundation
Objective: To determine the forces acting on bluff bod-
ies immersed in time-dependent flows.
Summary : Experiments were conducted in a large U-shap-
ed water tunnel with smooth and rough circu-
lar cylinders at very high Reynolds numbers.
The lif t, drag, and inertia coefficients for
rigidly and elastically-mounted cylinders
have been determined .
A potential flow model of two-dimensional
vortex shedding was developed . The free
shear layers which emanate from the sides
of the body were represented by discrete
vortices through the use of appropriate com-
plex-velocity potential. The analysis was
then applied to the prediction of the hydro-
elastic response of elastically mounted cy-
linders .
Publications: T. Sarpkaya , “Hydroelastic Response of Flex-
bu y-Mounted Cylinders in Harmonic Flow” ,
Proceedings of the Offshore Technology Con-
ferenci~ Vol. III, 1977 , pp: 155—159.
T. Sarpkaya , “In-Line and Transverse Forces
on Cy linders Near a Wall in Oscillatory Flow
at High Reynolds Numbers ” , Proceediri9s of
the Offshore Technology Conference, Vol. III ,
1977 , pp: 161—166.
T. Sarpkaya , N. J. Collins , S. R. Evans,
“Wave Forces on Rough-Walled Cylinders at
High Reynolds Numbers ” , Proceedings of the
Offshore Technology Conference, Vol. III ,
1977 , pp: 175—184.
T. Sarpkaya , “Hydrodynamic Resistance of
Roughened Cylinders in Harmonic Flow ” ,
Journal of the Royal Institution of Naval
Architects , No. 6, November, 1977 , pages
363—386.
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T. Sarpkaya, “A Theoretical and Experimental
Investigation of the Hydroelastic Response
of Cylinders in Harmonic Flow” , Proceedings
of the International Association~~!9~,&rau1icResearch, Vol I, l97,~~ pp: 9-17.
T. Sarpkaya, “Transverse Oscillations of a
Circular Cylinders in Uniform Flow” , Tech-
nical Report, NPS-69SL—77071, July 1977.
P. Sarpkaya, “Unidirectional Periodic Flow
about Bluff Bodies” , Technical Report, NPS-
69SL77051, May 1977.
P. Sarpkaya, “An Analytical Investigation of
the Transverse Oscillations of a Cylinder in
Uniform Flow ” , Technical Report, NPS-699L-















Title: Cable Strumming - Potential Flow Model and
Experiments
Investigator : T. Sarpkaya , Professor of Mechanical Engine-
ering
Sponsor: Civil Engineering Laboratory
Objective: To extend Sarpkaya ’s potential flow model
to circular cylinders oscillating longitu-
dinally and/or transversely to the flow ,
for the purpose of determining added mass ,
lif t, and drag coefficients for oscillating
cylinders. Also , to carry out experiments
- I to validate the analytical model.
Summary : The discrete vortex model has been applied
to the determination of the flow character-
istics about cylinders undergoing in-line
and transverse oscillations. The results
have been expressed in terms of a mean drag
coefficient, and Fourier averaged drag and
L 
inertia coefficients. The results have
L 
shown that the mean flow has significant ef-
• fects on the various coefficients , and that
the results of experiments with harmonic os-
cillations in a fluid otherwise at rest are
not applicable to oscillations of a cylinder
in a uniform flow.
Publications: T. Sarpkaya, “Fluid Forces on Oscillating
Cylinders ” , American Society of Civil En-
gineers Fall Convention Preprint 2921 , 1977,
pp: 1—29.
T. Sarpkaya, “An Analytical and Experimental
Study of the In-Line and Transverse Oscilla-
tions of a Circular Cylinder in Uniform
Flow ” , Technical Report , NPS-59SL75051, May
1975.
T. Sarpkaya, “In-Line and Transverse Forces
on Oscillating Circular Cylinders” , Techni-
cal Report, NPS-59SL76071, July 1977.
Thesis Directed: J. Fry , “In-Line Oscillations of a Circular
Cylinder in Uniform Flow” , Master ’s Thesis ,
December 1975.
D. F. Fortik , “Forced Oscillations of a Cy-
linder in Uniform Flow” , Master ’s Thesis,
June 1976.
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P. Raposo, “Transvers Oscillations of a Cy-
linder in Uniform Flow” , Master ’s Thesis,
June 1976.
Z. Demirbilek , “Transverse Oscillations of
a Cylinder in Uniform Flow ” , Master’s Thesis
and Engineer Degree Thesis , December 1977.
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Title: Separated Flow About Missiles at High Angles
of Attack
Investigator : T. Sarpkaya , Professor of Mechanical Engine-
ering
Sponsor: Naval Air Systems Command
Objective: To develop analytical and experimental me-
thods to predict the vortex rollup on axisy-
metric bodies at high angles of attack and
to calculate the out-of-plane forces.
Summary : A potential flow model of t~o-dimensionalvortex shedding behind a circular cylinder
has been developed. The free shear layers
which emanate from the separation points
have been represented by discrete vortices
through the use of Pohlhausen ’s separation
criteria and the rediscretization of the
vortex sheet. The sensitivity of the cal-
culations to the method of boundary--layer
calculation, to intensity of t)e initial
disturbance used to generate the asymmetry ,
the time step , rate of dissipation of vor-
ticity , and to the method of concentra tion
- ; of the vortex clouds to a single vortex has
been examined in great detail. The results
have revealed much about the physics of the
complex interaction between the vortices
and the separation points , the relation bet-
ween tie vortex shedding , drag force , trans—
verse force, rate of change of circulation ,
Strouhal number , and the oscillations of
the front stagnation point and the separa-
tion points. The results have been used to
calculate the out-of—plane force acting on
missiles at high angles of attack through
the use of the impulsive-flow anology .
Publications: T. Sarpkaya , “Comment on the Theoretical
Study of Lift-Generated Vortex Wakes to
Avoid Rollup” , AIAA Journal, Vol 13, No.
12, 197 6, pp: 1680—1682.
T. Sa rpkaya , “A Theroretical and Experimen-
tal Investigation of the Impulsively--Start-
ed Flow about a Circular Cylinder ” , Tech-
nical Report, NPS-69SL77091, September
1977.
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Thesis Directed: W. Bruns, “Impulsively-Started Flow about
a Circular Cylinder ” , Master ’s Thesis,
December 1977. 
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Title: Computer Synthesis Program for VTOL A i r c r a f t
Investigators : G. N. Vanderplaats , Adjunct Professor of
Mechanical Engineering , A. E. Fuhs , Prof-
fessor of Mechanical Engineering
Sponsor : Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Objective : To develop a computer aided aircraft design
program for Class B VTOL aircraft .
Summary : The Aircraft Synthesis Program (ACSYNT) de-
veloped at NASA Ames was available and could
be modified for VTOL.
The ACSYNT program was modified to allow for
VTOL operation . Using the mission specifi-
cations , several aircraf t were designed .
Publications : G. N. Vanderplaats , “Analysis of Sk i Jump
Takeoff” , submitted to American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
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